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COMPLETELY BUILT
SIGNAL GENERATOR

T.V. CONVERTER
for the new commercial
stations, complete with 2
valves. Frequency can be
set to any channel within
the 186-196 Mc/s band. I.F.
will work into any existing
T.V. receiver between 42-
68 Me/s. Input arranged for
80 ohm feeder. EF80 as RF
amplifier. ECC81 as local
oscillator and mixer. The
gain of the first stage, RF
amplifier 10DB. Required
power supply of 200 D.C.
at 25mA. 6.3v. A.C. at 0.6
amp. Input filter ensuring
freedom from unwanted
signals. Simple adjust-
ments only, no Instru-
ments required for trim-
ming. Will work Into any

T.R.F. or superhet. Size 4 x 21 x 21n. P. & P.
2/6. £2.19.6. Double wound mains transformer,
Pm .2001250v. metal rectifier, and smoothing conden-
ser to suit above. 18/6.

BOTH GENERATORS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
Completely built Signal Generator, coverage 120 KGs -320 Kc,s,
300 Kc/s-900 Kc/s, 900 KcIs-2.75 Mcls, 2.75 Mc/s-8.5 Mcis, 8 Mc/s-
28 Mc/s, 16 Mc/s-56 Mc/s, 24 Mc/s-84 Me/s. Metal case 10 x 61 x41 in.
Size of scale 61 x 3lin. 2 valves and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v.
Internal modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent..
modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable
100 milli -volts. C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output
and moving coil output meter. Black crackle -finished case and
white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 2%. £4.19.6 or 34/- deposit
and 3 monthly payments 25/-. P. & P. 4/- extra.
PERMEABILITY TUNED T.V. CONVERTER

for new commercial stations

Input 300 ohm balanced line or 80 ohm coax. Coverage 180-200Mc/s. Vision I.F. : 10.7 Mc/s. Valve line-up 6AK5 R.F.amplifier, 6AK5 mixer, 6C4 separate oscillator. This is a highgain uniji. ideal for fringe areas. Can also be used as F.M.
TUNER Frequency coverage 80-100 Mc/s. I.F. 10.7 Me/s. Size
91n. wide, 6lin. deep. 4in. high. 91n. scale, width, including over-
lap. 14in. Complete with 3 valves. P. & P. 3/-. £4.9.6.
10.7 Mc/s I.F.s to suit above, 4/6 each.
USED 91n. TUBE 22/140 with ion burn, 17/6. Post paid.
Mazda CRM92A, used with heater cathode short, guaranteed for
3 months. P. & P. 716. 22.17.6.
Used Mullard 91n. tube 22/17 and 18 ion burn. 25/- post paid.
40 watt Fluorescent kit A.C. mains 230/240. Comprising choke.
power -factor condenser. 2 tube holders, starter, and starter -
holder. P. & P. 31, 17/6.
20 watt A.C. or D.C. 200/250v. Fluorescent kit, comprising trough
in white stove enamel, 2 tube holders, starter, starter -holder
and barreter. P. & P. 1/6. 12/6.

Three speed automatic changer by B.S.R.. current model. Will
take 7in., 10in. or 121n. records mixed. Turnover crystalhead. Cream finish.

VERY LIMITED QUANTITY.
A.C. Mains 900/250. 27.19.6. P. & P. 4/6.

Line and E.H.T. Transformer, 9kV. Ferrocart core. EY51 heater
winding, complete with scan coils and frame output transformer
and line and width control. 22.5.0. P. & P. 3/-.
As above but complete with line and frame blocking trans.
formers, 4 henry 250 mA. choke, 100 mfd. and 150 mfd. 350 wkg..
380 mA. A.C. ripple. £2.19.6. P. & P. 3/-.Standard wave -change Switches. 4 -pole 3 -way. 1/9 ; 5 -pole3 -way, 1/9 ; 3 -pole 3 -way. 1/9 ; 9 -pole 3 -way, 3/6 : Miniature
type, long spindle 3 -pole 4 -way. 4 -pole 3 -way and 4 -pole 2 -way
2/6 each. 2 -pole 11 -way twin wafer. 5/- ; 1 -pole 12 -way singlewafer, 5/-. P. & P. 3d.
USED metal rectifier. 250 v. 150 mA., 6/6.
It. and A. energised Olin. Speaker with 0/P Trans., field
coil 175 ohms. 916. P. & P. 2/6.
440 ohms field. 10/6, plus 2/6 P. & P.
Combined 1.2in. Mask and Escutcheon perspex. New aspect.
edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/6. As above for14in. and 151n. tubes, 17/6.
Polishing Attachment for electric drills. lin. spindle. chrom-ium plated 5in. brush, 3 polishing cloths and one sheepskin
mop mounted on a 31n. rubber cup. Post & pkg. 1/6. 12/6. Spare
sheepskin mops. 2/6 each.

R. & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) [TO.
23 HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

PATTERN
GENERATOR

40-70 Mc s direct calibration, checks frame and line time base,
frequency and linearity, vision channel alignment. sound channel
and sound rejection circuits and vision channel band width.
Silver plated coils, black crackle -finished case 10 x 61 x 4Iin. and
white front panel. A.C. mains 200/250 volts. This instrument will
align any T.V. receiver, accuracy plus or minus 1".. Cash price
23.19.6 or 29/- deposit and 3 monthly payments of £1. P. & P. 4/ -extra.
Line or Frame Oscillator Blocking Transformers, 4/6 each.
Smoothing Choke, 250 mA. 5 henry. 8/6: 250 mA. 10 henry. 10/6 ;
Wide Angle P.M. Focus Unit, Vernier adi.. state tube, 15/-.
P.M. Focus Unit for Mullard tubes with vernier adjustment.
P. & P. 2/-. 15/,
ton Traps for Mullard or English Electric tubes, 5/-. Post paid.
T.V. ('oils, moulded former, iron cored, wound for rewinding
Purposes only. Ali -can llin. x in.. 1/- each : 2 iron -cores Ali -
can, 21in. x lin.. 1/6 each.
Dubilier .001 10kV working, 3/6.
Primary, 200-250 v. P. & P. 2/-.
300-0-300, 100 mA, 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. 22/6.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA, 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. 14/6.
Drop thro' 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. 146.
280-0-280, drop through, 80 mA, 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 1416.
250-0-250, 80 mA, 6 v. 4 amp., 14/-.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 1.5 amp.. 13/6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA, 8 v. 3 amp.. 11/6.
250 v. 350 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a., twice 2 v. 2 a.. 19/6.
Semi -shrouded drop -through 380-0-380 120 mA, 6.3 v. 3 amp..
5 v. 2 amp., 25!-.
Auto -Trans. Input 200/250, H.T. 500 v.. 250 mA. 6 v. 4 a., twice
2 v. 2 a.. 19/6.
Auto Trans. Input 200/250. H.T. 350 v. 350 mA. Separate L.T.
6.3 v. 7 a., 6.3 v. 11 amp.. 5 v. 3 amp.. 25/-. P. & P. 3/-.
Dealer Transformer. Pri 230/250 v. 6 v. 1 I amp.. : 2 v. 21 amp..
5/-, Input 210, 220, 230, 240. Sec. 350-0-350 100 mA. with separate
heater transformer. Pri. 210, 220. 230. 240. Sec. 6.3 v. 2 amp.,
6.3 v. 3 amp.. 4 v. 6 amp. and 5 v. 2 amp.. 301, P. & P. 51-.
350-0-350 75 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a. tap, 4 v. 6.3 v. 1 a.. 13/6.
500-0-500125 mA, 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a.. 27/6.
500-0-500 250 mA, 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 4 a.. 39/6.
Chassis mounting or drop-thro'. Fri 110/250 v. Sec. 350-0-350
250 inA. 6.3 v. 7 amp., 6.3 v. 0.5 amp.. 5 v. C.T. 0.5 amp., 4 v. 4 amp.,
32/6. P. & P. 3/6.
R.F. E.H.T. Oscillator Coll. 6-9 Ey with EY51 rectifier winding.
and circuit diagram. 151-.
As above, but complete with 6V6. EY51 and associated resistors
and condensers. Circuit diagram. 37/6.
The above unit completely built and tested in metal box size.
5 x 5 x 41in.. 42/6. P. & P. 3/-.
Used A.C. mains 200/250 volts, 4 valve plus metal rectifier,
medium wave superhet in polished walnut cabinet, size 14 x 9} x
7 lin., complete with valves 61E8. 61(7. 6Q7 and 6F4. 6lin. PM
speaker. Fully guaranteed. P. & P. 7/6. 23.15.0.
1,200 ft. Bich impedance recording tape on aluminium
spool. 12/6 post paid.

Valve Holders. moulded octal
Mazda and loctal, 7d. each.
Paxolin, octal Mazda and
Metal. 4d. each. Moulded
B7G, BSA and BOA, 7d. each.
BIG and B9A moulded with
screening can, 1/6 each.
32 mfd., 350 wkg. 2/-
16 . 24, 350 wkg. 4/-
4 mfd., 200 wkg. . 1/3 150 .40 mfd., 450 wits. ... 3 6 60 -+ 106 mfd.. 280 wkg. ... 7/616 x 8 mid.. 500 wkg.... 416 50 mfd., 12 wkg.
16, 16 mid.. 500 wkg. .. 5/9 50 mfd., 50 wkg. - 1/916 x 16 mfd.. 450 wkg. ... 3/9 Miniature wire ends32 .32 mfd., 350 wkg. 4/- moulded, 100 pf., 500 pt..25 mfd., 25 wkg. -110 and .001, ea.
Where cost and packing charge is not stated, please add 1/6 up to 10/-,
2/- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. Alt enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each.

250 mid.. 12 v. wkg.
16 mfd.. 500 wkg 3/3
8 mid., 500 v. wkg., wire ends 216
8 mfd.. 350 v. wkg., tag ends 1/6
100 +150 mfd.. 350 v. wkg..

280 mA.. A.C. ripple .. 4/6
100-1-200 mid,. 275 wkg 7/616+16 mfd., 350 wkg. 3/3
50 mfd., 180 wkg. 1/965 mid.. 220 wkg. ... 1/6
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nineonetwo PLUS
Six position fully screened Selector
Switch, with or without pre-
amplifier, to cater for all types of
record, various types of pick-up,
radio and microphone inputs.
T El" GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., M A
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This book gives details of how to modernise this popUlar
Amplifier. Stage by stage wiring instructions are included for
the improved '912', and there are many additional valuable
features. By purchasing this book, you can read how to bring
up-to-date your existing Osram '912' or obtain full details for
constructing this versatile and remarkable Amplifier for High
Quality Sound Reproduction. It costs 4s. Od. from your dealer
or by post 3d. extra from Osram Valve & Electronics Dept.

GNET HOUSE. K ING SWAY, LONDON. W.C.2.

BUILDING THE
Thousands of enthusiasts are building the
" Simplex " Televisor, now being featured
in " Practical Television." WHY NOT
YOU ? CONSTRUC'TOR'S ENVELOPE
containing full constructional details and
Blue Print, additional notes and sugges-
tions, and Query Service form, sent for
ONLY 5i- Al) components available ex
stock as follows :
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. - 18 s.w.g.
DRILLED, for VCR97 version with screens
and tube holder bracket, 22/6.
TRANSFORMER. -350-0-350 v. 150 ma.
6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a. tapped at 4 v., ONLY
37.6. (Postage 2/-.)
CHOKE. -10 h. 120 ma., 10/6. (Post 1/-.)
RECTIFIERS.-RM3 5/- ea., K3/40 8/- ea.
VALVES.-EF50 6/6, SP61 6SN7 9/-.
6J5 5/6. EB34 3/6, EA50 3/6.
V A LVEHOLDERS.-139G/(EF50) 106.,
1.0. and M.O. 6d.. Diode (EA50) 66.,
VCR97 2/6.
V('R97 TUBE. -Tested screen, 42/6.
CONDENSERS.-Electrolytics 25 mfd.
25 v. 1/10. 16 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 5/6. 32 x 32 mfd.
450 v. 6/ -.Mica, silver mica, and tubulars,
350 V. 66. each.
POTENTIOMETERS. -All values, pre-
set 1/9 each, long spindle 3/-, with switch,
4/6.
RESISTORS. -I watt 46., 1 watt 541.,
1 watt 6(1., 1.5 k. 5 watt. 1/6.
COIL FORMERS. -tin. 86.. lin. 1041.
SPEAKER. -8 in. P.M. less trans., 16/6
(postage 21-1.
0/P TRANSFORMER. 5/-.
All Components Brand New and Un-
used. Full Price List . available onrequest.

106
1E7
1L1,14
1LN5
1L4
2B7
3A4
3B7

6A6AK7
6B4
6B8
608'
6G6
6116
6K6
6L7
6N7
6116
6U5
6V6
6V6GT
6SA7

63147
6SJ7
6SK7
6SL7
6337

6/66/6

8/-
81-
7/6
8/6
9/
8/6
7/6
9/6
7/6
7/6
8/-
6/6
5/-
9/-
7/6
7/6
8/6
8/6
8/6
7/6
8/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
7/8
9/-
7/6

VALVES
7A7 8/6
7C5 8/6
7F7 816
7W7 8/8
12H6 8/6
12J5 6/-
12AR-7 12/6
12SG7 716
1231(7 ' 8/6
123117
28D7
32
36
50Y6
58
1622
1626 41-
1299A 7/6
VR150/30 816
VR137 5/9
KT44 8/6
KT2 5/-
VP23 6/6
HL23DD 6/6
TP25 81-
155 8/-
1T4 81-
1E5 8;-

7/6
7/6
7/6
716
816
8/8

111 -

SIMPLEX"?
5Z4 10/-
5U4 101-
6AC7 6/6
6K7GT 5/6
807 716
ECH35 12/6
EA50 3'6
EBC33, 816
EB34 3/6
EF36 6/6
EF39 6/6
EF50 6/6

Red
Sylvania 8/6
EFS! 12/6
EY51 15/-
EK32 6/6
EL32 7/6
SP61 od.
MU14 1016
RL37 6/-
VS70 7/6
954 6/-
955 6/-
9003 6/-
9004 6/-
931A 50/-

PYE 45 me s 1.F. STRIPS. -The strip
that is ready made for the London Vision
Channel. Complete with 6 valves EF50
and 1 of EA50. BRAND NEW. ONLY 59/6.

UNT1'S TYPE 26 and 27. For
use with the R.1355 or any receiver with
a 6.3 v. supply. These are the variable
tuning units which use 2 valves EF54
and 1 of EC52. Type 26 covers 65-50 Mc/s
(5-6 metres), and Type 27 covers 85-65
Mc's (3.5-5.0 metres). Complete with
valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 29/6 each.

AMPLIFIER. TYPE 223A. or 208A,
as described in the July issue of

Practical Television " for making a
TV CONVERTER. Complete with
valves. ONLY 15'- (Postage, etc., 1/6).
CHASSIS OF INDICATOR 233. -
Contains VCR97 C.R. Tube Holder, 11
valveholders, resistors, condensers,
etc., etc. BRAND NEW. ONLY 10/ -
(Carriage, etc., 5I-).
POCKET VOLTMETERS. -Not ex -
Govt. Read 0-15 v. and 0-300 v. A.C. or
D.C. BRAND NEW & UNUSED.
ONLY 18!6.

TRANSFORMERS. -Manufactured to
our specifications and fully guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 425-0-435 v. 200 ma.
6.3 v. 4 a., 8.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
65/- : 350 v. -0-350.v. 160 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a..
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 47/6; 250 v.-0-
250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
37/6. 350 v..0-350 v., 150 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a..
5 v. 3 a., ONLY 37/6. 250-0-250 v. 60 ma.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.. ONLY 21/-. The above
are fully shrouded, upright mounting. 5.5
kV. E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a..
ONLY 79/6; 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a..
ONLY 89/6. PLEASE ADD 2'. POSTAGE
FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.

Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 m'ns. from Iligh Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross
Cash with order, please, and print name and address clearly. Include postage as specified and on Component Orders under U.

U.P.1. CORPN THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I.
(Phone TERminus 7937.)
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Your set deserves a

Mullard
li-CDIMQ=111117EM TV TUBE

If you are building a television receiver, leave nothing
to chance: choose a Mullard Tube. Mullard Television
Tubes owe their high reputation for performance,
reliability and LONG LIFE to the unrivalled facilities
for research possessed by Mullard and to the complete
control of manufacture from the production of raw
materials to the finished product. For practical
evidence of performance and reliability, ask the
people who use them.

MULLARD LONG LIFE TUBES
FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS

MW22-I6 9 inch circular screen.
MW31-74 12 inch circular grey -glass screen.
MW36-24 14 inch rectangular grey -glass screen.
MW41.1 16 inch circular screen. Metal cone.
MW43-64 17 inch rectangular grey -glass screen.

MW4 3-64

Mullard!

MULLARD LTD  CENTURY HOUSE  SHAFTESBURY AVENUE  LONDON W.C.2

MVM290

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
OPEN TILL

6 P.M. SATURDAYS
(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Telephone :
AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271

Band Three (Commercial)
71( THE NEW PREMIER TELEVISORFor the Home Constructor

13 CHANNEL DESIGN

Instruction Book 3/6. Post
F r e e. Includes details of

both designs.

SUITABLE FOR USE WITH ANY POPULAR WIDE ANGLE TUBE
ess.s%"Rt".""ewtot"oate,w.""""""oaoraak""oweo4

DESIGN 1. Includes a Multi-Channel (Channels I-13) continuouslyyaria40i30isanrheurerisupied
wired and tested and is complete with Valves, all connecting leads and fixing brackets.

THIS DESIGN MAY z34. 9. 7 (plus cost ofBE BUILT FOR C.R.T.),

DESIGN 2. Channels 1-5, tunable from 40-68 Mc/s.
THIS DESIGN MAY E30 (plus cost o;BE BUILT FOR C.R.T.).

* Constructors who have built Design 2 (5 Channels) may convert their Receiversto Design I for E6 ; this price includes Multi -Channel Tuner, New Vision InputCoil and full instructions.
* All Coils supplied for these two Superhet Receivers are PRE -TUNED, ASSURING

ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BANDWIDTH.
 Duomag permanent magnet focusing with simple picture centring ad(ustment.
* Exceptionally good picture " hold " and interlace. *Noise suppression on bothSound and Vision.

The Televisor may be constructed in 5 easy stages : (I) Vision, (2) Time Base, (3) Sound, (4) Power Pack, (5) Final Assembly.Each stage is fully covered in the Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point-to-point wiring instruction,The Instruction Book also includes full details for converting existing Premier Magnetic Televisors for use with modern wide angletubes. All components are individually priced.
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& TELEVISION TIMES
Editor : F, J. CAMM

Editorial and Advertisement Oflices : " Practical Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Clouse.
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2. Phone : Temple Bar 4363. Telegrams : Newnes. Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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"The Practical Householder"
THE first issue of our new companion journal

The Practical Householder, as briefly
announced last month, will be published

on September 8th. A reproduction of the cover
appears below.

Every issue will contain a 24 -page Practical.
Householder's Reference Booklet to pull out
and keep. It contains a mass of information on
all daily aspects of home maintenance and repair.

The following list of contents will give you
some idea of the practical household policy which
this journal will follow. Paperhanging Made
Easy ; A Simply madeTable Lamp ; Interior
Decorating

'

Repairing Simple Plumbing Faults ;
Making an Electric Gas -lighter ; Making Your
Own Loose Covers ; Enamelling a Bath ; Uses
for Repair Plates ; Laying Linoleum ; Reglazing
and Painting on Glass ; An Electric Water
Heater ; A Household Ozoniser ; An Automatic
Draught Excluder . Making Rugs ; Building
Your Own Bungalow ; Concrete Paths and
Floors ; An Ash -pan Improvement ; Making
Pelmets ; Legal Notes-Landlord's Fixtures ;
Checking Over Your Vacuum Cleaner ; Passing
It On ; Painting, Staining and Varnishing Floors,
etc. ; Making a Hall Lantern ; A Reliable
Folding Table ; Letters to the Editor ; and
The Home Mechanic's Shop Window.

You will only make certain of obtaining it
month by month by placing a regular order with
your newsagent now.

It is a " must " for every householder.

BATTERY TELEVISION
ONE of the surprises of the recent National

Radio Show was the introduction by a
famous maker of the first practicable portable
television receiver operated by a battery. The
receiver is designed for both battery and mains
operation, and when operated from batteries it
obtains its power supply from a 12 -volt battery,
the necessary voltage increase being obtained
throuah a rotary converter.

Priced at £60, it, represents a marked step
forward and it brings television to those many
thousands of homes still not equipped with
supply mains.

The E.H.T. is, of course, obtained from the
flyback in the usual way.

The late opening of the show due to the strike
naturally affected the total attendances, and it
caused many overseas buyers to cancel their
visit. We hope next year that our advice is taken
and an assurance secured from the Earls Court
authorities that there will be no disputes after
preparations for the show have commenced. It
should be easy enough for the Earls Court
people to obtain such assurance from all the
unions concerned.-F. J. C.

PRACTICAL

HOUSEHERDER3

REFERENCE
BOOK o4ktulit
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R1124 Conversion for Sound
MODIFYING ANOTHER EX -GOVERNMENT SET FOR THE RECEPTION OF TELEVISION

By J. Stebbings

THIS receiver appears on the surplus market
from time to time in considerable numbers.
Those seen by the writer have been excellent

value for the money, since they appeared to be unused
and in sealed cardboard boxes. They may be bought
for as little as 4s. without valves and 15s. with valves.
The set is a six -valve superheterodyne with narrow
band I.F. stages and is switch tuned to cover a range
from 30-40 Mc/s. The valves have British seven -pin
bases and their 13 volt 0.2 amp filaments are con-
nected in parallel. The neat
chassis has .one side hinged
to allow easy access to the
interior and to a long tag
board covering the whole of
the hinged side. The top of
the chassis is stepped, giving
two different levels. Five
coil cans for the R.F. and
I.F. stages, together with a
low -frequency transformer,
are mounted on the higher
level. The six valves and
their screens are mounted
on the  lower step. The
complete chassis slides. into a
container measuring 12in. x 9in. x 6in., having aerial
and earth sockets at the rear. On the front panel is
the six -channel selector spindle and a multi -way
socket. A removable panel on the side of the con-
tainer gives access to the 24 preset tuning capacitors,
mounted flush with the side of the chassis.

The Original Circuit

TABLE 1

Channel

Turns required

L2
LI L3

.P S

. 1 5 4 4 5+
2 4 3 4 5+
3 3 2+ 3 4+
4 3 21 3 41
5 3 2+ 3 41

is the aerial coil tuned by any one of the 0-30 pF
preset tuning capacitors selected by one pole of the
five -pole six -way channel selection switch. Only two
positions of this switch are shown in the circuit
diagrams for the sake of simplicity. VI is an R.F.
amplifier transformer coupled by L2 to the frequency
changer V2. Both the primary and secondary windings
of. L2 are tuned. The R.F. coil cans LI and L2 are
easily located on the top of the chassis. L3, the oscil-
lator coil, is wound on a ceramic former which is at-

tached to the six -way switch
assembly below the chassis:

There are two inter-
mediate -frequency amplifiers
V3 and V4 operating at 7.0
Mc/s-; L4, L5 and L6 are
the coupling transformers.
Automatic volume -control is
applied to VI, V3 and V4.

The detector and output
stages are shown in Fig. 2.
V5 is a R.F. pentode detector,
and one of the output trans-
formers Ti is in its anode
circuit. V6 is a medium -
impedance triode amplifier

giving a second output by way of T2. There are
two WX6 Westectors and one WX12, the original
functions of which are not clear to the writer, but the
A.V.C. line originates in this part of the circuit.

All components in the set bear numbers except
those mounted on the tag board. A circuit number
reference chart for this board is stuck to the opposite
side of the chassis. The original circuit numbers are

The R.F. and I.F. stages are shown in Fig. 1. Li shown in Figs. I and 2.

Fig. 1. -The R.F. and I.F. stages. Circuit alterations are shown by the broken lines.
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The New Circuit The rewiring of V5 and V6 presented little difficulty.
It was decided to make a start on the output end The new low -frequency volume control was mounted

of the set and work back to the input so that each on the front panel above the chassis and a six -way
section could be tested in turn with a signal generator tag strip was mounted vertically in the space previously
as the alterations progressed. The writer, not being occupied by T2 alongside L6. The two germanium
a radio engineer, confesses unashamedly that he was crystal diodes, the 50 pF and 100 pF capacitors,
somewhat hazy as to the detailed workings of V5, V6, and the 0.1 M and 0.5 M resistors were soldered to
and the Westectors in the original circuit. The line this six -way tag strip. The mauve lead from the top
of least resistance was therefore taken and those of L6 was convenient for reconnection, and the red
stages rewired on more conventional lines. Those lead from L6 which passed down below the chassis
readers having greater knowledge of circuitry might was led up again outside the can through a hole
be able to make better use of the original layout, drilled in the chassis top.

It was at first decided to try the two WX6 The A.V.C. filter resistors 0.25 M, 0.5 M and the
Westectors as detector and A.V.C. diode. They are, 0.1pF capacitor together with the remainder of the
however, designed for a maximum frequency of components for V5 and V6 were mounted on the
1.5 Mc/s, and their efficiency was found to be too hinged tag Board in the space previously cleared.
low at the I.F. of 7.0 Mc/s. Two germanium crystal The removal of unwanted components left the side of
diodes were then wired in place of the WX6s, with the chassis next to the selector switch assembly clear.
excellent results. It was decided to fit a small loudspeaker in this

Fig. 3 shows the circuit space which measured 5iin.
employed. V5 is a 1 o w- x Qin. Unfortunately this
frequency triode amplifier was just too small for a Sin.
using the original 4D1 valve diameter speaker but a slot
(originally V6). This is was cut in the top of the
coupled to the new output chassis to allow the rim to
pentode V6 for which a 7D8 project through a b o v e it.
was purchased. (The depth of the speaker

A few minor alterations from front to back had to be
were required to the I.F. less than 2in. to avoid foul -
and R.F. stages as shown ing the spindle of the channel
in Fig. 1. These will be listed selector switch.) Four large
in detail later. The R.F. and holes were cut in the chassis
oscillator coils, of course, had with a tank cutter as seen in
to have turns removed, but Fig. 6. The output t rans-
before doing this the set was former was mounted below
checked with a signal generator the chassis on the front panel.
Mc/s band. The 7D8. output valve employed has an optimum

load of 8,500 ohms requiring a transformer with a
Wiring the New L.F. Stages ratio of 53 to 1 for a 3 -ohm speaker. An alternative

which has not been tried is the 7D5 with an optimum
load of 7,000 ohms and requiring a bias resistor of
410 ohms. By changing the valveholder to an inter -

TAB LE 2

Reference Numbers of preset tun* capacitors

CT1-CT6 aerial tuning LI
CT7-CT12 H.F. transformer tuning L2

primary

CT13-CT I 8HF transformer tuning L2
secondary

CT19-CT24 oscillator main tuning
CT19A-CT24A oscillator fine trimming

on the original 30-40

A start on the removal of unwanted components
was made by detaching the potentiometer R26 and
the transformers Ti and T2. C26 and C30 were
removed with T1. The 2+2 pF
block C19 and C20 with R29 attached
was removed from the side of the
chassis. The yellow and black lead
attached to C20 was marked
" A.V.C. line " for future identifica-
tion.

Next, the components occupying
the end nine rows of the tag board
at the front end were removed, start-
ing with the Westector W3 and
finishing with C15 and R15. These
parts can be identified from Fig. 4.
R31 was left in place to avoid dis-
turbing adjacent capacitors, but the
lead from it to R21 and R22 was
removed. R32 and R33 were also
detached.

The red H.T. positive- line along
the tag board was identified and
marked ; a brown lead to the
cathode of V6 and a green lead to
its grid were also identified for
future use. The white leads from the
cathodes of V3 and V5 to the power
socket were next removed. Finally,
R30 and R35 attached to the cathode
of V5 were removed.

Fig. 6.-The completed conversion. The loudspeaker mounting can c,early
be seen, and above, next to the I.F. coil can, is the tag strip carrying the
detector components. The volume control mounted on the front panel is

also visible.
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national octal a 12A6 could be used with a bias
resistor of 370 ohms. The same output transformer
would be suitable for these alternative valves.

No plug was available to fit the power
socket so this was removed. A three -
core flexible lead was taken through the
front panel for H.T. positive, 12 volts
A.C. for filaments, and earth. The
power required is 250 volts 85 mA
and 12 volts 1.3 A.

Alterations to R.F. and I.F. Stages
The alterations to the R.F. and I.F.

stages consisted of amendments to the
biasing arrangements and connecting
the oscillator anode to H.T. positive.

1. A 200 -ohm resistor was inserted
between the cathode of VI and the
chassis and soldered between the
pins of the valveholder. A 0.1pF
tubular capacitor with a .002µF
mica type in parallel were also con-
nected between the cathode and chassis.
They were mounted on the end of the
chassis.

2. A 0.1,uF tubular capacitor was
connected in parallel with C5 on the
tag board.

3. The white lead from the cathode
of V3 to the socket was removed. The original 10 k
bias resistor R36 was removed and a 200 -ohm resistor
connected in its place between the valveholder pin
and chassis.

V4

L

Y/B

C/5
ol,uF

RiS
260
Kr2

002/IF

R32
2000

P30
500

October, 1955

Fig. 5.-The underside of the chassis viewed with the hinged flap open.
Above the six ceramic valveholders can be seen the channel selector switch

and the new loudspeaker with its separately mounted transformer.

4. A 200 -ohm resistor with a .0IyF mica capacitor
in parallel were inserted between the cathode pin of
V4 and the chassis.

5. The re'd and mauve lead from the power socket to

C30
1pF

R21
4,7

R20 Wiring Colours
100/CD R Red

Br Brown
8/ Black
Y _Yellow
W White
M Mauve

T2

/-47:*/$

R26
5000

R24 re /
470 KD

R22
470
Kn

R23

C20 C19
2pF 2pF

C/6
C/7
e2pF

4

8r

R25

Fig. 2.-The detector and output stages of the original circuit.

C23
*01
hiF

401
V6

/2 V

"jgr Heater
Line

R27 C29
1 Ilt2 IpF

N.T. -
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R7 on the tag board was removed. A 22 k resistor
was connected between the junction of R7 and C7
and H.T. positive.

When mounting new components on the tag board
care was necessary to ensure that they did not foul
the existing components or wiring when the hinged
side of the chassis was closed.

W3

C29 P27
C23 P25

C/7

C/6 P24
P20 P2/

Wi R22 b
W2 P23 ii;

CIS RIS -
C/4 P/4 ht,
C28 - tv

P3I
CI3 PI3

C/2 PI2

Cl/ PI,
CIO R/0

C9 R9

C6 Ph'

C7 R7

CS RS

C4 R4
C P3
P34

Fig. 4.- Circuit num-
bers of components op

tag board.

1.6 Mauve

quencies, to dispense with the switch unit altogether
and get rid of some of the wiring self capacity.
Trimmers could be mounted on top of the coil
formers of LI and L2 in a similar manner to the I.F.
coils. A trimmer for the oscillator would have to be
fixed below the chassis. The number of coil turns
would have to be increased in this case.

/2141.34.
Heater Line

Fig. 3. -The new detector and output stages.

The set was then tested by applying the output of a
signal generator at 7.0 Mc/s to the grid of V3 followed
by 30-40 Mcis signal to the aerial terminal.

It now only remained to alter the R.F. and oscillator
coils to enable TV sound to be tuned in. In the
writer's case Channel 2 was required. The original
coils tuned slightly above 40 Mc/s and those who
require Channel 1 on 41.5 Mc/s would do well to
see if it is possible to tune to this frequency before
making any further alterations.

The oscillator coil L3 is the most difficult to get at
because it is mounted at the bottom of the channel
switch assembly. However, the complete unit may be
removed if a careful note is made of the connections
one by one as they are disconnected.

The aerial and H.F. transformer coils LI and L2
are altered simply by removing the cans after unsolder-
ing the grid cap connectors for VI and V2. Table 1
shows the number of turns for each coil used by the
writer on Channel 2. Figures are given as a guide for
other channels. All these figures presuppose that the
channel selector switch is retained in place. It might
be an advantage, particularly on the higher fre-

Table 2 gives the reference numbers of the preset
tuning capacitors which are stamped on the cover
plate. The oscillator main tuning will be found to be
very critical and even a loud signal may be tuned
through without noticing it unless the capacitor is
tuned very slowly. The trimming tool must be of
high quality material with no metal anywhere near
the point. Even a plain ebonite rod was found to
produce frequency shift so a tool was cut from tin.
thick Perspex sheet. Having got the main tuning
somewhere near the required frequency, final trim-
ming may be carried out with a metal screwdriver
on the earthed CT19A-CT24A trimmers which are
attached to the inside of the cover plate. The three
bearing screws which prevent bending of the plate
should not be touched.

Results
The receiver appears to be very sensitive and at

25 miles from Holme Moss the sound transmission
can be heard weakly without any aerial. Full volume
was obtained with a 3ft. length of flex connected to
the aerial terminal.
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THE RECEPTION OF EUROPEAN AND LONG
By B. L. Morley

MANY enthusiasts consider that in the television
world reception of a station at 150 miles is
real TV DX and would probably be rather

surprised to learn that it is possible to receive TV
transmissions at over 2,000 miles-no ! not a Misprint;
the statement is over two thousand miles!

Some time before Band I was allocated to -television,
amateur enthusiasts were discovering that real DX
(long distance reception) was possible on 56 Mc/s,
which is about the centre of the Band I frequencies ;,
since then a great deal of investigation has been made
into the phenomenon, but there is still much to be
learned and there is a vast field of investigation open
to the amateur.

Reception of the European stations is not
impossible, indeed, at times signals from European
stations have caused severe interference with our own

Nil reception
Transmitter

L --

Fig. 1.-Propagation at V.H.F.
and during one rather foggy Christmas a few years
ago the BBC apologised for interference which was
apparently coming from a TV station in Moscow !

It is the author's opinion that with the right
equipment, reception of transmissions from the.
Continent is well within the realms of possibility,
especially at places on the South Coast, and while it
would be foolish to imagine that the Continental

- stations could be tuned in like stations on a broadcast
receiver, there is no reason why worth -while reception
could not be obtained from time to time.

The enthusiast who wishes to investigate the
possibilities of long distance reception requires four
main items : firstly, a good aerial system, preferably
rotatable so that it can be
oriented in the direction of the icica
incoming signal ; secondly, a
continuously tunable receiver
which can tune, preferably
with a dial, over the Band
to be explored

'
thirdly, a

receiver adapted for reception
of the various types of trans-
missions likely to be en-
countered such as positive
or negative modulated vision
carriers ; and fourthly, some 757,
knowledge of the transmitting
conditions.

All these items will be
discussed in this article.

VHF Propagation
Most radio and TV en- Fig. 2.-Positive and negative modulation.

30X,

Carrier OX

iooX,

Carrier OX,
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DISTANCE TV STATIONS

thusiasts are aware of the differences in the
propagation of radio waves at frequencies in the
medium -wave band and the short-wave band.

The radio waves emanate from the transmitting
aerial partially along the surface of the earth and
partially towards the sky. In the medium -wave
band the normal reception area of the transmissions
is that covered by the ground wave. However,
some of the waves which travel skywards become
reflected from a belt of ionised particles lying in the
rarefied atmospheric regions surrounding the earth
and get " bent " back down to the earth again.

The net result is that the signals are receivable at
points well beyond the site of the transmitter and
reception of Continental stations is possible in this
country.

The layer of ionised particles (termed the E -layer)
is in constant motion ; it is affected by solar radiation
and intense sunspot activity. It tends to become
higher at night-time than during the day, and for
this reason stations can be received at considerable
distances during the dark hours.

One very noticeable effect of the variation in
height of the layer is in the well-known " fading "
experienced on distant stations, and to overcome this
problem circuitry has been designed so as to maintain
a fairly constant level of output of the receiver over a
quite wide range of varying inputs.

On the short waves (from about 10 to 100 metres)
it was found that the radio waves were apparently
unaffected by the -E-layer ; they simply went through
this barrier until they arrived at a somewhat similar
barrier at a much greater distance from the earth's
surface. This second layer has' been termed the
F -layer. Because of its greater height the short
waves reflected from this layer came back to earth at
far greater distances than those of the medium waves,
and moreover, by reason of the angle at which they
came back they were reflected again into the
atmosphere. The process, being repetitive, enabled

Positive Modulation

Peak white

Picture

-Black
Sync.

--Blacker than Black

-Blacker than Black
Sync.

'Black

Negative Modulation

Picture

Peak white
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signals to be sent completely round the world.
When still lower wavelengths came to be used,

it was found that neither the E -layer nor the F -layer
had any appreciable effect and it is generally accepted
that reception is possible only when within sight of the
transmitter.

As television signals are transmitted at the very
low wavelengths of the order of 5 metres the accepted

 service area is taken as that within sight of the
transmitter (we term this " line -of -sight " conditions).
The waves radiate in straight lines from the aerial
system and due to the curvature of the earth's surface
become lost into space (Fig. 1).

Fortunately for viewers at some distance from
the transmitters, a certain amount of refraction

Fig. 3.-Negative grid input for grid -modulated tubes.
(Positive modulated carrier.)

or bending of the waves takes
place so that they tend to follow
the curvature of the earth for a
short distance. The refraction is
due to atmospheric conditions and
varies as the weather varies. This
effect enables the signals to be
received rather beyond actual
line -of -sight conditions.

As the wavelength is shortened
the refractive process becomes
less ; Band 111 signals, for example,
are refracted to a lesser degree
than Band I.

Generally speaking, then, at
the short wavelengths (or let us
give the more usual term-Very
High Frequencies) used for tele-
vision, no reflection takes place
from the ionosphere and long distance reception
is not possible. For this reason transmitting aerials
are designed so as to reduce the sky -wave as much as
possible and to direct the greater part of the aerial
power around the immediate vicinity of the
transmitter.

The E -layer
We have seen that radio waves of medium wave-

length are reflected by a layer of ionised particles
termed the E -layer. The E -layer lies at about 50 miles
above the earth's surface. By reason of the rarefied
atmosphere, solar radiation ionises the particles, and
it has been observed that the amount of ionisation is
intimately associated with the activity of the sun.

There are also other visible results of the sun's
activities in these upper regions ; this is the
phenomenon of the aurora borealis which is seen
sometimes in this country. When sunspot activity is

Detector Video
vave

Fig. 4.-Positive
cathode -modulated

modulated

grid input for
tubes. (Positive
carrier.)

greatest, then the ionisation is intensely affected, with
the result that the reflected radio waves behave in
somewhat unpredictable ways.

Falling meteors also have an effect as they often
leave trails of ionised particles behind them.

This sporadic ionisation of the E -layer can cause
the radio waves used for television to be reflected
back to the ground. In Band I reflection takes place
over a distance of between 600 and 1,300 miles. Under
these conditions it is possible to have an area between
100-600 miles from the transmitter where no signals
are received (the skip distance), while good results
are obtained at, say, 650 miles.

Tropospheric Ducts
Another phenomenon which contributes to long-

range reception at V.H.F. is the production of tropo-
spheric ducts. It appears that from time to time paths
of propagation come into being between the two layers
and the radio waves become trapped and travel great
distances along these paths, until they encounter some
atmospheric disturbance which may bring them back
to the earth again.

It is probably due to this that we have the classic
example of the South African " Ham " who received
such good signals from Alexandra Palace that he
imported a TV receiver !

Ducting " takes place more with the Band III
frequencies than with Band I, and it has been found
that during certain periods the Band III trans-
missions are receivable at 500 miles.

Summarising the effects, it can be said that
Sporadic -E DX enables Band I
signals to be received at dis-
tances of 600 to 1,300 miles.
Under exceptionally favourable
conditions a double " hop " occurs
and signals can be received as
1,200 to 2,600 miles.

Ducting is more frequent on
Band III and reception conditions
can take place at distances of 500
miles-even further under very
favourable conditions.

Sporadic -E ionisation by meteor
trails can produce long-distance
reception at phenomenal distances,
but this usually takes place as
short bursts of reception.

Reception may last a few sec-
onds, a few minutes, or a few hours.

Fig. 5.-Switched grid input for positive or negative
modulated carrier.

Atmospheric Variations
It has been observed that atmospheric variations
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have a material effect on TV DX. Generally speaking,
there are two main periods of the year during which
conditions are favourable ; these periods are early
summer (May, June, July) and, to a lesser extent,
early winter (November, December, January).

Sporadic -E DX appears to follow a lunar period,

T 10
Sync.

Fig. 6.-Standard Miller oscillator. Fig. 7.-S

as good conditions during one month are likely to be
repeated about 27 or 28 days later.

Ducting is favoured by settled weather conditions,
and long periods of settled weather with the barometer
high are good periods for this class of reception.

There is a diurnal variation, conditions being better
at about sunset and early morning than during the
other periods of the day.

Pronounced aurora borealis displays are very
frequently accompanied by Sporadic -E DX, and these
periods should be watched.

A change in settled weather conditions is often
favourable to TV DX. -As an example, a long, dry
period may be followed by a steady fall in the
barometer reading, and during
the falling period Sporadic -E
reception is possible.

A similar condition arises
when a prolonged stormy
period is beginning to give way
to more settled weather with a
steadily rising barometer.

The lowest periods in the
cycle of reception may be in
September, October, a n d
March, April. During Septem-
ber, however, it may be possible
to obtain TV DX in " bursts "
by reason of the increased
meteoric activity.

During the winter period,
settled foggy conditions which
may prevail over a large part
of 'Europe can bring in
exceptionally good signals of
really high quality. These
signals are often compar-

00000401-1_1
e0000600-1

Line
Hold

dz'
Fig. 8.-Typical blocking

oscillator.

able with those from the loyal transmitter.
For Sporadic -E DX the lower channels of Band I

are the most favoured and can be received over
considerable distances. In Band III ducting has to be
relied on mainly, and in  this band the distances
obtained are not normally comparable with those

obtained by Sporadic -E DX.
The bending of the

waves which takes place
in ducting usually takes
place within a few thousand
feet above the ground. In
areas where settled seasons
are the rule (not the British
Isles !) consistent reception
is often obtained by this
means.

In America, where the
weather generally follows a
settled pattern, consistent
results are obtainable. A
phenominal record w a s
achieved by the reception of
the station at Sao Paulo,
Brazil (PRF-3) at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, and at Grand
Rapids, Michigan - nearly
5,000 miles !

There is as yet (to the
author's knowledge) no known
verified reports of trans -
Atlantic reception, but this

may possibly be due to the difference in the
two systems. It is thought that if experimental
televisors could be constructed so as to cater
for the differing conditions of transmission, the
reception of transmissions at a long distance could
prove an interesting and valuable field of interest for
the amateur.

In Part II we, will discuss these differences and
suggest methods of adaptation to existing equipment
to enable TV DX to be received. Before we do this,
however, let us be perfectly clear on the likely
conditions.

(To be continued)

Line
Hold

Si

roIA
witched oscillator.

Fig. 9.-Cathode-coupled
multi -vibrator.
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THE FOURTH IN A SHORT SERIES ON THE PROBLEMS

INVOLVED IN THE RECEPTION OF COMMERCIAL
PROGRAMMES ON BAND III By Gordon J. King, A.M.I.P.R.E.

(Continued from page 176, September issue)

THE additional voltage drop across the Band III
valves may be counteracted in this type of
receiver by reducing the mains voltage tapping

by 10 to 15 volts ; e.g., if the receiver is operating on a
245 -volt supply the mains tapping can be taken down
to 230 volts. Alternatively, provided the receiver is
working on A.C. mains, a small mains heater trans-
former could be employed solely for energising the
heaters of the Band III valves. In this case it would be
desirable to use the 6.3 -volt type Band III valves
instead of the 0.3 -amp type. The heater transformer
should be wired to the receiver side of the mains on/off
switch as shown in Fig. .11 so that this switch will
control both the receiver and the converter.

If the receiver already employs a mains transformer
with a heater winding the Band Ill valves may then
simply be wired in parallel and connected across the
heater winding on this transformer-there is generally
a surplus power available here. In this instance it
will also be necessary to use the 6.3 type valves unless,
of course, the receiver's heater winding is other than
6.3 volts, in which case it would still probably be best
to use the 6.3 -volt valves and make use of a separate
heater transformer.

High-tension for the converter may be picked up
from any convenient point on the receiver H.T. rail,
though it is desirable to avoid tapping it off from a
decoupling resistor in the receiver as these are
critically rated and may overheat, and consequently
disturb the working of the associated circuit if
called upon to carry additional current.

It has been found best, where possible, to obtain
I -1.T. from the main H.T. line via a resistor -capacitor
combination as shown in Fig. 12. If the H.T. voltage
at this point is above 200, the value for R may be
calculated by dividing the difference between the
main H.T. line voltage and 200 by 0.03, a 3 -watt
resistor should be used. If the voltage is more or less
200 then a resistor may not be necessary.

Mains On-Off switch
in Receiver

Converter
Heaters

J

Small
Heater

Transformer

A.C.
Mains

Fig. 11.-The use of an additional heater transformer.

On certain older style receivers the main H.T.
current is passed through the focus coil, in which -case
thet converter current may alter slightly the focus
setting. This may be corrected by shifting the focus
unit along the neck of the picture -tube until optimum
focus is achieved with the focus control in its normal
position.

It is nearly always necessary to connect the con-
verter H.T. negative lead to the chassis of the receiver,
but when this is done one must remember that most
of the present-day receivers have one side of the
mains directly connected to chassis, and extreme
care must be taken to ensure that this is the neutral
side of the mains. It is well worth while to check this
with a small neon tester or A.C. voltmeter.

The expense of band conversion is considerably
reduced by energising the converter from the receiver
power supply if this is possible, for it would appear
pointless to employ a somewhat superfluous power -
unit solely for the purpose of energising the converter
valves.

The Double Superhet Principle
Where the receiver used with a band converter is a

superhet, a double frequency -changing action will
occur; once in the converter to change Band III
signals to the frequency of Band 1, and again in the
receiver itself where the Band I signals are converted
to an intermediate frequency. This is sometimes
known as the " double superhet principle " and is
extensively adopted in high -frequency communication
receivers used by the Forces.

So far as sound broadcasts are concerned the system
works very satisfactorily, but with wide -band television
reception there is always the possibility of patterning
due to the production of spurious signals acceptable
by the pass -band of the system as the result of
heterodyning of the two oscillators. Moreover, a
complex state may exist where spurious signals
generated by heterodyning (beating) of the funda-
mentals or harmonics of the two oscillators fall either
in the normal pass -band of the Band 1H-Band
system, or in a second channel of the system as a

H.T. feed to
Converter

Main
Line

H.T-
-

.3.50v

Receiver
smoothing".12.

To
-ectifier in
Receiver

ReceiVer .

chassis

Fig. 12.-A decoupied H.T. feed for a band converter.
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Triode
Oscillator
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IF
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Fig. 14.-Block diagram of
Band I/III tuner -adaptor.

and to the oscillator circuit, via RI. Until the time
when the adaptor is installed, pins two and three
on the socket are shorted together and the receiver is
then permitted to operate in the normal way-
the alignment being such as to counteract the capaci-
tances due to V2.

When the adaptor plug is installed in the socket,
however, this link is removed and H.T. is applied
to the Band I section only when the band

-over switch, which is
fitted in the adaptor, is in the
appropriate position. In this
same position H.T. is removed
from the adaptor, and the
converse follows when the
switch is in the Band III
position.

The I.F. output from the
adaptor is taken by way of
a coaxial link to the tuned grid
circuit of V2. The common
I.F. transformer conveys either
the Band I signals or the
Band III signals to the I.F.
stages of the receiver in the
usual way.

It will be observed that this
method permits the normal use
of the Band I tuner section and
permits of the simple inclusion
of an adaptor which is tuned to
Band III.

Most manufactures have de-
veloped Band III tuner units,
adaptors or converters which
can be added to their Band I
receivers with the minimum of
trouble. Usually, however, the
receivers which are covered by
this modification are those
which are no older than two to
four years. This varies between
manufacturers, so before cent-
templating the purchase or

(Continued on care 207)

S pin plug on
Band 3 adaptor

lead

S pin socket on
Band 1 Receiver
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whole. It is also possible, of course, that the third
harmonic of the Band I oscillator may fall within
the Band III vision pass -band. These effects will be
considerably aggravated when more than one local
Band III programme is available as the result of
oscillator radiation from adjacent receivers tuned to
different channels in Band III.

We would add, however, that there is less likelihood
of heterodyne patterns occurring in Band III as the
result of conversion as is the case with channel
converters in Band I.

Input from
Band / and
Band .3 Aerials

The Band Adaptor
Instead of converting the Band III signals to the

frequency corresponding to Band I, the other method
is to convert them to the intermediate frequency of
the receiver itself. This system obviates the necessity
of double -frequency changing, since the adaptor
replaces the front of the receiver entirely, being
designed to tune all channels both in Band I and
Band III. This method is adopted in all current
two -band commercial receivers, and the later type
receiver which does not incorporate such an adaptor
has provisions for easy fixing of one when required.

The Pilot TV87 is typical in this respect as may be
seen by studying the circuit at Fig. 13. Here is shown
the Band I frequency -change valve (VI), and in shunt

Band 0
Tuned

Circuits
Cascode

Amplifier

with this, as a buffer, a Band III I.F. input valve (V2).
This valve is already fitted in the receiver and its
heaters are constantly energised ; it is not normally
passing any current, however, as its screen grid is
taken to a socket on the receiver chassis which is not
connected to the H.T. line until the band adaptor is
plugged in and switched to the " Band III " position.

It will be seen that the receiver H.T. line is con-
nected to pin three on the socket and that pin two is
connected to the H.T. circuits of the Band I R.F.
section-this is a part of the receiver, of course-,-

Band 13
Tuned

Circuits

Band change -over.,,
switch In adaptor

H.T. feed to

.4
4

adaptor
Heater feed
to adaptor

Band 3 Adaptor
HT feed to

Band 1
RE section

L

Multi -cored adaptor lead

Input from
Band I RF
section

Band I
Osc.
coil

Chassis

Coaxial input at
LE from Band .?

Adaptor

Output

V2

Band 3
IF Input

valve

A.G.C. line

Fig. 13.-The facilities for aBand III adaptor in the Pilot TV87.
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DETAILS OF MOST OF THE SURPLUS TUBES NOW AVAILABLE By " Erg "

AS the supply of inexpensive ex -Government
cathode-ray, tubes becomes more restricted
many constructors are trying to bring into use

some of the lesser known types. There is some danger
in this as good money can be spent on a worthless
tube and such purchases must be made with
discrimination.

The main classes of tubes to avoid are those of the
gas focusing type, tubes with long persistence screens,
and tubes intended for projection.

The war years saw the development of many
classes of tubes, some of the experimental type and
some which proved of little value in the field. The
reader will appreciate that it is not possible to list
every type likely to be encountered, nor is it possible
to give base connections of each different type,
though a method will be given which should enable
the constructor to determine this latter point for
himself.

Tubes to Avoid .
-

Perhaps the most important of these are the gas -
focused types such as the VCR84, VCR85, VCR87,
NC2 and NC4. These tubes have a rather long after-
glow and a very short life.

Following closely behind these tubes are those used
for projection work. Those known to the author
are the VCR520 and CV965. These were originally
used as skiatrons ; they have a dark screen subject

- to staining, have a 3 in. diameter screen and require
about 10 Kv. for the final anode. They are interesting
for experiment but of no value for television.

The final category of tubes to avoid are those with
screens of long persistence. Here we come against
a problem as the term " long persistence " can be
loosely applied. Some tubes classified as long persist-
ence can be used in TV and should really come under
the category of medium persistence. Generally, we
can say that tubes with two coatings on the screen
are unsuitable. These can often be recognised by the
fact that the front of the screen appears yellowy
while the rear appears blue.

The effect of long persistence is accomplished
in this case by the blue layer on the screen being
activated by the electron beam, and by re -radiation
activating in turn the screen nearest the glass front.

Such tubes were often used in P.P.I. displays.
A second method which may be employed to

distinguish these tubes is to hold the tube so that
it faces bright sunlight ; if the tube is then taken into
the dark and then shows a green glow it is almost
certain to be one with a long persistence.
Screen Persistence

The persistence of the screen is a vital factor in
determining the use of a tube for TV. For this work
screens of a short persistence are required. _

By persistence of the screen we mean the time taken
for the glow to subside after the activating electron
beam has been removed. With a screen of short
persistence the glow decays to zero in less time than
the natural persistence of vision of the eye. With
medium persistence tubes the glow is retairied a
little longer and while such tubes can be used for
television they are not ideal.

It may come as a surprise to many that the popular
VCR97 is classified as a medium persistence tube.
Some reveal the fact more than others, the degree
of persistence depending to some extent upon the
applied E.H.T.

The long persistence tube is useless for TV as
the image is retained for a long period-in some cases
as long as five seconds. In such cases persons walking
about the scene would appear as ghost figures as the
scenery would be seen through them ; further, their
outlines would be blurred. With long panning shots
and fast action scenes such tubes are hopeless.

There is no reliable method known to the writer
of changing a long persistence screen into one of
short persistence.

Tubes with Similar Characteristics
Some tubes are similar in appearance and character-

istics and they are listed below. It is not possible to
give a fully comprehensive list for reasons stated
previously, but this list should be a useful guide.

VCR87 = ACR19
VCR131 = ACRI2 = NC20
VCRS] 1 = ACR23
VCR520 = CV965
VCR97 = NC12 (approx)
VCR5I 7 = ACR21

In the case of the NC12 we have a tube similar to
the VCR97 but it will take up to 5 Kv. E.H.T. This
tube is often sold as a VCR97 and will generally
function quite well in normal VCR97 circuits. The
VCR97 proper, however, is a Mullard tube having
the number ECR-60, while the NC12 is a G.E.C.
tube and has the number E -4504-B-16. (The two
commercial numbers are the near equivalents.)

The VCR138 is really a VCR97 used with a smaller
screen. It has the same gun structure as that tube and
will operate on the same voltages. The screen
diameter of 3 ins. makes it suitable for oscilloscopes,
but to obtain the very best results an E.H.T. of
2.5 Kv. should be used. This means, of course, that
the power of the timebase must be increased accord-
ingly and if this E.H.T. is used then a paraphase
system is the best type to employ in the timebase.

Following closely on the VCR138 is the VCR138A
which has very similar characteristics but has a slightly
longer screen persistence. The trace is green as is that
of the VCR138 and 97.
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Although the maximum anode voltages have been
given as 2.5 Kv these tubes will work on as low as
1.2Kv.

The VCRI39 is an excellent little tube having a
similar construction to the ACRIO ; the two can be
considered as being equivalent. The screen diameter
is 24 ins. and the maximum anode voltage is 1.5Kv.
Under service conditions it was intended to use this
class of tube at 2.6Kv but the life of the tube was
comparatively short and gay. It functions very well
at 115Kv and will even provide a good trace at 800 v.

As this tube has a short persistence screen it is very
suitable for miniature TV receivers and for oscillo-
scopes.

The VCR139A, which has the near equivalent of the
VCR526, is similar to the VCR139 excepting that it has
a medium persistence screen. It can be used in similar
circumstances and is sometimes known as the NC16.
The near commercial equivalent is the G.E.C.
E -4205-B-7.

A tube to avoid is the VCR520=CV965 which
is a projection tube having a dark screen and short
life. The diameter of the screen is 32 ins. ; it
requires 10Kv E.H.T. and is sometimes called the
" Skiatron."

Tube Summary
Once again the writer would like to make the

warning that it is not possible to give a complete
classified list of all the tubes likely to be encountered ;
it would take up too much space and would prove
rather boring. Instead a selection of the tubes most
likely to be encountered is given with a brief resume
of their chief points.

The VCR84, 85, 87, NC2, NC4 are gas focused
tubes with short lives-avoid them.

VCR131 is an electrostatic tube with 12in. screen
and can be used for TV. Its trace is green and it is
actually a pre-war commercial oscilloscope tube.
Circuits for its use have been given in PRACTICAL
TELEVISION.

VCR138 screen 3 ins. diameter mentioned in
previous paragraph.

VCR139 and VCR139A have been mentioned in
a previous paragraph.

VCRI40 is a very tempting tube for the home
constructor. It is a magnetic tube with a.12in. screen
and can be obtained quite inexpensively. The screen
trace is inclined to vary in colour according to the
E.H.T. supply but can be stated as being a bluey-
green. When viewed from the rear the tube appears
to have a blue screen ; this is because it is of the two
layer type; the blue layer being the primary layer
activated by the electron beam and, emitting rays in
the U.V. region, it actuates the rather slower layer
which is on the glass of the screen and which is,
therefore, seen from the front of the tube.

The front layer is, therefore, of long persistence
and while the tube may be suitable for experimental
purposes it is not, in the writer's opinion, suitable
for TV and the constructor should think well before
he decides to use it in a proposed television receiver.

VCR140A, very similar to the previous model but
has an even longer persistence. It will operate with up
to 8 Kv as E.H.T.

VCR511 and VCR511A. These two are 12in.
tubes with electrostatic deflection and while the per-
sistence of the green screen has been given as medium
to long they have proved quite suitable for TV.
The ACR23 is a near equivalent. Articles have been

given in PRACTICAL TELEVISION on the use of these
tubes.

VCR5I6 and VCR516A. Both of these tubes
are the 9in. equivalents of the VCRI40 and VCR140A
(q.v.). They have magnetic deflection and can be used.
experimentally in TV but are not recommended for a
normal service receiver as they have screens which
possess long persistence like their VCR140
counterparts.

VCR517 and VCR517A. These two tubes can be
classified practically as equivalents of the VCR97
and can be used in the same circuits. They are of
medium persistence, however (especially the 517A),
and, in the writer's opinion, do not provide quite as
good a picture as the popular VCR97. They are
capable, however, of very good results.

VCR517C is a tube very similar to the VCR5I7
but it has a loiver X plate sensitivity (more power is
necessary in the line timebase to produce full width)
and, what is more serious, it suffers  from long per-
sistence. It is not considered suitable for. TV except for
experimental, purposes.

VCR520 is a projection tube and has been mentioned
in a previous paragraph.

VCR521 is somewhat similar to the VCR138A,'
having a small 3in. screen but requiring up to 5 Kv
E.H.T. Its screen.is tong persistence.

VCR522 is a rather small tube with a screen
diameter of about 1 in. It is of the electrostatic
type and requires 800 volts E.H.T. It is very similar
to the G.E.C. E4103 -B-4 which is used in the G.E.C.
" Miniscope." It can be used for a rather small
oscilloscope but the screen is rather too small for
TV.

VCR530 is not suitable for TV, it has a long per-
sistence screen. The CV254 was derived from this
tube and it has electrostatic focus and is a 9in. tube.

VCR524 is very similar to the 522, but it uses post
deflector acceleration.

Some C.R.T.s are known by their NC numbers,
and to assist the constructor the following notes are
given :-

NCI similar to VCR522.
NC6 is a rather queer looking tube as the Y plate

connections are brought out to side caps. The tube
has a medium persistence of screen which is 3 ins. in
diameter.

NC7 is a worth -while tube if it can be obtained.
It is an electrostatic tube with a 9in. screen of short
persistence and requires an E.H.T. of 6 Kv.

NCI2 is the G.E.C. version of the VCR97 and has
been mentioned previously.

NCI4 is similar to the VCR97 but has a blue screen
of medium persistence. The maximum E.H.T. is
2.5 Kv.

NC15 is rather an odd man out as it is a 4in. tube
using a 12 -pin base. It has a fairly long afterglow
and is not considered suitable for television.

NC20 is the equivalent of the VCR131 q.v.
NC19 is very similar to the NCI and can be used

in lieu.

American Tubes
The writer has not a great deal of information on

these tubes but the following notes are offered as a
guide.

3FP7 has a 3in. screen and a long persistence. It
is not suitable for television.

3GP1 is also a 3in. tube of medium persistence and
can be used for an oscilloscope or miniature TV.
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3BP1 is a very useful little tube and very suitable
for oscilloscopes. The screen is green and is of
medium persistence.

3EP1 is similar to the 3BP1 and can be used in an
oscilloscope.

5AP1 has a 5in. screen and is of medium persistence.
5BP1 is quite a useful tube for TV and can be used

in similar circumstances to the VCR97. It operates
best with a higher E.H.T. than the VCR97 and
although the screen is a little smaller it provides a
very good picture.

5BP4 has a white screen 5 ins. in diameter and of
short persistence. Very few available.

5CP7 has a greenish yellow screen of long per-
sistence and is not considered suitable for television.

5HP1, 5LP1, 5MP1 are all tubes of medium per-
sistence having a green trace with a screen, diameter
of 5in. There are very few available at the present
time.

ACR Tubes
Most of this class of tube has been covered under

their equivalents, but two which have not been so
covered which deserve mention are the ACR2 and
the ACR2X. These tubes are electrostatic and are a
little longer than similar tubes of the VCR class.
They have 6in. screens and the deflector plates are
brought out to side contacts. Both tubes can provide
a really good picture and are fairly cheap to buy
when they are available.
VCR97

This tube, known to almost every constructor,
deserves special mention as there are one or two
hidden snags. It is classified as a medium persistence

tube, but, so far as general TV work is concerned, it
has proved to be one of the most suitable types.

It is known also by its CV number which is CV1097,
and if this is the tube number then it is certainly a
VCR97.

As mentioned previously there are two makes of
tubes which are sold as VCR97s, one made by
Mullard and one made by G.E.C.

The Mullard tube has the following characteristics :
Heater 4 v. Heater current 1.0 A.
Val-Va3, 2.5 Kv.
Va2, 260-450 v.
Vg, -1 up to -100.
The G.E.C. tube (the E -4504-B-16) has the follow-

ing characteristics :
Heater 4 v. Heater current 1.1 A.
Val, 2.5 Kv. Va2, 0.175 x Va3 mean.
Va3, 5Kv max. (min. 1 Kv).
Vg, -90 v.
The G.E.C. tube can therefore be used with a

higher E.H.T. voltage and is capable of giving a
Picture with greater detail.

One important point to note with these tubes is
that some models suffer from " cut-off." This is the
shadow thrown on the screen by the deflector plates
which thereby prevents the full width of the screen
being occupied ; the picture is cut off at the edges. In
some cases the picture can be pulled into shape by the
use of very long, thin magnets placed on the side of
the screen, but generally speaking, the tubes are only
suitable for oscilloscopes and can be obtained very
cheaply for this purpose.

In Part II of this article we shall deal with methods
of determining the contacts when these are not known.

(To be continued)

RECEIVING THE I.T.A.
(Continued from page 204)

construction of a standard type converter it would
be well worth while to find out whether a specially -
designed unit is available for the receiver concerned
-the manufacturers' agents can supply this informa-
tion quite easily.

Various methods of Band III conversion exist, and
as opposed to the Pilot scheme some manufacturers
have available two band units which can be plugged
in to replace the whole of the front section of the Band
I receiver.

As previously intimated, the circuitry of a band
adaptor is practically identical to that of the Cascode
type converter, the essential difference being that with
the adaptor the output is at an intermediate frequency
(see Fig. 14).

The Intermediate Frequency
It has been recommended by the British

Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association
(B.R.E.M.A.) and the G.P.O. that in future two -
band TV receivers a standard intermediate frequency
of 34.65 Mc/s be adopted for the vision channel ;
the two concerns also suggest the use of an oscillator
higher than the signal frequency, thereby making
the sound I.F. channel correspondingly higher in
frequency than the vision channel.

This choice of frequency, it is claimed, will reduce
interference caused by harmonic radiation originating
in the vision I.F. channel of the receiver itself to one
isolated case resulting in a possible 1.85 Mc/s beat
pattern in the fringe areas in Channel 12. Moreover,
it is advocated that the above system will eliminate

excessive interference in Band II (the F.M. band)
which may otherwise occur as the result of radiation
from television oscillators.

It would seem from current practice that TV
designers are taking keen note of these recommenda-
tions, for the majority of two -band receivers are now
employing an intermediate frequency within the range
34-35.5 Mc/s. Two -band tuner units which are now
available commercially, are also arranged to feed an
I.F. channel of 38.15 Mc/s sound and 34.65 Mc/s
vision.

Clearly, then, such tuners are not easily installed
in existing Band I receivers in place of the original
R.F. amplifier and frequency -changer stages. This is,
of course, because the majority of older style receivers
use intermediate frequencies within the range 12-19
Mc/s, and also in a large number of receivers the
oscillator frequency is lower than the signal frequency,
producing a vision I.F. 3.5 Mc/s above the sound I.F.

It may be possible to alter the sound and vision
I.F.s in the receiver to correspond to the output
I.F.s of a tuner unit, but such a modification will
almost certainly demand the use of an accurately
calibrated signal generator and a video output meter
and, generally speaking, a conversion of this nature
falls outside the scope of the average experimenter,
that is, so far as commercial receivers are concerned
anyway.

One may also be tempted to alter the tuner
unit's oscillator frequency so that it will produce an
I.F. output to match the receiver intermediate fre-
quencies. This may be feasible in some cases, but to
disturb the tuned circuits of such a device is a risky
business.

(To be continued)
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Amateur Television Construction
SOME DETAILS FOR THE NEWCOMER

mOST radio enthusiasts interested in having their
own television receiver will realise that it is
an expensive business to construct one from

scratch. Yet a secondhand receiver tuned to the
London frequency, channel 1, can be purchased very
cheaply (a 9in. screen set would cost about £10, less
than the parts would cost alone).

To tune this receiver to another channel is com-
paratively simple, and when this has been done one
has a receiver in a cabinet with a professional finish
known only to commercial sets. Most home-made
receivers never have the luxury of a cabinet, and whilst
to the constructor the naked receiver is a beautiful
piece of workmanship it is hideous to his wife and

' non -technical friends and it spoils the appearance of
any room.

Some people will remark that a 9in. screen is too
small. It is true that large, screens are in vogue, but
there is nothing more ludicrous than to enter a home
and to see a couple viewing a 17in. screen in a room
which will only allow a viewing distance of 10ft.

The only advantage of a large screen is to enable
several people to see a good picture, which may suit
those wishing to give over their home to public
entertainment.

If one sits at a distance from the screen where the
picture ceases to appear to be made up of horizontal
lines (about 6ft. in the case of a 9in. screen), then one
will have the same angle subtended at the eye by any
size of screen, which is the only criterion.

The prospective purchaser of the secondhand set
would be well advised to ensure that a raster is
obtainable as this checks all of the expensive side of
the receiver : picture tube, timebase coils, trans-
formers and E.H.T. circuits, whether the latter be
derived from line flyback or a mains transformer
source. It is not quite so important that the radio-
frequency circuits are working properly, since they
can be repaired cheaply, but these circuits can be
checked by connecting the receiver to any aerial and,
with the gain full up, watch and listen for car noises.

Superhet Preferred
It is preferable to purchase a superhet for reasons

Which are explained later, but it is not easy to dis-
tinguish a superhet from a straight set merely by
examining the chassis. A valve identifiable as a
frequency changer is almost a certain indication of
a superhet, but in some superhets a separate local
oscillator is used, thus making identification difficult.
The only certain method of identification is to refer to
the service sheet which should be
obtained in any case before attempt-
ing to retune. Service sheets can
be hired for a very moderate sum
in most towns.

Before attempting to retune the
receiver, the difference between
the present channel 1 and the other
channels should be appreciated.

The vision transmission on channel
1 is an ordinary amplitude -modu-
lated signal as is the sound. The
vision for the other channels is

By M. R. Harknett

transmitted on the vestigial sideband system. This
means that only one complete sideband is transmitted,
the other sideband being cut off just above the
carrier (Fig. 1).

Conversion
The actual conversion will now be discussed, start-

ing with superhets.
To retune most superhets only three tuned circuits

have to be altered : aerial, mixer grid and local
oscillator.

In general the best method of retuning these circuits
is to remove turns from the tuning coil. Another
method which can sometimes be used is to remove
the dust -iron tuning slug and replace it with a copper
or brass slug. This method saves an awkward job in
the case of waxed -in and closely -coupled coils. The
disadvantages of this method are : (1) the effect on
the tuning is not readily calculable ; (2) it will only
provide a sufficient change of inductance if the dust -
iron slug was well in the coil originally (3) it is
often found that at least one of the coils is already
tuned by a copper slug or cylinder.

The number of turns on the coil has to be propor-
tioned down inversely as the frequency, the frer
quencies considered being the sound frequencies of
-the two channels. It is important that the winding
length of the coils be kept the same. The theory
connected with this modification is simple :

L = Kn2au
1

Where L = Inductance of coil.
K = A constant.
n = Number of turns.
a = Cross-sectional area of coil.
fl = Permeability of core.
1 = Winding length.

If a, it, 1 are kept constant, then L=Kn2
- (1)

also f = i/LC
Where f = Tuned frequency.

P = A constant.
C = Tuning capacity.

Then since C is kept constant
Plf (2)1/1-

Substituting (1) in (2) we get
Kln =

Which result confirms the above -stated inverse
proportionality, e.g., if there were 12 turns on a

Fig. 1.-Frequency spectra of the two types of television
transmission.
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particular coil in a receiver tuned to channel 1, and
the new channel was channel 3, i.e., the frequency is
to be changed from 41.5 Mc/s to 53.25 Mc/s, -then
the new number of turns will be

12 x
41.5
53.25

=9.5 to the nearest half -turn, which means that 2.5
turns have to be removed, it being borne in mind
that the remaining turns must be spaced farther apart
in order to maintain the original overall winding
length of the coil.

Oscillator Coil
In the case of an oscillator coil, the frequencies

considered in the calculation should really be the two
respective sound frequencies minus the intermediate
frequencies. However, since the intermediate fre-
quency is usually low the error due to not making this
correction is small and can be corrected by the
trimmer. For an oscillator coil which is centre tapped,
turns should be removed from each end of the coil ;
in the example given, I turn should be taken off one
end and 1.5 turns from the other end of the coil.
If for mechanical reasons it is only possible to work
to the nearest whole turn, the difference can be made
up during the trimming by adjusting the slug or
trimming condenser as the case may be.

When all the R.F. tuned circuits have been modified,
the set can be connected to the appropriate aerial
and switched on. If one is in a strong signal area both
sound and vision should be received after slight
adjustment of the oscillator trimmer. The vision
signal will probably at first only appear as dark
patches flitting across the screen.

In the case of weak signal areas, a modulated signal
generator will be very useful. This should be set to
the sound carrier frequency and the local oscillator
tuned for maximum audio response. Once the actual
transmission can be received, the R.F. circuits can be
trimmed for a good compromise between sound and
vision signal strength. When any circuit is being
tuned, care should be taken to ensure that a false
maximum is not obtained. For example, when the
inductance is on the low side a false maximum can be

Fig. 2.-Showing how a
suitable trimmer may be
filed from a broken knit-

ting needle.

obtained when the slug is fully in the' coil, since
screwing the slug in any direction will cause a decrease
in the output and will therefore give the impression
that the optimum has been obtained. This is, of
course, not the case and the addition of the appro-
priate capacity will enable the optimum tuning point
to be reached.

When the optimum tuning position for the local
oscillator has been found, the core can be locked in
position since it will not require further adjustment.
If the trimming adjustment is of the screwed dust -iron
type it can, be fixed in position by wax.

Great care must be exercised when adjusting this

type of slug, since the thread on the slug and the
thread in the former is very delicate and therefore
easily stripped. The slug must be screwed in with as
little pushing action as possible. A non-magnetic
trimming tool must be used in order that the tool will
have no effect on the inductance of the circuit. A
suitable trimmer can 'be made from a broken knitting
needle filed as in Fig. 2.

If the above drill has been carried out correctly it
should now be possible to lock the picture with the
aid of the appropriate controls.

For the final adjustments it is best to use test card C
when this is transmitted by the BBC, and adjust the
trimmers for the best frequency response. The
vision I.F. trimmers may have to be adjusted for a
good response as the vision I.F. strip may have been
tuned to receive the upper sideband of the channel 1
transmission.

Bandwidth
It is not usually possible to obtain a frequency

response better than 2.5 Mc/s, as shown by the boxes
on the test card, due to trouble in the form of sound
on vision and vision on sound. Sound on vision in a
mild form will cause black bars to appear on the
screen, the pattern of which can be correlated to
the audio signal. In a bad case of sound on vision the
whole picture will break up. In most receivers there
are sound and vision rejectors which, of course, have
to be adjusted for minimum interaction between the
two channels. These circuits and their location will
be explained in the service sheet.

Vision on sound is equally annoying, and gives rise
to a 50 c/s hum in the loudspeaker. This hum will
change with the picture and is worse when the
picture is half plain black and half plain white as in
the case of the black cross test signal.

-One should not waste too much time trying to
obtain a very high frequency response; even if only
the. 2 Mcis bars can be resolved this will give quite
a good picture. Unnecessary adjustment might
eventually lead to stripped threads. When a satis-
factory picture has been obtained, lock or wax all
the slugs into position. This will not only prevent the
slugs from moving with vibration, but it will also
discourage tampering.

T.R.F. Circuits
We now come to the retuning of T.R.F. receivers.
Almost all straight receivers were designed to take

advantage of the double sideband transmission of
channel 1, the vision R.F. circuits being tuned to
receive the upper sideband only (Fig. 3a). This made
it easier to separate sound from the vision. The
receiver response required for channel 3 is shown in
Fig. 3b. It is seen that the frequency differences
between the centres of the two passbands will be
different for' the two types of transmission, being in
fact (assuming 3 Mc/s bandwidth) 5 Mc/s for channel
1, and 2 Mc/s for all the other channels.

Two things become immediately apparent from
these considerations :

(I) The frequency spacing between the vision and
sound R.F. amplifier responses will have to be
reduced.

(2) It is very difficult to obtain a high -frequency
response with low interaction between sound and
vision channels.

It is much more difficult in the case of a straight set
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to avoid interaction between sound and vision
channels, and usually one'has to be contented with a
modest vision frequency response. This is because,
assuming the same Q for the coils of both types of
receiver, the skirts of the response curves will be less
steep in, a straight set than in a superhet where the
separation is carried out at a much lower frequency,
i.e., I.F. For the same reason, the sound and vision
rejection circuits will have a much
greater selectivity in the case of a
superhet.

It is recommended that to retune
a straight receiver all the coils
should be altered in the same iv
manner as the R.F. coils in the .9
superhet. Unfortunately there are
many more coils to alter in this
case, but it is the simplest method ill'

in the long run. One big disad-
vantage of this method, however, Nt

is that it is 4 permanent measure
and the receiver is not easily
reconvertible.

It is not recommended that the receiver be con-
verted into a superhet with I.F. frequencies corre-
sponding to the channel 1 frequencies. To do this
a very low local oscillator frequency would have to
be used, the harmonics of which would most likely
fall within the passband of the sound and vision R.F.
amplifiers.

A local oscillator on the high side cannot easily be
used since it would invert the sound and vision
channels, thus causing the sound- I.F. to be higher
than the vision I.F. Two oscillators on the high side
could be used, but the drift would be intolerable
unless special precautions were taken.

There is nothing to be gained from the selectivity

_point of view, by converting to a superhet in this
fashion since the I.F. would be so high.

When modifying coupled pairs of coils, the spacing
between coils need not be altered as this is not critical.

When all the coils have been altered, the receiver
can then be connected to an aerial and switched on.
-In a T.R.F. receiver there is usually a common sound
and vision stage which should first be trimmed for

Fig. 3.-Vision and sound R.F. response curves for
T.R.F. receivers.
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Onde the sound is received it, should be possible to
see signs of a picture. The vision strip should then be
tuned for a reasonable -looking picture which can be
locked by the appropriate controls. The common R.F.
stage should then be trimmed for a good compromise
between sound and vision amplitudes. One cannot
peak up the circuits too much in a straight set since,
as all the tuned circuits in a particular channel are
tuned to the same frequency, the channel is
liable to oscillate.

The final tuning should be carried out, using test
card C as before.

LIGHTNING
97following interesting statement has been

eceived from Messrs. Belling and Lee, well-
known aerial manufacturers. In view of the
importance of the subject, we think readers will be
interested in the statements.

Notices in some sections of the daily Press suggest
that there is a measure of risk of television aerials
being struck by lightning. One paper headed a notice
in bold type " Television aerials attract lightning."
In fact, nobody would dispute that one is in far
greater danger of an accident in going out to post a
letter. If there were any significant danger to property,
the, insurance companies would not be slow in adding
a shilling or two to the normal householder's corn-
prehenSive premium. Each " Belling -Lee " aerial
carries a three-year insurance against damage by
lightning and this is passed on to the ultimate user.
During the past 16 years well over a million and a half
TV aerials and Skyrods " have been sold by
" Belling -Lee " and erected, but claims for damage by
lightning brought to our notice barely reach a dozen,
and in no case was damage done to the fabric of the
house but only to the receiver. In the same period
many thousands of buildings without television
aerials have been struck and damaged.

When lightning conductors are fitted to a high
building the conductors are generally of very heavy
copper strip about I iin. wide and -kin. thick. Cost of
labour and material would be many times that

of a television receiver and its aerial. Such buildings
are not immune, and if the lightning charge is heavy
the copper will melt, but generally the copper is
heavy enough to carry the charge. In the case of a
television aerial, if 'the aerial is struck the feeder
(lead-in) generally disappears. It is instantaneously
melted and the charge follows the path of the metallic
vapour.

The rising column of smoke, or even air, issuing
from a chimney is more conductive than the normal
air surrounding the roof. The influence of that smoke
or air is greater than any aerial and if a static or
lightning charge chooses to go to earth in the vicinity
it will follow down that conductive air column and
probably shatter the chimney (which is generally a
carbon -coated tube), and perhaps destroy the fireplace
on the way. In any case, the damage would be much
more serious than if a television aerial were struck.

A NEW HANDBOOK

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
288 pages, 156 illustrations
15/- net or 15/6 by post from:
GEO. NEWNES, LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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LEARN THE

PRACTICAL
WAY

Specially prepared sets of radio parts
from which we teach you, in your own
home, the working of fundamental
electronic circuits and bring you easily
to the point when you can construct and
service radio sets. Whether you, are a
student for an examination; starting a
new hobby; intent upon a career in
industry; or running your own business
- these Practical Courses are intended
for YOU - and may be yours at a Very
Moderate Cost.
EASY TERMS FROM 15/-A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive
upon enrolment, you are instructed
how to build basic Electronic Circuits
(Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units,
etc.) leading to complete Radio and
Television ReceiverTesting and Servicing.

TELEVISION -with this
equipment you are instructed in the
design, construction, servicing and
testing of a modern high quality
Television Receiver.

ADVANCED RADIO
OUTFITS - With this equipment,
you are instructed in the design, construc-
tion, testing and servicing of a complete
modern T.R.F.and Su perhet Radio Receiver.

OTHER COURSES WITH OUTFITS INCLUDE:

MECHANICS ELECTRICITY

CHEMISTRY PHOTOGRAPHY

CARPENTRY
ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  COMMERCIAL ART

AMATEUR S.W. RADIO LANGUAGES ETC.

ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
IMMEIJIITELY AND REMAINS

YOUR PROPERTY

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS
- For carrying out basic practical work
in Radio and Electronics, from first principles
and leading to the design and building of
simple Receivers.

Please send me your FREE book on Practical
Courses: I am interested in Television [j,
Radio: Beginners rfj, Advanced Li.
Other subjects . ....

(Please indicate Item(s) required)
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I38x, Grove Park

Road, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

MI0
PROSPECTUS

E®a INSTITUTES The only Postal College which is part of
a world-wide Industrial Organisation

50.46
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MAKE A SOLDER GUN
A 7 - second
solder gun was
described in

Practic a 1
Mechanics." Onlytwo essential parts
are reuired : (a)the transformer and
(b) the push switch.

These we can supply at 13/6,
plus 2/- post. The rest of the parts
you will have in your own

junk " box. Copy of the
article concerned given free with
the kit.

IMPORTANT NOTE
We would like to hear fromreaders who have con-structed our Superior15 Televisor who would
be prepared to undertake
servicing and fitting of
Band III converters tothese sets for constructors
in their area who are un-able to do these jobs.

THE TWIN 20
This is a complete fluorescent
lighting fitting. It has built-inballast and starters - stove
enamelled white and ready to
work. It is an ideal unit for the
kitchen. over the work -bench,
and in similar location. It uses
two 20 -watt lamps. Price, com-plete less tubes, 2916. or with
two tubes. 39/6. Post and in-
surance 2/6. Extra 20 -watt tubes.
7/6 each.

MAINS -MINI
Uses high -efficiency coils-covers
long and medium wavebands
and fits into the neat white or
brown bakelite cabinet-limited
quantity only. All the parts.
including cabinet, valves, in fact,
everything. £3/19/6. Plus 21- post.
Constructional data free with the
parts, or available separately 1/6.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A Quality Amplifier designed by
Milliard. Power output exceeds
10 watts. Frequency response
almost flat from 10 to 20,000
C.P.S. For use with the Acos
" Hi G " and other good pick-ups.
Made up and ready to work is
£12/101- or 85/- deposit, plus 10/-
carr. and insurance. Availablein kit form. Send for Mullard
Shopping List.

ADDITA-BAND III CONVERTER
Our conveter luis given very satis-
factory "results from the experi-
mental Beulah Hill station, and we
have had many satisfying reports
regarding its performance.
It is a very neat -looking unit and fits
to the side or the back of the televisor.
It is designed to convert any T.V.
superhet or. T.R.F. and no internal
modifications of any kind are re-
quired. Simply plug in the aerials.
connect to the mains, and you have
Band I or Band III at the flick of a
switch. Price £7/10/- and 2/6 post
and insurance.

BUILD IT YOURSELF
You can save at least £2 on the above
if you build the converter yourself.
Price of all components, including
stove enamelled case and even --trans-
fers for the front, is 24,51-. Plus 2/6
post, or E5/51- if mains components

also required. Data is included free with the,.parts or
available separately price 2/8.
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BAND 3 AERIAL KIT
An interesting aerial, " The Folded V." was

maga-
zine. We tried thismnd found it to be most
described in the July number of this
efficient, both for interference reducing and
increasing reception strength. It is simple
to make. We, therefore, offer this aerial
as a constructor's kit. The kit comprises
alloy elements and connectors, neat plastic
centre piece with polythene insulators and
saddle for mounting on existing mast, or in
loft, window frame, drainpipe. etc., etc.
etc., etc. 8/6, post 1/6.

W.W. Band III Kit
One of the most successful circuits for Band III conver-
sion was published in the " Wireless World." The results
we have received in our Eastbourne laboratory have been
more than satisfactory and we consequently offer a
complete kit of parts including the specified EF80 valves.
woundfcoils, drilled chassis, in fact, everything including
a copy of the circuit diagram. Price only 42/6, post 216
extra. Mains components if required 25/- extra. Data
available separately,- price .1/r.

READY -BUILT BAND III CONVERTER 59/6
This is a 2 -valve unit for conversion at aerial frequencies.
It is largely based upon the " Wireless World " circuit des-
cribed above. It's frequency can be set anywhere within the
186-196 me/s band. It is pre -aligned so no instruments are
required for adjustment, simply " fine." tune. Price 59/6.
post ant" insurance 2/6.

THE CLEVELAND F.M. TUNER
This tuner is based upon the very
successful circuit published by
Data Publications. We have made
up models at all branches and
will gladly demonstrate. Sta-
bility is extremely, good and
making and aligning most sim-
ple. With only a simple indoor
aerial this tuner works very well
at Eastbourne (over 60 miles from
London) and. we await reports
from even: greater distances.
Cost of all parts including valves,
prepared metal chassis, wound
coils and stove enamelled scale,
slow-motion drive, pointer, tun-

ing knob, in fact everything needed is £611216. Data is
included free with the parts or is available separately,
price 2/-. Extra parts for fringe area model. 20/-.

RECORD PLAYER £4-10-0
3 -speed

Gramophone Motor
Latest rim drive
3 -speed motor with
metal turn -table and
rubber mat. Small
mod. makes speed
easily variable for
special effects and dance work.

Pick -Up
Using famous Cosmocord Hi -G turn over crystal. Separate
sapphire for each speed. Neat bakelite case with pressure
adjustment.
Special Snip Offer This Month
The two units for 24.10.0 or 30/- deposit and four payments
of 18/-. post and insurance 5/-.

I -INCH ALUMINIUM TUBING

Ideal for making T.V. aerials,
etc.. 116 per foot, 6 feet lengths
8/4.
CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt
charger which can be connectedto a ` fiat " battery and will
enable the car to be started
instantly. Kit comprising the
following
Mains transformer ... 19/66 -amp. rectifier ... ... .32/6
Regulator Stud Switch ... 3/6
Resistance Wire ... 2/-
Resistance Former ... ... 2/6Mains on/off Switch ... 11-0-5amp. Moving Coll Meter 9/6Constructional Data ... 1/6or if bought all together rice is
69/6, plus 21 -.post and packing.

INFRAY LAMP WARMER
Means real comfort
in bed as it emits
Infra Red Rays whichwarm and

ee ea yh oy u

cal.  CostsEconomi-
only id. per w-
hom. (elec'y at N..
led.

Absolutelyp
e r unit).

Prices 36/-safe, no health
or fire risk. Post & Packing 2/-.
 Ideal for many. other uses
-over pet's basket, rearing
pup, chicks. over desk, work-
bench, etc.  All complete and
ready to work.

Major 4 Lamp Model 86-10-0

NOVELTY RADIO
Complete tunable
M/W Radio withroom for 3in.
speaker in base.
NEW AND UN-
USED, COM-
PLETE EXCEPTFOR VALVES
AND SPEAKER,
29/6,Postage

5 -VALVE SUPERRET
YOURS FOR ONLY 40/. DOWN

Chassis size
approx. 91 x
7i x 80. First-
class compo-
nents. A. C.
mains opera-
tion. Three
wave (mediumand two
shorts). Com-
plete with five

valves. ready to work. New and
unused. Cash price 25.19.8, or
40/- deposit and 9 monthly pay-
ments of 10!- (carr. and ins. 7/6).

FREE
To encourage
customers to
use our post
service, we are
givin4

ands
ansed 6t of

2, '
B.A. folding
spanners free
with all post
orders of 10/ -
and over this

month.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E. LTD., Dept. 5, 123 Terminus Road, Eastbourne.

Post enquiries to Eastbourne with stamped envelope, please. -

42-46. Windmill Hill, 152-3, Fleet Street, 29, Stroud Green Rd., 249, Kilburn nighRuislip, Middx. E.C.4. Finsbury Park, N.4. Road, Kilburn.Phone : RUISLIP 5780 Phone : FLEet 2833 Phone : ARChway 1049Half day. Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day, Thursday. MAIda Vale 4921.
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I.T.A.-Lichfield Station
ADVANCE DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED MIDLAND AREA TRANSMITTER

THE map below shows approximately the areas in
which the reception of the I.T.A's station
at Lichfield will be possible, when the station

comes into operation. This is expected to be in
January or February, 1956.

Provided that the correct type of receiving aerial
recommended for the
various localities is used and
the appropriate conversion
of receivers to obtain the
alternative programmes is
made, reception conditions
in the zones are expected to
be as follows :

Inner Unshaded Zone
(Primary Service Area)

Most viewers in this area,

will receive a satisfactory service, but there will be
some local areas in which reception conditions will be
poor.

Outside the Shaded Zone
Some favourably situated viewers will be able to

obtain a/reasonable service.

Site Height ...
Mean Aerial Height
Channel

Frequencies {soundVision

E.R.P.
Population Served :
Primary Service Area
Secondary Service Are

500ft.
Scoff. a.s.l.

...189.75Mcls

...186.25Mc/s
... 200 kW approx.

... 4.83 mill. approx.
a 1.24 mill. approx.

unless situated in specially
unfavourable positions, for example, immediately
behind high ground, or screened by high buildings,
will receive a satisfactory service.

Shaded Zone (Secondary Service Area)
Within this zone a substantial proportion of viewers

Primary Service Area
The map shows that the

estimated Primary Service
Area extends from the trans-
mitter out to some 30 miles
to the west (near Welling-
ton) ; for about 35 miles
to the north (near Matlock) ;
for about 35 miles to the
east (near Market Harbo-
rough) ; and for over 50

miles to the south (in the Vale of Evesham).

Extent of Secondary Service Area
The estimated Secondary Service Area brings into

range places some 50 miles distant from the trans-
mitter in the west (between Shrewsbury and Oswestry);

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION AUTHORITY
Estimated approximate coverage for

the Lichfield station
MACCUSFIELO

r''''''.1 Primary Service Area

Secondary Service Area CRIME

Built-up Areas ?ADE N -TRENT
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to to
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some 45 miles distant in the north (near Bakewell
and Chesterfield) and in the east (near Grantham
and Oakham), and nearly 60 miles in the south (near
Gloucester and Cheltenham).

PopulationCoverage
The population in the area which the station will

serve is estimated as:
Primary Service Area 4.83 m.
Secondary Service Area 1.24 m.

Total 6.07 m.

Signals will be transmitted from a-high-gairi aerial
which will be carried on a 450ft. self-supporting
tower. As the site is 500ft. above sea level the total
height of the mast above sea level will, therefore, be
950ft.

Work Begun on Site
Work began on levelling the site and excavating

the foundations for the building and the mast in the
middle of July. The authority's architects are Messrs.
E. R. Collister and Associates, and the work of
preparing the site and erecting the station buildings

is in the hands of Messrs. James
Crosby and Son. As previously an-
nounced the transmitting equipment
is being built by Messrs. Pye, Ltd.,
and the mast and aerial system by
Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd.

Low Power Test Transmissions .

Messrs. Belling and Lee, aerial
manufacturers, who are at the moment
putting out test transmissions on low
power at the authority's' station at
Croydon, have been invited by the
authority to make similar transmissions
from the site at Lichfield and have
agreed to do so. It is hoped that these
will begin in October. No intimation
has been received at the time of
writing as to the Call Sign or power
which will be used.An artist's impression of the proposed

High Power Transmitter Planned
The transmitter will start on high power with an

effective radiated power of 144 kW. or more. This
may be increased later to 200 kW. or even more.

new station.

Programme Companies
As previously announced, Associated Broadcasting

Co., Ltd., will supply the programmes to be trans-
mitted from the Lichfield station Monday to Friday.

Ekco Battery -mains Portable
BRITAIN'S first mains/battery portable television

set has been developed by E. K. Cole Ltd. and
was shown for the first time at the National Radio
Show.

This 9in. tube portable receiver, which weighs
301b. and measures 10iin. wide x 13in. high x 15in.
deep, incorporates its own self-contained telescopic
aerial and provides switch selection of BBC and
commercial TV programmes as well as V.H.F. radio.
It works from a 12 -volt car battery-consuming, on
TV reception, the same amount of current as that
used by one large car headlamp-or from A.C.
mains, 230 volts. On V.H.F. radio reception the
current consumption is lower.

Working from an average size car battery, this
portable receiver (Model TMB272) will operate con-
tinuously for 10 hours before the former requires
recharging. It will run for 15-20 hours on normal
intermittent usek

The lightness of weight of the receiver has been
achieved by using an aluminium cabinet, which is
covered in an attractive plastic fabric. A carrying
handle enables the receiver to be moved with ease.

The five -section telescopic aerial is mounted on
the rear of the receiver and Band I, II and III trans-
missions are received by simply manually extending
the length of the aerial (4ft. 6in. fully extended). A
non -directional aerial is used, thus eliminating the

The new Ekco portable
for mains or battery

operation.

need for the receiver to face the direction of the
transmitter. The price will be in the region of £60.
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of 11.2 turns per volt (approx.). We shall, therefore,
require 11.2 x 6.3=72 turns (approx.) for the 6 -volt
tap with an additional 28 turns for the 9 -volt tap.
The latter can be given two extra turns to cater for
losses (Fig. 20).

Twenty-two s.w.g. enamelled wire should be used
and the turns wound with adjacent turns touching in
the usual manner. A single layer of oiled silk can be
laid between each layer.

Those who would prefer not to build the trans-

0 0

Ventilation holes

--4) 0 0

Fig. 15.-Chassis details for the, power unit for the
fringe model.

former can use a separate heater transformer giving
6.3 volts with a centre tap. The centre tap will be at
3.15 volts and so can be used to couple in series with
the existing winding. This is shown in Fig. 16.
Care must be taken to ensure that the coupled

are in phase and
thus the total voltages additive.

Yet another arrangement is a heater transformer
with a 4 -volt output having a 3 -ohm 1 -watt resistor
connected in series with one of the leads, as shown in
Fig. 21. Again the phase relationship must be watched.

4

OUR FREE GIFT BLUEPRINT
Constructional Details of the P.T. Converter

OUR Free Gift Blueprint shows that the chassis
or tin is divided into three compartments by

means of two screens and that, apart from the
screened output transformer, the coaxial sockets and, of
course, the screened valves, the components are housed
within the chassis, which also has a tight fitting
bottom, or the original tin " lid." A standard tobacco
tin may be used. The screens are shown in Fig. 24.

Fig. 16.-Circuit of power supply for obtaining a
9.3 volt heater supply.

In order that viewers with older style sets may have
band -changing facilities similar to their neighbours -
with two -band receivers, a band switch is incorporated
in this design. This protrudes through the top of one
corner of the chassis and is terminated on a spindle -
coupler.

As shown on page

L

Hole to suit
smoothing
condensers

Ca, Cb

I
Mains
Trans.

4-4
Power Pack part of chassis

. 0 . . 0 . . 00 00 0 °O 0 00 0

000 000
0 0 ° Converter part of -Chassis

2"

219, it is intended for the
lid to be drilled and screwed
to the inside of the receiver
cabinet. The lid should
actually be stood -off from
the woodwork by using in.
rubber grommets. This is
to aid ventilation as it is
desirable to drill a pattern
of small holes in the lid,
particularly in the region of
compartment B (the centre
compartment).

The chassis is thus mounted simply by pushing on
to the lid. When so secured, a length of lin. insulated
spindle may be measured and fixed on the band
switch coupler so that it protrudes by about
through a hole drilled in the opposite side of the
receiver cabinet.

It will also be seen that a number of small holes
are drilled near the oscillator coil on the top of

Window

Centre limb
0-5 sq. in.

30 T.

72T

Fig. 20.-Transformer data.

To pin 4
of V2

63v
"Live-
Heater

To
Chassis

compartment B, and also around the edge of the
chassis, both in compartment A and compartment
B. These, together with the ventilation holes in the
lid of the chassis, permit a flow of air through the
inside of the converter. The smaller components do
not operate at high temperature, but the valves get
fairly hot and transmit heat through their holders
and wiring to the inside of the converter.

Compartment C (housing the band -change switch)
does not require ventilating and it is not desirable
to drill holes in this section of the chassis, for here it
is essential to maintain optimum screening as a
means of avoiding Band I signal pick-up. As an
additional precaution in this respect, the wires
connecting the band -change switch to the two
adjacent coaxial sockets should also be screened-
thin coaxial feeder is quite
suitable here.

Ca, Cb

LI1:2
I Power

Outpur
Socket

Chess

L.T
Auto-77-ansfmk 9V.

63V
,ro

Mains Trans fn

230 V

63V.

Fig. 17 (left),-Details of chassis for a combined service area model and Dower
supply. Fig. 18 (right).-Chassis details for a combined fringe model and power

supply, and Fig. 19 (above).-Wiring diagram of fringe model power supply.

The Circuit
This is given, with wiring diagram, on the free

blueprint included in this issue. It is reasonably
conventional and follows the pattern of a double -
triode (V1) ,cascode stage and a triode -pentode (V2)
frequency changer.

The Band III signal is induced from across the
small coupling coil into the grid coil L2 and on to

30 1w,

Fig. 21.-Another arrangement for obtaining a suitable
heater supply.

the grid of the first triode in VI. This valve section
is neutralised with the aid of C2 and C3. These
components are fairly critical in value, but not
critical enough to warrant an adjustable element.

The second triode section in VI is virtually an
earthed grid amplifier, the grid being earthed to
R.F. through C6. L3 is the cascode coil which is
somewhat critically proportioned and arranged to
resonate with its associated stray capacitances in
the region of 200 Mc/s. This coil has the effect of
improving the gain of the cascode stage by tuning
out the output capacitances of the first triode and the
input capacitances of, the second. It is air -cored and
can be adjusted for optimum results by altering the
spacing between its turns. Its position is in the
valve -holder corner of compartment A, where it is
shown soldered directly on the tags of the valve -
holder of VI. The remaining components situated
in compartment A are shown on the blueprint.

.The anode coil (L5) of the cascode stage is housed
in compartment B. Three holes are drilled in the
adjacent screen to carry the coil wire from L5 to the

LT.
Auto

iTransfkl I

10'

j Mains -I

I Transformer

Power Pack section of chassisL_______I

0 I

O:

io (51

looi
Converter section of chassis

O'

5
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anode of the second triode in VI, the heater supply
from VI to V2 and an earth (chassis connection) to
R4. These holes should accommodate small rubber
grommets, and the one used to pass the start of L5
should be as large as possible, in order to minimise
shunt capacitance, and positioned on the screen so
that the very shortest possible wire may be used to
connect L5 to the anode.

The triode section of V2 operates as a Colpitts
oscillator, L6 being the oscillator coil, C7 the coupling
capacitor and C8 the tuning capacitor The pentode
section of V2 operates as a mixer The signal from
the cascode stage is coupled in through C14 and the
oscillator voltage through C15. It may be found
easier to fit the small heater choke L4 also in
compartment B, the other components which should,
however, be housed in this compartment are shown
on the circuit diagram.

Compartment C should be really signal tight, for
it is in this section that some Band I signal may gain
admittance and cause patterning on the Band III
picture. This section houses mainly the band -change
switch and the signal output and Band I coaxial
Sockets. The connections from the screened output
transformer (L7/8) are brought down into this
section, and two holes are drilled in the adjacent
screen, one to pass the transformer connection to the
pentode anode of V2 and the other to carry the H.T.
lead to the top of winding L7.

General Notes
The stability of this converter is solely that of the

oscillator. The previous remarks given concerning
ventilation of compartment B should be strictly
adhered to, and the tuning capacitor C8 should
possess a negative temperature coefficient. These
precautions have been found\ to render it unnecessary

WWII=
i'%4' EU"

fr
Fig. 22L.

Auto

we-rTrasnuspply for the fringe model.

to install a manual tuning control as a means -of
correcting oscillator drift. Tests have proved that the
converter's frequency stability is quite satisfactory
for normal use and that frequency drift is remarkably
small once the unit has acquired its normal operating
temperature.

On no account, however, must the applied H.T.
exceed 200 volts-it is best, if possible, and if adequate
Band III signal is available, to work the unit on about

6%;

2"

ry

g l."1+

4:1

Aida.

die

Note: All small fixing ho/es are 4BA

4

51;

Fig. 23.-Details of the chassis and drilling data. If the screens are to be soldered in place tin-plate should be used,
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COATERTERS
Constructional
Details 2or the
P.T.Converter,
the Subject of
our Free Gift

I ueprint,
Appear on the
Centre Pages

The Power Pack for Simple Unit
THIS power pack employs half -wave rectification

and uses a standard type of pre -amplifier
transformer giving 230 volts at 30 mA and

6.3 volts at 1-2 A. A metal rectifier, type MR64,
260 volts, is used (Fig. 12).

It is not strictly necessary to make a separate power
pack as the main chassis can be enlarged to accommo-

Fig. 12.-Circuit of the simple power pack.

date the power unit and a diagram for this is given
in Fig. 17, with a detailed drawing for separate power
pack at Fig. 14.

Fig,13 shows the wiring, from which it will be seen
that the mains lead is led directly to the switch and
the outputs are connected to a three -pin socket of the
5 -amp. type. The plug from the converter fits into
this socket.

. The rectifier is mounted in a vertical position and
the smoothing resistor is wired directly across the
electrolytic condenser.

The Power Pack for Fringe Model
This power pack is essentially the same as that for

the previous model but in order to provide a 9 -volt
supply for V2 a simple auto -transformer is included.
Fig. 22 shows the circuit.

A chassis should be made, as given in Fig. 15.
As with the previous model a single chassis can be
made if desired and details are given in Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 shows the layout and wiring of the power
pack.

The Auto -transformer
This is quite easy to make and many constructors

will have the necessary core available from an old

(Continued from page 171,
September issue)

transformer in the spares box. The core should have
a cross-sectional area of 0.5 sq. in., minimum, with a
window area. of about fin. by lfin.

Tags marked "Ch." are connections to chassis

Output
Socket

Fig. 13.-Wiring diagram of the circuit in Fig. 12.

The number of turns required can be calculated
from the simple formula

N=5.6
A

where N is the number of turns required and A is
the cross-sectional area of the centre limb in sq. in.

With a centre limb of 0.5 sq. in. we have a figure

Ventilation holes

0 CtiO 0

o 0 0

Ventilation ho/es

0 0/ D 0

Fig. 14.-Details of a chassis for the Fig. 12 arrangement.
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180 volts H.T. It does, in fact, work, although at
reduced sensitivity, on 150 volts H.T. An excessive
H.T. causes the unit to over -heat considerably and as
a consequence provokes excessive frequency drift.

For the same reason, care must be taken when
mounting the unit in the cabinet ; it must be mounted
clear of the " hot " side of the cabinet, and as close as
possible to the cabinet back, which should also be
given additional ventilation holes.

It must be borne in mind, however, that when
dealing with very high frequencies even a short
length of wire will possess an inductance and
distributed capacitances 'which may be liable to
disturb severely the operatibn of the circuit. All
coil connection wires must, therefore, be kept as

o f,; holes 0

ItrAl Ilk

0

k; holes IF ,"

0

4sr-,

- --172
z 0

Fig. 24.-Details of the internal screens.
short as possible, and this can be arranged in practice
only by carefully working out the precise positions
of the valve -holders in relation to the coils before
cutting the chassis.

Leads to the decoupling capacitors and resistors
which are " hot " to R.F. must also be as
short as possible, and decoupling
must be returned to a common
earthing point for each section. This
can be catered for by running a 16
s.w.g. bus -bar throughout the corri
partments, which may be supported
by the earthed tag on the two-way tag
strips. It should be earthed as fre-
quently as possible along its length
to avoid undesirable resonances.

Non -inductive ceramic capacitors
only must be used for all positions in
this converter. Paper type capacitors
are useless at high frequency.

The Coils
The four coils L1/2, L5 and L6 are

wound in Aladdin Tee -base bakelite
formers of 6 m.m. diameter and use
high Q dust cores. Coils L7 and L8
are wound on a totally screened Haynes
coil former. The two coils L3 and L4
are air -cored and of 3/16in. diameter.
both are wound with 20 s.w.g. tinned
copper wire and are supported in the
circuit wiring.

L1-1 turn of p.v.c. covered wire
wound between the turns of L2.

L2-2 turns of 18 s.w.g. tinned
copper wire, the turns spaced approxi-
mately the diameter of the wire.

L3-4 turns, as described above.

L4-12 turns, as described above.
L5-2 turns of 18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire, the

turns spaced approximately the diameter of the wire.
L6-4.5 turns of 18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire, the

turns spaced approximately the diameter of the wire.
L7-10 turns of 26 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire, close wound.
L8-2 turns of 26 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire, close wound

and separated by approximately 1/I6in. from the
earthy side of L7.

The coils are best first wound on a rod of lin.
diameter and then removed from the rod and
carefully pushed on the formers after the formers are
in position on the chassis. In order to obtain
maximum adjustment by means of the dust cores,
the coils should be situated so that their windingc
start approximately *in. from the base of the formers.

It will be found that the coils are quite secure on
their formers after they have been wired to the valve -
holder tags and into the circuit, and for this reason
it is unnecessary to cement the turns in position.
If it is decided to make LI stable by this means,
however, a good quality low -loss cement, such as
Distrene, must be employed, and only the smallest
possible amount used as it tends not only to dissolve
the formers, but also causes them to become soft
at a slight rise in temperature.

It is essential that L7/8 be perfectly screened in
order that Band I pick-up may be kept at a minimum.
Practically any make of good quality non -inductive
ceramic capacitor is suitable and care must be
taken to ensure that C8 has a negative tempera-
ture coefficient.

Miniature +-watt resistors can now be obtained
from most dealers. It should be noted that R5 and
R7 operate fairly warm and it is desirable to use the
largest type possible for these positions ; this applies
particularly to R7. (To be continued)

The unit mounted inside a Cossor receiver.
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SERIALS
THE, difference between a series

and a serial is that each
instalment of a series is a complete
story in itself, whereas the serial
requires one's attention for every
consecutive episode. This applies
equally to " chapter plays " in
periodicals, on sound radio or on
TV. There is much to be said for
the series type of production, of
which Dixon of Dock Green
is a good example. The popularity'
of Jack Warner, who looks far
more like a London policeman
than a real policeman does, and the
first-class production work of
Douglas Moodie have put this
feature into the top class. It must
be difficult, however, for the script-
writer to ring so many variations
week by week on the theme of the
avuncular copper whose -philoso-
phks solve so many problems.
However, Sherlock Holmes and
Sexton Blake each had their,
lengthy eras of crime detection
into which they aired their own
particular views of contemporary
life without repeating themselves
too often. I hope that Jack " Blue
Lamp " Warner will continue to
do so for a very long time.

PRUNING THE PROGRAMMES
WHETHER the ITA material
n has been good or bad it

has always been well pruned in the
cutting rooms and the scissors
have been used ruthlessly to cut
out pauses, slow business or
dialogue which fails -to register.
Excepting with the High Definition
system, film editors carry out this
delicate operation before and after
special previews to selected
audiences who view the results in
conditions comparable with home
viewing. In some of the produc-
tion organisations ingenious
electronic devices have been de-
vised to simulate reproduction on
the average home set. At Highbury
Studios, where the High Definition

TELEVISION PICK-UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos

electronic recording process is
now in continuous use, the major
part of the editing is carried out
during actual shooting by switching
over from camera to camera. But
shooting is still carried out in a way
which permits further trimming by
editors if required. The pro-
grammes will certainly be slick ;
it is the " commercials,- the
advertising plugs in between them,
that worry me a little. It is not
the advertising matter which repels,
but, in many cases, the very low
standard of ideas and presentation
as compared with the entertain-
ment part of the programmes.
However, I have heard that there
has been some ruthless scrapping

business, so perhaps the most
repellent commercial three -minute
plugs are already discarded into
the cutting room waste bins. Let
us hope so, at any rate.

THE SPONSORS
THE Sponsor, who pays a lot

of money for programme
time and its associated " com-
mercial," has little or no say-so
about the make-up of the pro-
gramme itself. That, at any rate,
seems to be the official theory. His
principal interest will probably
lie in what is on the BBC TV
programme at the exact moment
his own bought - and - paid - for
transmission is sent out by the
ITA. For instance, if his pro-
gramme happens to commence
about half ,an hour after the start
of a BBC play such as The Vale
of Shadows, then he is in luck.
Few of my colleagues survived the
first twenty minutes of this tedious
version of. the French dramatist
Jean Anouilh's Eurydice ; I
stayed the course a little longer,
but had to give up the struggle at
about 55 minutes. If commercial
TV had- been operating the ITA
would have surely reached about
95 per cent. of the viewers who had
their sets switched on. The moral

of this story Is that every TV
sponsor is in favour of the BBC
transmitting as many ex -Third
Programme plays as possible.
The Vale of Shadows had a
good cast and a good produCer,
Rudolph Cartier, who, however,
seems to have a penchant for
selecting plays which have limited
appeal.

PROVINCIAL TECHNIQUE
SOME good programmes are

now coming from BBC pro-
vincial studios, particularly Bristol
and Manchester. The produceis
and technicians, however, are well
behind their London colleagues
in the mechanics of presentation.
Lighting is often faulty, Cameras
seem to move about aimlessly and,
worse still, the settings are much
too busy and full of distracting
furnishings, fittings and stage pro-
perties. Sooner or later the
provincial art directors-will learn
that simplicity is the principal
requirement ; settings should not
intrude in any way. Otherwise,
the producer will have difficulty in
placing his artistes in positions
which avoid chandeliers, aspidistras
or toby jugs appearing to grow
out of the top of the actors' heads.
In film studios the shooting of
short individual shots permits
special care to be taken of this
contingency in authentic " busy
settings -by the simple expedient
of cheating to one side or removing
altogether the offending article in
the background shot by shot.
This cheating cannot be done dur-
ing the progress of a long, live TV
play. Simplicity in set design is
the only -answer. And such
simplicity which at the same time
conveys the full atmosphere of the
required scene demands art direc-
tion of great skill and experience.
The art director must have the
same, flair and eye as the artist or
cartoonist who is able to convey
ideas or personalities with the
fewest possible strokes of the pen.
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BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER -186 Mcis - 196 Mc/s
12 -5 -0 post free.

This Unit, comprising drilled chassis, Tin. x
4in. x 2!,in., valves, wound coils, etc., is a
slightly modified version of the circuit shown
in Wireless World, May, 1954. It has proved
itself highly successful -over 1,000 sets were
sold in the first month to buyers all over
England.
We invite you to visit us and see it in operation
for yourselves. Suitable for all types of T/V
sets, T.R.F. or Superhet and all channels,
42 Mc/s to 68 Mc/s. Blueprint and circuit

details will be sent on application by return
of post, 1/6 post free. Supply voltages required
200-250 v., 20 mA H.T. 6.3 v. I a. L.T.
Power pack components to fit chassis, as
illustrated, 30/- extra. Complete set wired.
tested and aligned ready for use 15/- extra.
Band 1, Band 3 Ae switching can now be
added, switch kit 7/6. Full range of Band 3
aerials in stock. Adaptors from 7/6 per set,
dipole from 6/6 each.

Volume Controls
Midget Ed ibwan type.
Long spindles. Guaran-
teed 1 year. All values
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg -
ohms.
No Ow.

3/- 4!-
D.P.sw.

4/9
COAX PLUGS ... 1/2

COUPLER ... 1/3
OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6

80 CABLE COAX
STANDARD }in. diam.

Polythene insulated.
GRADE "A" ONLY.

8d. yd.
SPECIAL. - Semi -air
spaced polythene, 80
ohm Coax in. diam.
Stranded core. Losses
cut 30%. 9d. yd.

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 66.1 80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd. 11-S ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE 8d. per yd., 1 in. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pt. -70M., 9d. 100 pf.
150 pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 1/6 ; 600 pt., 1/9. PHILIPS
Beehive Type -2 to 8 pi. or 3 to 30 pi., 1/3 each.
RESISTORS.-Pref. values 10 ohms 10 megohms.

CARBON WIRE WOUND
20% Type. I w., 3d. ;
4 w., 5d. ; 1 w., 6d. ;
2 w., 9d.
10% Type. 1 w., 9d. ;
5% Type. 4 Sr., 1/-.
1% Hi -Stab. 1 w., S/-.
WIRE -WOUND POTS.
Pre -Set Min. T/V. Tyfte.
Knurled Slotted Knob.
All Values 25 ohms to 30
K., 3/- ea. 50 K.. 4/-.
Ditto Carbon Track
50 K. to 2 Meg., 3/6.

10 w. 10,000 1/6
15 w. ohms

5 ohm- 1/3

2/-

o

w 15.000-
33,000 1/9

10 w. hms 2/3
8w. LAB COLVERN, Etc.
Standard Size Pots, Stin.
Spindle. High Grade.
All Valiies. 100 ohms to
50 K., 5/6 ; 1110 K., 6/6.
W/W EXT. SPEAKER
CONTROL 10 11, 31-.

- CONDENSERS. -Mica, 0. Mica, Ceramics. All prof
values. 3 pf. to 6811 pf., 6d. ea. 3/- doz. xubulars.450 v., Hunts and T.C.C. .0005, .001, 4005, .01,
.02 and .1 350 v., 94., .05, .1 500 v. Hunts Moldwal,
1!-. .25 Hunts, 1/6..5 Hunts, 1/9..1 1,500 v. T.C.C.
(Simplex), 3/6..001, 6 kV., T.C.C., 5/6. .001 12.5 kV.
T.C.C., 9/6.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10°0.
5 pt. to 560 M.', 1/-. 600 pi. to 3,000 pf., 1/3.
1% 1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 119: 515 pi. to 5,000 pf., 2/-.

3 VALVE AMPLIFIER
With variable Tone and Volume controls. 3 MidgetB.V.A. valves. 4 watts output. Neg. feedback.
ChasSis isolated from Mains. A.C. 200/250 v. Aquality amplifier at an economical price. PRICE93.19.6. Carr. 2/6. Wired and tested, 7/6 extra.Circuit and Instr. free.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS, FIVE VALVES

S.W. 16 in. -50 m. LATEST MIDGET
M.W. 200 m.-550 m.
LW. 800 m.-2,000 ml SERIES;

Brand New and Guaranteed. A.C. 200/250 v. Four
position Wavechange Switch. Short -Medium -Long -
Gram. Pick-up connections. High Q iron -duet
cored coils. Latest circuit technique, delayed A.V.C.
and Negative feedback. Output approx. 4 watts,
Chassis size 133 x 51 x 21in. Glass Dial-10in. cc
41in. horizontal or vertical tybe available, lit by 2Pilot Lamps. Four Knobs supplied. Walnut of
Ivory to choice, aligned and calibrated ready for use.
Chassis isolated from mains. 211 n
Carriage and. Insurance, 4/6, &U. I V
Sin. or 10in. speakers to match available.

BARGAIN VALUE IN
RECORD CHANGERS

. Recommended for above chassis
B.S.R. MONARCH. -Latest Model 3 sp. Auto -
Changer Mixer Unit. Famous Magidisc,
7, 10 and 12in. Record Selector. Modern
Cream Styling Dual Xtal Cartridge Stylus for

reproduction. As used by leading
manufacturers. Bargain price. -

Gns. post free.

NEW ALL
BOXED VALVE -S GUARANTEED
1R5 7/6 1(1114 9/6I85 7/6 PCC84 12/6
1T4 716 PCF80 12/8
184 7/6 PCF82 12/6
304 8/- PL81 12/63V4 8/- PL82 10/-3D6 316 PL83 12/6574 8/6 PY80 11/-6A316 8/8 PY81 12/8'
OATS 8/6 BBC33 73/9PY82 10/-
6CH6 10/8ECC83 12/6 S 41 5/6633653 3/6 BCH42 10/6 SP61 6/66K7 6/6 ECL80 12/6 1722 8/6
6K8 9/- EF39 7/61E240 10/- 023 12/6
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
11t5, 1T4, 185, and 304 or 3V4
610, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 574 or 1)X5 ... 35/-
SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded Bronze anodisedmetal Bin. x Sin., 21 ; 12in. x Sin., 3/-; 12in. x12in., 4/3 ; 12111. x lfiln., 6/- ; 24in. x 12iis., 8/8, etc.

6Q7 Sib EF41 10/6
60147 9/- EF50
6V6 7/6 Mallard 10/-
6X4 8/6 EF50
6X5 81- Equip. 5/6
EA30 2/- EF80 10/8
EBC41 10/6 EF86 13/6
EB9 I. 7/6 1091 8/6

EL41 11/8
E L94 12/6
E1680 12/6
EY51 12/6

ELECTROLYTIC'S ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire ends
25/25 v., 50/12 v.
50/50 v., 4/500 v.
100/25 v.
9/500 v., Dub.
8+8 500 v. Dub.
8+16 450 v. Hunts

1/9
2/--
2/-
2/6
4/6
5!-

8+16/450 v. Hunts 6/-
16+16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/6
16+16/450 v. T.C.C. 8/-
16+24/300 v. II.E.C. 5/-
32/350 v. B.E.C. 4/-
32+32/450 v. B.E.C. 6/6
60+350 v. B.E.C. 6/616/450 v. B.E.C. 3/6 60+100/350 v. 11/6

16+16/450 v. T.C.C. 5/6 60+200/275 v. 12/6'32/350 v. B.E.C. 4/- 100+200/273 v. B.E.C.
32/500 v. Dub. 8/- 12/6
32+32/350 v. B.E.C. 5/6 1,500/6 v. B.E.C. 4'632+32/500 v. Dub. 7/6 1,000+1,000/6 v. D.E.C.
Can Types, Clips, 3d. ea. 6/68+8/450 v. T.C.C. 4/6 500 mfd. 12 v. 8/-
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY-
BACK VOLTAGES. -K3/...5 2 kV., 4/3 ; K3/40 1.2
kV., 11/- ; K3/45, 3.6 kV., 6/6 : K3/50 4 kV:. 713 ;
K3/100 8 kV., 12/6 ; K3/ 60 14 kV., 18/- ; MAINS
TYPE. -EMI, 125 v., 00 na., 4/-; EMS, 100 ma.,
4/9:; Rh% 120 ma., 5/9 ; 11314, 250 v. 275 ma., 16/-.
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for lie. Spindle.
11M. diam. Walnut or Ivory. Gold Filled. . 16
Standard engravings, 1/6 ea. Plain knobs to match
above, UM.. 10d. ea., Ws. dia., 8d. ea. Superior
Unmarked Knobs with Gold Ring. Very stylish
and becoming highly popular. Walnut or Ivory.
13 in., 1/- ea. ; lie., 9d. ea. Pointer Knobs, Black
with White Line, 9d.
WEARITE " P " TYPE COILS. All ranges. 1 to 7,
216 ea. ()moor Q Series Coils. Slug tuned. All
ranges from 3/6. Full range popular Coil Packs.
REACTION COND.-.0001, .0003, .0005 mid., 3/6 ea.
MAINS DROPPERS. .Silicone coated, with 2
slider clips. .15 amp, 1,500 ohms, 4/3 ; .2 amp.
1,000 ohms, 4/3 ; .3 amp. 1,000 ohms, 4/9 ; .3 amp.
750 ohms non -coated, 4/8.
LINE CORD. -.3 amp, 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp.
100 ohms per foot, 3 way, 6d. ft. ; 3 way, 7d. ft.
I.F. TRANSF.-465 ke/s. Plessey Semi Midget
HiQ., only 6/9 pair. BERNARDS RADIO HAND-
BOOKS. Comprehensive Range from 1/6 ea.

P.M. TUNER -UNIT 187 mels-105 me/20, by Jason .-As tested and approved by- Radio Constructor.
Complete Kit of parts to build this modern highly
successful li mo, drilled chassis and J.B. dial, coils and
cans. 4 BVA miniature valves and all components
etc., for only, 86.10.0, poet free. SUPERIORTYPE GLASS DIAL -Calibrated in Niels andedge I it by 2 pilot lamps, 12/6 extra.
Illustrated handbook with full details, -l/-post free.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (THO. 2188)
70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190

end 3d. stamp for Bargain Lists Hours; 9 a.m.-6 p.m. I p.m. Wad. OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
N.B.-Tern C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post/ P.sckino up to 1, lb. Bd.. 1 lb. 1/-, 3 lb. 1/6, I lb. 2/.. 10 IS. 2/6.
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SMITH'S FOR

TECHNICAL BOOKS
Books on radio theory, practice and main-
tenance for the beginner and books on new
developments in circuit design, new com-
ponents, methods of application, and the
established text books can be obtained
through your local Smith's shop or book-
stall. Books not in stock at the branch can
be quickly obtained from Head Office.

W. H. SMITH & SON
FOR BOOKS ON ELECTRON ICS

Head Office: STRAND HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2

ARTHURS HAVE IT !-
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7 £19 10
Avo Model 8 23 10
Electronic Test Unit - - 27 10
Electronic Test Meter - - 40 0
AC/DC Minor 10 ID
*Cossor Oscilloscopes Model 1052 - - 104 0

1035 - - 120 0

Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.
Leak-TL/I0 Amplifier and " Point One "

Pre -Amplifier - - - Complete 28 7
F.M. Kit of parts £5 less valves. Ref. Radio Constructor

July, 1954.
Jason F.M. Tuner Unit and Power Pack - 19 7 0
Chapman Tuning Units - - - from 16 0 0
Aerialite Band 3 Unit - - - - 9 10 0

LATEST VALVE MANUALS
MULLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 6, 5/- each,

MAZDA 2/- ea. OSRAM Part 2, 10/-. Post, 6d. ea. ex.
SCOPE SOLDERING IRON A.C./D.C. HEATING

TIME 4 v. 6 sec. 6 v. 4 sec. 39/6.
TRANSFORMER for 200/230 v. 37/6.
Terms C.0 D. OR CASH with order and subject to price

alterations and being unsold.

Est.
1919

PROPS.' ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,

150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765.

TELEGRAMS-" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLES-" TELEGRAY, LONDON."

T.V. CONVERTER
FOR THE NEW COMMERCIAL

STATIONS COMPLETE WITH

2 VALVES-EF80 and ECC8I
Will work into any existing
TV receiver, Frequency can be
set to any channel within the
186-196 band. Designed to

work into any receiver between 42-68 mcs. Input 80 ohm
feeder. Sensitivity 10 Mu/V. These are ready built and supplied
with full instructions. Power required 200 v. D.C. 25 mA and
6.3 v. 0.6 A. Limited number.

PRICE £3.5.0 (Post 1/-)

BAND III TV CONVERTER KIT

Don't miss this new exciting television service.. Build
your converter now. Full constructional details including
point to point diagram and parts list, etc., price 6d., post
paid. Complete kit, including valves, punched chassis, down to
last nut and bolt sent by return, post paid, 42.15.0.

Suitable for superhet. or TRF receivers. Call and see this
converter working on the new station.
TELEVISION AERIAL MANUAL for Bands I and Ill. Price 4/6

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
187, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey. MIT 3282
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INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
AT TELEVISION FREQUENCIES

CURING NOISE PRODUCTION AT THE SOURCE

By 'P. Sutcliffe

WTH more people than ever before now in a
position to enjoy the benefits of television,
the ever-growing production of inter-

ference -making machines and equipment must be
recognised as creating an acute problem. For there
can be but few regular viewers who have not, at some
time or other, felt like emulating the irate viewer on
the BBC " Are you suppressed ? " film, and hurling
a -brick through the screen of their receiver as those
infuriating white lines proceed to tear the picture to
pieces. Unfortunately, the apparatus which only too
often spells ruination for good TV reception is, in
itself, just as important-if not- more so-as an
uninterrupted TV programme. One would hardly
expect factories containing electrical machinery to
operate during non -transmission hourk only, for
instance, and even the neighbouring housewife may
well be excused for not checking on the programme
times before using her electric sewing machine or
hair -dryer. What, then, are the alternatives ? Having
ascertained that with the present system of trans-
mission certain articles by their very action must
always be looked upon as interference generators, it
would appear that two distinct methods of attack
are open to us, i.e., suppression at the source of the
trouble or suppression at the receiving end.

Studying the latter of these two possibilities first,
it will be apparent that the measure of success
achieved must depend upon the type of interference
in question. As will be shown- later in this article,
over 99 per cent. of all TV interference is fed into
the receiver via the aerial and feeder cable, and
not via the mains supply lead. it is, unfortunately,
not at present feasible to incorporate in the aerial
feeder a device which will stop interference signals
and pass TV signals on the same frequency. Therefore,
this method of approach is only of use where the
interference is on a different frequency to the TV
transmission and is getting into the receiver via
second channel, adjacent channel or I.F. break-
through methods. In these cases a frequency filter
or wavetrap fitted at the input to the receiver usually
suffices to clear the trouble. The type of filter used
will vary with individual cases, such factors as the
difference between the TV frequency and the inter-
fering frequency, the relative field strength of the
two transmissions, etc., determining the com-
plexity of the unit. In simple cases an ordinary parallel
rejector circuit with one inductor and one capacitor
will suffice whilst for more severe cases a multi-
stage unit must be used.

Much thought has been given in recent years by
manufacturers' associations, in conjunction with the
G.P.O. and other interested bodies, to choosing
oscillator frequencies and I.F.s which, together with
their harmonics and image channel frequencies, will

-fall clear of other- transmissions, such as police,
ambulance and taxi networks, etc., and which will

also fall clear of those frequencies recommended to
manufacturers of diathermy and R.F. heating equip-
ment. Conferences have been held on an -international
scale (e.g., Atlantic City 1947) from time to time in an
effort to " Clear the air " on a world-wide basis,
and although these steps are contributing a great
deal towards the eventual goal of interference -free
reception,' a great amount of work, remains to be
done.

Quite apart from troubles of this nature, however,
there remain the twin bugbears of ignition and
commutation type interferences, which usually cover
an  extremely large band of frequencies, the TV
Channels included, and it is fairly safe to say that
these two types. of interference are responsible for
95 per cent. of all cases of ruined television reception.

Although many extremely efficient and ingenious
suppression circuits have been developed for incor-
poration into television receivers, it is geperally
agreed that the final result is only a compromise.
Despite ,improvements such as " Black Spotter "
circuits, and the increasing use of time delay net-
works, the present-day suppression circuit is still, on
the average, built around the peak limiter principle.
This being so, the interference can never be elithinated,
but only reduced, usually to the value of peak white
on picture. In the writer's opinion this important
point forms the over-riding factor in the question of
suppression at the source versus suppression at the
receiver. Although much can be done at the receiving
end to minimise interference troubles, the only way
to eliminate completely ignition and commutation
interference is by suppressing them at the source.
The remainder of this article will, therefore, be
devoted to a consideration of how this may be
achieved. Before examining practical suppression
methods, it is important to remember that the extent
to which any interference is experienced is not so
much a matter of the amount of interference present,
as the ratio of the television signal amplitude to the
interference amplitude. In this connection it is found
that a level of interference which may completely
ruin reception in one area may pass almost unnoticed
in another. Here also lies the ,explanation of the
" suppressed " machine which gives trouble when

Mains
Supply

Field

Field

Fig. 1.-A symmetrical circuit.
Armature
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moved to a new district. It is therefore essential to
good TV reception that in all cases TV receivers be
supplied with signals from an aerial which is of a
type suitable for the district. The better the aerial
installation the easier it is to eliminate interference,
and the possibilities of directional arrays accepting
a minimum of interference and/or a maximum of
signal should be borne in mind.

Reverting now to the consideration of practical
suppression techniques, it is necessary to examine
the way in which the interference is first created and
then transmitted. When the current flowing in an
electrical circuit is suddenly caused to change, as is
happening continuously in a commutator type motor,
the potential of some parts of the circuit changes

(a) (b)
(C)

Fig. 2.-Case 1-Source low impedance, mains low impedance.

rapidly, causing pulses of energy to be both radiated
and fed back into the leads supplying the circuit. The
first important point now arises, i.e., the ratio in which
the directly -radiated and the mains -borne interfer-
ences are propagated, and how this ratio compares

at medium- and long -wave broadcast fre-
quencies. It is a well-known fact that as the length
of a radiating element becomes more and more
comparable with the wavelength of the signal in
question, the easier and more efficiently will energy
radiate from it. Hence half -wave and quarter -wave
aerials are much more efficient than, say, aerials
which are 1/100th or 1/1,000th of a wavelength in
length. Thus, the few feet or yards of wiring between
an interfering device and the shielded mains cable
act as a much more efficient
radiator at TV frequencies
than at medium- and long -wave
broadcast frequencies. Indeed, 101(0
if the flex lead of, say, a hair-
dryer happened to be 9ft. or so
in length, it may actually resonate
at the TV frequency and, acting
as a half -wave dipole aerial, --
radiate the interference most
efficiently. An additional factor
which must be taken into con-
sideration is that the attenuation
coefficient of the mains wiring
and cable is considerably greater
at 50 Mc/s than at 1 Mc/s. Briefly this may be
explained by imagining the flex lead or mains wiring
as a transmission line with distributed series induc-
tance, and parallel capacitance. As the frequency of the
wave form travelling along the line increases the series
path impedance becomes increasingly high, whilst
that of the parallel path falls, resulting in reduced
pro pagation. For this reason propagation for more
than a few yards along the mains cabling is seldom
encountered at TV frequencies. Hence, except in
rare circumstances, attempts to clear a given source
of TV interference by use of a plug -point suppressor

/ 0

usually prove abortive, the damage having been
done before the interference reaches the plug point.
As the frequency goes still higher this effect is
enhanced until at, say, 200 Mc/s all suppressors must
be placed actually within the interfering device,
and a suppressor placed lft. down the flex lead from
a motor to prevent interference on Band I may
prove to be non -efficacious on Band III.

From the foregoing it will be obvious that the
only way to achieve really good suppression is to
prevent the interference pulses from travelling down
the mains lead, i.e., to literally suppress at source
and fix the suppression items on, or preferably inside,
the interfering device.

It should be noted at this point that although
one of the two supply wires is
" Earthy " to the low mains
frequencies, this is not so at
the much higher interference
frequencies, and both con-
ductors must be treated alike.

Although there are many
types of suppressors that may
be fitted, they all consist
essentially of a low-pass filter,
allowing the low mains fre-
quencies to reach the machine
but not allowing the high inter-

ference frequencies to travel back along the mains
supply. In making up the filters two types of com-
ponents are used, i.e., inductors and capacitors,
and the method of selecting appropriate values and
circuits will now be studied. Taking a closer look
at the voltage which is propagated along the supply
wires prior to radiation, this may be made up of two
separate component parts, viz. :

(a) a symmetrical part or one which is propagated
between the supply wires ; and

(b) an asymmetrical component, or one which is
propagated between either conductor and earth.

The Symmetrical Component
The basis of design here is to create a potential

(a) Vm = Sy

Fig. 3. - Case 2-
(b) V44 = OI v (c) VA4 -= 2.5 v

Here thel.ource is high impedance and the mains low
impedance.

divider network consisting of, say, two inductors
and one capacitor, by means of which we can offer
to the interfering voltages two alternate paths, one
high impedance (back along the mains) and the other
low impedance (effectively " short circuiting " the
interference at its source, i.e., the brushes).

This system is illustrated in Fig. 1 where Ll L2
are high -frequency chokes offering a very big imped-
ance to the passage of the interference pulses generated
at the brushes X and Y. Cl offers a low impedance
parallel path to the interference which is, therefore,

(Continued on page 227)
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- R.F. 2e " F.M.
CONVERTER UNIT

88/100 Mcfs
We can now offer this self-
contained Unit comprising
6 valves : 2--6BA6, EB91,
VR137, EF54, EF54. Two

' I.F. stages and separate
local oscillator, also Muir -
head Graduated Vernier
Drive ensuring easy tuning.

' Components Offered to
Complete F.M. Unit

New RF ."2fi" Unit with 3
valves, VR137, -EF54,
EF54. Chassis stamped
out for easy Conversion

21.15.0
Complete set of all com-

ponents for conversion
including 2-013A6 and

 E1391, tuning condenser,
I.F.T.s and Osc. coils,
resistors and fixed con-
densers. plugs, wire and
tag strips . . £4.12.6

Instruction Book with
technical circuik and
complete layout dia-
grams ... ... 1/6

Special offer of all above
items and RF26, includ-
ing circuit, postage . 3/-

26.5.0
Charge for alignment when

completed . ... 7/6
Assembled, aligned and

ready for use ... 28.10.0
All Items sold separately.

U.S.A: Indicator Lamp;
(with 24 v. Bulb) 2/-

Hallicrafter .:-
I.F.T.s 455 kcis 101- pair
Relays 6-12 volt 416
Microphone Trans-
formers ... 5/ --each
Output Transformers

5/- each ..Modulation Trans-
formers ... 5/- each
3 -Gang Condenser 70PF.

7/6 each
H.S. 30. Lightweight Head-

phones ... ... 12/6 pair

Muirhead Precision Slow -
Motion Dial and Drive with

Cursor Type D132A 12/6
Muirhead Graduated

Vernier -Drive 10/-

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VCR97 with
Mu -Metal Screen 21 valves :
12-EF50, 4-SP61, 3-EA50,
2-EB34. Plus Pots.
Switches, H.V. Cond., Re-
sistors, Muirhead S/M.
Dial, Double Deck Chasis.
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL
CASES. 67/6, carr. 7/6.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I HENRY'5 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

(RADIO LTD.) CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
I

R

We have over 50,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock
ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED

6AM6 9/-

" 426 " CONTROL UNIT
Containing 4 -Red EF50, 2-SP61,
2-EA50. 1-EB34, 2 -Single -gang
.0005 Condensers, W/W Volume
Controls and Switches, etc.
SiZQ 12in. x 9in. x 5in.

35/- (carriage 31-)

B.S.R. 3 -SPEED
AUTO -CHANGERS

These are brand new in
original cartons. Plays
mixed records. Cream
finish. List price £16.10.0.
Our Price 27/19/6, carr.

BC9664 I.F.F.
Containing 13 valves 3-7193,
7-65H7, 3-6H6 metal. 18 v.
dynamotor and fan output
450 v. 60 m/a with three
speed geared motor plus

.4 relays, condensers and
resistors, in good con-
dition 35:- carr. 5

1D8GT 10/-
1A7GT 12/6
1H5GT 101-
1N5GT 10/,
1L4 7/6
1Q5GT 10/-
1A5GT 10/-
155 7/
1S4 7/6
1T4 7/6
1R5 , 7/6
3S4
3V4 7/6
1LN5 81-
1LD5 8/-
5U4G -8/6
5Z4G 8/8
5Z3G 8/6
MIJ14 8/6
688 '7/6
6K8G .9/-
6K7G 6/6
6J7G 6/6
6N7GT 7/6
6L7 7/6

8
43 8/6

8/6
00 8/6
6L6G 1-0/-
6Q7GT 8/6

12SQ7GT 8/6 EF39 6/6
12SJ7GT 8/6 EK32 6/6
12SK7GT 8/6, EL32 7/8
12SR7 '7/6 EF50 (Red
606 6/6 Syl.) 10/-
6C6 6/6 IlL2 3/6

6SQ7GT. 8/6 6ATG 8/6 LP2 41-
6SG7GT 6/6 6A8G 8/6 KT2 5/-
6SJ7GT 8/6 TZ40 35/- VP2 8/6
6SK7GT 8/6 OZ4 7/- SP2 8/6
6SN7GT 9/- 25Z5G 8/6 TDD2A 8/6
6SL7GT 9/- 2576G 8/6 VFW. 8/6
65C7 10/- 35Z4GT 6/6 215SG 4J -
6176G 7/6 35Z5GT 8/6 866A 151-
6V6GT 7/6 35L6GT 8/6 354V 51-
6F6G 7/6 50L6GT 8/6 4D1 41-
6AC7 6/6 25A6G 8/6 902 4/-

8D2 4/-
PEN46 7/6
AC6PEN 6/6
VP41 7/6
TH233 10/-
41MP 7/6

6AG7 12/6
6C5GT 5/-
5J5GT 5/-
12A6 7/6
12K7GT 8/6 EB34 3/6
12K8GT 8/6 EA50 2/-
12Q7GT 8/6 01 2/-

KT33C 10/-
KT66 12/6
El3C33 8/6
EF54 6/

SP61 4/-
SP41 4/-
041 5/-
PP23 6/6
HL23DD

- 6/6
TP25 8/-
PEN25 6/6
QP25 6/6
QP21 8/-
TP22 8/6
ATP4 4/-
MS/PEN 7/6
PX25 12/6
6A6 10/-
46 . 10/-
AC/PEN 10/-
FC13C 10/-
FC13s/c 101-
42SPT 6/-
PENDD4020

12/6
VT501 7/6
U19 10/-

EY51 12/- TJL41 11/- EF80 10/6
EF41 11/- UY41 11 /- EABC8010/-
EL41 11/- UF41 11/- ECC85 10/-
EZ40 10/- DK40 10/- EZ80 9/-
EM34 10/- 5085 10/- E/V180 10/-
35W4 8/- 5005 10/- ECL80 12/6

PL81 12/6 12AT6 8/-
PL82 10/- 12AT7 9/-
PY81 101- 12AU6 9/-
PY82 10/- 12BA6 9/-
PCC81 12/6 12BE6 10/-
PCF82 12/6 6X4 8/6

U.S.A. LNDICATOR
UNIT IIC929A

Complete with 3BP1 C/R
tube and screen, 7 valves-
2-6SN7GT, 2-6H6GT, 606,
2X2. 6X5G. volume con-
trols, condensers. etc. Ideal
for portable 'scope. In
black crackle case size
1511n. x 91n. x 9in. Abso-
lutely new condition, 65/ -
plus 5/- carr.

PTE 45 MC/S STRIP
TYPE 3583 UNITS

Size 15in. x bin. x tin.
Complete with 45 Mc/s.
Pye Strip, 12 valves -10
EA50, EB34 and EA50,
volume controls, and hosts
of Resistors and Con-
densers. 69/6. Carriage
paid.

CAMBRIDGE UNPIVOT
GALVONOMET'ER

3in. mirror scale : scaled
30-0-30 F.S.D. 100 micro -
amps. Brand new- with
leather case (original price,
£14/10/-). 79/6.

THE TELETRON "
BAND III CONVERTOR!
This converter which is
built around two valves
type EF80 (Z719) is for use
with T.R.F. or Superhet
band 1 Television receivers.
Complete set of Teletron
coils only, with practical
and theoretical wiring
diagram 15/- post free.
Chassis measuring 7in. x
3M. xllin, ready drilled to
specification, 3/9 plus 9d.
packing and post. Alterna-
tively construction details
only with separate indivi-
dually priced parts list. 6d.
post paid. The complete
kit as specified, including
all the above, valves, etc.,
down to the last nut and ,
bolt, can be supplied at
48/8 only, plus 2/- packing
and post.

VIBRATOR PACKS, Etc.
Input 12 v.. output

244 v. at 44 mA. 25/ -
Input 6 v., output 180

v. at 40 mA. 21/ -
Vibrator Transformers

6'v. 180 v. 40 mA ... 7/6
Vibrator Transformers

6 v. 250 v. 80 mA ... 8/6
Vibrator Transformers

12 v. 250 v. 80 mA 8/6
Vibrators 6, 12 or 24 v.

Vibrators 6 v. 7 pin
synchronous ... 1216

Vibrators 12 v. 7 pin
synchronous ... 12/6Vibrators 2 v. 7 pin
synchronous ... 7/6

" TWEETERS " Electro-
static H.F. Speakers for
use with amplifiers or sets.
Supplied with full data
and circuit diagrams.
LSH75 7-18 kc/s, 20 dbs,
inherent cap. 800 P.f.
Polarising voltage 300 v.
D.C., maximum A.C. volt-
age 60 v. For outputs up to
7 watts. Size 21 x 21 x in.
12/6
LSH100. As above, in-
herent cap. 1,100 p.f. For
outputs up to 20 watts.
Size 5 x 3 x I in., 21/-.
Post free.

RECEIVER TYPE 25/73
(The receiver section of
TR1196). Supplied complete
with full data for conver-
sion to 3-wave-superhet
receiver. Unit is complete
with 6 valves 2-EF39,
2-EF36, EK32 Sz.:EBC33, also
standard I.F.T.s 465 kc/s.
Price 27/6 plus 2/6P. and P.
TR1196 TRANSMITTER

PORTION
We can also supply the
transmitter portion of the
above receiver incorpora-
ting valves, EL32, EF50,
CV501. Type 600 relay,
transformer, coils, switches
etc. Limited ouantity at
12/6 only, plus 2/6 P. and P.

28 -page Catalogue, 3d. Open Mon. -Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m.

5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON W.2 TEL.: P08ADDINGTON040L,10,
ALL GOODSLPOST FREE-UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

1,6
POST
FREE

116
POST
FREE

Ideal for tape recording and
amplifiers. No matching trans-
former required.

SPECIAL REDUCTION
1A7GT, IN5GT,
1H5GT, 1A5GT (or

1Q5GT) 40/ -Set10 EF50 (Ex:Brand
New Units), 5/ -each ...45/-

6K8G, 6K7G. 6Q7G,
5Z4G, 6V6G ..37/6 

1R5, 1S5. 1T4, 1S4
or (3S4 or 3V4) ...27/6

TP25, HL23/DD
.,

VP23, PEN25 (or
QP25) ...25/-

6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G,
25A6G. 25Z5 (or

12K8GT, 12K7GT,
12Q7GT, 35Z4GT,
35L6GT (or50L6GT)... _37/6

12SA'7GT,12SK7GT,
12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT,
35L6GT (or
50L6GT) -3716 

R.F. UNITS
R.F.24 20/30 Mc/s 12/6
R.F.25 40/50 Mc/s 15/-
R.F.26 50/65 Mcis 30/-
R.F.27 60/80 Mc/s ... 351-

Brand new, carr. free.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
(Brand New)

VCR97 (slight cut-off) 15/ -
VCR 97 guaranteed

full T/y Picture - 40/-
VCR517C, guaranteed

full T/V Picture .- 35/-
VCR139A. guaranteed.

T/V Picture... ._ 351-
3BP1, guaranteed full

T/V Picture... ._ 30/ -
Carr. & packing on all
tubes, 2/-.

WALKIE-TALKIE
SETS TYPE 38

Complete with 5 valves,
4 VP23 and ATP4, Throat
Microphone, Junction Box
and Whip Aerial, all in
good condition. All sets
air tested and guaranteed.
59/6, carr. 5/-. (Suitable
new batteries and leads,
£1.2.6 set.)

24 v. Blower Motors. U.S.A.
Type, Miniature ... 12/6

12 v. Blower Motors, U.S.A.
Type, Small ._ 12/6

12 v. Geared 3 Speed Motors
12/8

ItT40/APNIX
U.S.A. Altimeter* contain-
ing- 13 valves. 3-12SJ7,
4-12SH7, 1-1256, VR150/30,
2-955, 2-9004, plus 4 relays,
magnetic sounder con-
densers and precision
resistors. Also 12 volt

-dynamotor output 285 v.
75 m/a.

BRAND NEW
ORIGINAL CARTONS

651- 
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RADIO 00,E,

TELMBES
RED TIFIEf0

NETAE
GERMatilUM DIODES

ViNISTORS

TRANSISTORS

stilioniy

of vow, How

The

LATEST EDITION
has

272 Pages
of VALVE and
TELETUBE DATA

CIRCUITRY
E SPECIAL
COMPONENTS

Send 5/- for your copy to Publicity Dept.

[MAO
MANUAL

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS
Valve ratings and base connection

symbols.

Classified lists of nearly 300 valves,
teletubes and selenium rectifiers.

Germanium diode section including
ratings in various circuits.

Brimistors section.
Radio engineering formulae and

NEW circuits.
Brimarize section. Valves and

teletubes.
Up-to-date substitution list of

American types.
Equivalents and C.V. numbers.
Details of Trustworthy types.
Valuable information on Transistors.

5tafidard Tdeptiorres and Cables Limited FOOTSCRAY SIDCU P KENT Footscray 3333

r
LEARN THE
PRACTICAL WAY.

COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT
With many of our courses we supply actual
equipment thus combining theory and
practice in the correct educational

; sequence. Courses include: Radio, Tele-
! vision, Electronics, Draughtsmanship,

Carpentry, Photography, and Commer-
I cial Arc, etc.

NEW

I

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

City and Guilds Grouped Certificates In Telecommunications: A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,

General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc. Also Courses to

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

TheadvantagesofE.1141.1.training. * The teaching methods are
planned to meet modern industrial requirements. * We offer training in
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. *A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.* Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
enrolling with us.
Equipment supplied
upon enrolment and
remains your property. I Send without obligation your FREE book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138K,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

POST TifliCOUPOilf

Courses from
15/- per month

NAME

II

I

only Postal College which is part of I

a world-wide Industrial Organisation.

ADDRESS

10155
SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
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confined to the local circuit X -C1 -Y. -X, and propaga-
tion along the mains lead is prevented provided the
distance between source and suppressors is very small

Unfortunately, however, although the foregoing
reasoning holds true as a general principle, it fails to
take into account the -relativerelative impedances of the

-interfering device, or sourceuand the mains.- As will be
seen from the accompanying series of sketches (Figs.
2-5) these impedances determine which side of the
chokes the capacitor should be fitted, if at all. For
ease of calculation a hypothetical interference voltage
of 10 v. has been chosen and for high and low im-
pedances values of 10,000 ohms and 10 ohms have
been assumed.

Case. 1.-Source Low Impedance-Mains Low
Impedance.

The first case is shown in Fig. 2, where
(a) Unsuppressed-Voltage out to mains (Vm) = 5 v.
(b) Capacitor suppression Vm = 34 v.
(c) Inductor suppression .005 v.

.(3) Vm /0v (b.) VA 4 --Q. 5v

important, therefore, that the inductance of the
capacitors and the capacitance of the inductors be
kept within very small limits. In practice a small
amount may actually be an advantage, for then the
self-inductance of the capacitor may be utilised to
create a series, resonant (Acceptor) circuit across the
motor and the _parallel capacitance of the inductors
may be used to form a parallel or rejector circuit,
thus increasing the efficiency of the filter many times.
This is an excellent scheme if we are interested in
one TV channel only, but in order to make the
inductors effective over all the existing channels they
are usually made to .resonate around the highest
Channel frequency,- .This means that they ate then
still inductive and therefore efficient on the other
channels, as a Parallel resonant circuit -is inductive
below the resonant frequency but not above. The
" Q " of the inductors may be increased by winding
them on ferromagnetic cores, and a typical item may
consist of 18 turns of 26 s.w.g. enamelled wire on
a tin. former, though the gauge of wire will, of

101T1

(c) VmA-
101(11

(d) Vm
I0K0
Vm _-(1005 v.

-Case 3.- Here the source is low impedance and the mains high impedance.

It should be borne in mind that, in Figs. 2-5
the object is to make Vm as small as possible,
so circuits should be chosen accordingly. In
practice it may be difficult to ascertain the relative
impedances of the source and the mains, and the
different circuits may sometimes have to be tried
for comparison.

To come now to the actual values of the corn -

(e) VA,' (b)

course, depend upon the current taken by the
machine to be. suppressed. For the capacitors small
layered mica and ceramic items are used. For instance
a small fiat type 470 pF mica unit with !in. leads
will give a series resonance at about 50 Mcis. No
definite values can be laid down for these components,
but for. Band I, capacitors of between and 500 pF
and inductors of approximately 5µH' should be tried.

10ial
(d) Vm -L - Spv.

Fig. 5.-Case 4.-Here the source is high impedance and the mains low impedance.

/01(11

(c) 1/44 -0033v

ponents to be used it is essential that the capacitors
and inductors should in practice as well as in theory
act as such. For instance, a 0.1 tiF paper capacitor
has so much self-inductance that at TV frequencies
the reactance would be quite formidable, and the
low -impedance by-pass across the motor would
disappear if such a component were to be used in this
position. Similarly, if normal R.F. chokes, such as
those found in medium -wave broadcast sets were
used, their self -capacitance would form a low -
impedance path across them at TV frequencies thus
destroying the " barrier " to the interference. It is

/OKI)

(e) VAIL,- .00/7k

The Asymmetric Component
Reverting now to the asymmetrical portion of the

interference, i.e., that part transmitted out along
one wire and back to its source via the earth and
distributed capacitances, it will be seen that similar
reasoning to the symmetric case can be applied.
Series chokes and parallel capacitors will again, limit
the interference, the capacitors this time being wired
from brush to earth. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the paths
for the asymmetric interference before and after
suppression respectively.

It can now be seen that if a circuit is wired up along
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the general lines of Fig. 8 it will be effective in sup-
pressing both symmetric and asymmetric interference
and this arrangement is to be strongly recommended
wherever complex (i.e., containing both components)
interference is encountered.

Fig. 6.-The path of asymmetric interference before
suppression.

The three capacitors may be separate or in the
form of a specially made multi -unit containing, say,
one 470 pF and two 100 pF capacitors. It should be
noted that should the relative impedances make it

Fig. 7.-The path after suppression.

necessary, the capacitor connections may have to be
made to points C and D instead of points A and B.

In all cases where suppression is carried out care
must be taken to keep the length of component leads
down to an absolute minimum ; also for obvious
safety reasons the components should never be hung
inside a machine carelessly or wrapped with yards

and yards of insulation tape. Where room permits,
small paxolin panels may be made up and housed
inside the machine with the components neatly
tagged on and soldered. Where space is strictly
limited the items are soldered direct to the brush
holders and may be covered with sections of insulated
sleeving or, better still, rubber sleeves. Where no
space exists at all then recourse must be made to
fitting the suppression items in the mains lead at the
point of entry into the machine. It is then essential
that a robust case be used to house the suppressors
of course, though the smaller and more compact
the better, especially for portable appliances such as
hair -dryers and shavers, etc.

With regard to ignition interference, i.e., the type
experienced from cars, the solution is usually much

A

Armature
Fig. 8.-This arrangement will suppress both

symmetric and asymmetric interference.

easier, a 5,000 -ohm resistor in the distributor lead
sufficing in most cases. For better suppression still
a 15,000 -ohm resistor is placed in series with each
plug in addition. In each case the resistor acts in
such a manner as to damp out, or to present a
barrier to, the H.F. oscillations caused by the spark
at the " points." Special resistors are obtainable for
the purpose, which may be screwed or clamped in a
few seconds.

Whilst on the subject of motor cars an inter-
ference generator which receives little publicity is the
windscreen -wiper, which should be treated as out-
lined above as for small motors. In closing, any
reader who may be called upon to carry out sup-
pression work is advised to study BSS613, which
forms an invaluable guide for this type of work.

Austrahan TV Buy Marconi. Radio and TV Servicing
TELEVISION will come to a fifth' continent next

year, when Australia's first television stations
are due for completion. Two Government -controlled
stations, together with studio centres, are to be built
at Sydney and Melbourne, and are expected to
inaugurate the planned national television service
before the end of 1956.

Most of the equipment for the Sydney and Mel-
bourne transmitting stations, including the trans-
mitters themselves and the aerials, is to be provided
by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd.,
under the terms of a recently -signed contract worth
more than £250,000. Each of the stations will
have an installation consisting of two main trans-
mitters, 18 kW. vision and 4 kW. sound, with two
smaller transmitters as standbys.

THE publication of a new booklet, " Radio and
Television Servicing," by the Central Youth

Employment Executive coincided with the opening
of the National Radio Show, at Earls Court.

The booklet, which is fully illustrated, describes the
training, qualities, required, opportunities of employ-
ment and avenues of promotion.

Service engineers, the booklet states, are employed
in shops which sell and repair receivers, in organisa-
tions which repair them for the shops, by the manu-
facturers of receivers and other radio and electronic
equipment and by the organisations which relay
radio and television by wire into homes and places of
work. Details of opportunities in Airways Corpora-
tions and other firms engaged in air transport are also
descrbed.
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THE 0

INSTRUMENT
MODEL

Specially designed for soldering
operations in the compact
assemblies used in present day
radio, television and electronic
industries. Weight 31 oz.
excluding flexible.

Length 9ins. 25 Watts.
Voltage range :

12-50 24!- each 0
100-240 22

- each

p4i-gy
,..S0 ON_

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING IRONS

Interesting
features

I. Bit
diameter, sim-

ple to replace.
2. Steel cased

element, also re-
placeable.

3. Detachable hook
for suspending iron

when not in use.
4. Moulded two part

handle, remains cool
in use.

S. Six ft. Henley
Flexible.

W. T. HENLEY'S
TELEGRAPH WORKS Co. Ltd

51-53, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.1.

forrOt BOOSTER
COMBINED

AND ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS

Cheap and easy to fit to any Receiver,
they enable Tubes with low emission
or with Cathode -Heater short to bp
used again. Supplied in any voltage
from 2v.-I3.3v.
OPTIQNAL BOOST (I 21% and 25%).

Price 21/- (Retail)
Plus Postage and Packing.

H. W. FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.
349 HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD

SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM. SHI. 2483

The ALL - IN - ONE

TELEVISION

TESTER

THE TELEVET TYPE 877

Provides every facility needed for completely CHECK-

ING, REPAIRING, OVERHAULING and

ALIGNING A.C. AND A.C./D.C. Television Sets
in Bands 1 and 3, both quickly and efficiently. It

incorporates :-

WOBBULATOR
* A.M. SIGNAL

GENERATOR

 L.F. OSCILLATOR
e E.H.T.

VOLTMETER

 PATTERN
GENERATOR

e C.W. SIGNAL
GENERATOR

 OSCILLOSCOPE
A.C. & D.C. VALVE

VOLTMETER

CRYSTAL CALIBRATION £66 - I 0 - 0
COMPLETELY PORTABLE LIST PRICE

Write for full details to:- DEPT. P

AIRMEC LIMITED
HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS
Tel. : H ieh Wveornbe 2060. Cables : Airmec, High Wycombe.
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Unfailingly fresh
Tobacco at its best.
Player's Medium Navy
Cut is once again sup-
plied in the familiar
pocket tin, vacuum
sealed, which means that
absolute freshness is re-
tained and enjoyment
assured whenever you
buy it.

2 oz. tin 9/1d.

PLAYER'S
MEDIUM
NAVY CUT TOBACCO

`The choice for a lifetime'

To open, simply
remove small

rubber seal.

"THE UNIVERTER"
SHOWS YOU HOW TO BUILD

YOUR OWN CONVERTER
A new book just published, giving
full details of a Band III Converter
for any TV set, factory made or
home constructed. Uses two 6AM6,
one 12AT7, one 6X4. Contains its own
power supplies. All components and
valves in stock, prices on request.
Also available as a complete Unit.
THE BOOK, containing full circuit
diagram, wiring and instruc- 3/6tions and components list.

. Post free.

TELETRON BAND III
CONVERTER COIL SET

For use with T.R.F. and superhet
Band I TV sets. Uses two Z719.
Circuit, wiring diagram, alignments
and full details with each .1 5/.
set. Post 1/6.
Complete Kit to build the Teletron
Band III Converter, including chassis,
condensers, valves, etc., with full
instructions and diagram. 55/-.
Post 1/6.

BAND III CONVERSION FOR ALL !
Commercial TV has commenced and the demand for these Units is
certain to exceed supplies. Order NOW to avoid disappointment.

12

CHANNEL
TV.

TUNER
it

CYLDON TURRET

TELETUNER "
OFFERED FOR THE

FIRST TIME
Previously supplied to

Set manufacturers
only.

This 12 channel Tuner
consists of a turret

having 12clip -in
aerial and
mixer "coilstrips.
When tur-

ret is rotated the appropriate strip locates on a
contact panel providing the necessary connections
to the valves and circuit.
This type of tuner enables you to clip in pre -
aligned coils for the reception of any station not
already provided for in Bands I, II and III, while
affording maximum gain, high stability and
minimum noise, which are essential in a modern
tuner.
Valves Used : PCC,84. EX: double triode, cascade
R.F. amplifier. PCP80 triode pentode f.c. and
mixer. Will work with most sets. Full instruc-
tions and circuit diagram supplied. Price 99/6

Post 2!6. Knob, 2/6 extra.

Open
all day
SAT.

Half day
Thurs.

LASKY'S (11ARROW ROAD) LTD.,
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.

Telephone : MUSeum 2605.
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.8.

Telephone : CUNningham 1979-7214.

PLEASE ADDRESS
MAIL ORDERS TO

HARROW ROAD

Famous make. Covers Bands I and
Its. Complete with valves EF80 and
BCC81. Ceramic valveholders. finest
quality components, precision made.
Switch and fine tuning. I.F. output
20-25 and 40-50 Mc/s. Freq. coverage
50/87 Mc's and 175-215 Mc's. Supplied
with full details and circuit diagram.

LASK
Post

I'S
3/6
PRICE 89/6

Knob, 2/9 extra

AERIALS OF ALL TYPES
Large stocks. Band I, Band III,
Band I/Ill and P.M. Indoor, loft or
outdoor.

300 ohms Feeder, per yard, 9d.
80 ohms Co -axial, doz. yds., 7/8.

Air -cored Co -axial, per yd., 90.
Any length supplied.
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Television Licences
THE following statement shows

the approximate number of
television licences in force at the
end of July, 1955. The grand total
of sound and television licences
was 14,067,394.

Region
London Postal...
Home Counties
Midland
North Eastern
North Western,
South Western
Wales and Border Counties

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Northern Irelatiel

Grand Total

Number
1,150,207

518,897
856,594
692,g13
689,142
272,056
259,036

4,438,745
260,741

26,097

4,725,583

From Ireland
BBC Television is planning its

first broadcasts -from Ireland
before the end of the year, subject
to conditions being favourable.
Plans -are in hand first for one or
two programmes from Belfast in
mid -November. On November
25th the BBC hopes to extend still
further its television coverage of
sport by the first television pro-
gramme from Eire on the occasion
of the Irish and British Amateur
Boxing Association's match at the
Dublin Sports Stadium.

Coverage of Party Conferences
THE BBC Television Service will

present three reports from
the Conservative Party Conference
at Bournemouth on the evenings of
October 6th, 7th and 8th. The
team will be headed by E. R.
Thompson, the Parliamentary
Correspondent.

The BBC has made a similar offer
C,the Labour Party for its Margate
Onference. The Labour Party

has agreed to coverage of the
second day's open session on
October I 1 th on an experimental
basis.

BBC Manchester Studio
THE BBC has contracted J. and J.

Parish, Ltd., of Burton Road,
Withington, Manchester, 20, for
building work in connection with
television studio accommodation.
The work covers the conversion of
an existing building in Dickenson
Road, previously used by the
Manchester Film Corporation, and

TELEVISION TIMES

the erection of a new two -storey
block on the same site to provide
TV studio premises which will
include a production unit, a small
film unit and telecine facilities.

With An Interval ?
IT is learned that the average

family in the United States
spends five hours 24 minutes each
day looking at TV, and two hours
26 minutes listening to the radio.

75 Different Types
IT is reported that in 1954

Western Germany produced
130,000 television receivers of 75
different types.

It is anticipated that production
this year will increase to about
350,000. The Television Service in
Western Germany is available to
60 per cent. of the population and
is comprised of six studios and 22
transmitters.

TV in Africa

LA
A MINIATURE television net-

work is being installed to
help maintain security on Dr. J. T.

Williamson's diamond mine at
Mwadui, Tanganyika.

Concealed TV cameras will
enable the security staff to watch
the workers and their handling of
the diamonds on a central screen.

Australian Order for Marconi's
THE Australian national tele-

vision service is expected to
be inaugurated towards the end of
next year upon the completion of
the first two Government -controlled
stations and studio centres, at
Sydney and Melbourne.

Most of the equipment for the
Sydney and Melbourne transmit-
ting stations is to be provided by
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company Ltd., under the terms ,of
a recently -signed contract worth
more than £250,000 which was
obtained through their Australian
associates, Amalgamated Wireless
Australasia) Ltd.

Granada's Manchester Studio
MARCONI'S are to supply a

large amount of television
studio equipment to Granada TV
Network Ltd., the Monday to

The Associated Broadcasting Company have conducted a series of camera
tests to discover which of the 18 finalists is to receive a contract as -compere
of the family programme " Week End," which will be seen every Saturday
morning. The picture shows Barbara Lott, one of the entrants in a" Mock " interview with Bill Allenby, a BBC Commentator. The

Monitor Screen showing the interview in progress can be seen.
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echnician studies various monitor screens in the main control room for
transmitting faults. (See " Television Control Centre ".)

Friday programme contractors for
the Manchester area. The equip-
ment is to be installed in a studio
in the Granada Television Centre,
now being built in Manchester.'
Plans for the. Centre were designed
by Mr. Ralph Tubbs, who was
responsible for the Dome of Dis-
covery at the Festival of Britain,
and Mr. R. Hammans, until
recently Head of the Television
Unit in the BBC Planning and
Installation Department.

Belgium -Germany Link
THE Belgian Broadcasting Organ-

isation has completed a
television link between Liege in
Belgium and Roetgen in Germany,
enabling a direct exchange of pro-
grammes between the two countries
to be effected.

Until recently, a long-distance
route via the Netherlands has been
used. A good picture quality has
been reported.

Floating Transmitter
SOUTH African t e I ev i s ion

engineers and businessmen are
planning a floating TV station to

transmit signals to South Africa's
four largest ports.

It will be operated in inter-
national waters about three miles
from shore and will transmit pro-
grammes to Capetown, Durban,
East London and Port Elizabeth.

Commercial TV for Midlands
IT is probable that the I.T.A's

Midlands transmitter at Lich-
field, Staffs, will be in operation by
January or February next year
with a radiated power of 144 kW.

Television Control Centre
INSTALLATION is not yet corn-

plete of cables and equipment
used for the linking of ITA studios.
This link -up is controlled by the
G.P.O. Television Control Centre
in Howland Street, London, which
was first originated when the BBC
decided to extend its Television
Service to the provinces. The
function of the centre is to operate
and control the complex network of
Post Office cable and radio links
used to distribute the television
programmes. A constant check is
kept on the signals passing over

October, 1955

the circuits and tests are made at
regular daily intervals to ensure a
satisfactory service.

Steady Output
THORN ELECTRICAL INDUS-

TRIES, makers of Ferguson
receivers, state that half a million
TV sets have been produced at their
Enfield factory since the end of the
war. Present production rate is
one new set every 30 seconds.

Guatemala TV Begins
CONSTRUCTION of Guate-

mala's first television trans-
mitter is well under way on top of
the 11,000 ft. Agua volcano.

In the first eighteen months of
the station's operation, 10,000
receivers are expected to be bought.

Charity Appeals
THE BBC, on -the recominenda-

tion of its Appeals Advisory
Committee, has decided to broad-
cast appeals for charity at regular
intervals in the Television Service.
From the first quarter of 1956,
there will be a short appeal on one
Sunday in each quarter.

Organisations applying to the
BBC for charity appeals will be
considered equally for oppor-
tunities in the TV service as well as
in The Week's Good Cause on
Sound.

B.I.R.E. Nominations
DEAR -ADMIRAL SIR PHILIP
It CLARKE, K.B.E., C.B.,for
D.S.O. has been nominated for
re-election as president of the
British Institution of Radio Engin-
eers for 1955-56.

G. A. Marriott, B.A. (Cantab),
L. H. Paddle, J. L. Thompson and
Professor E. E. Zeplar, Ph.D. have
been nominated for re-election as
vice-presidents.

Radio Debut in Britain
A LTHOUGH George Burns and

/-1- Gracie Allen, whose films are
being shown weekly by BBC tele-
vision, are one of America's lead-
ing radio and TV teams, it was
with the BBC that they made their
radio debut some twenty years ago.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical
nature suitable for publication in " Practical Television."
Such articles should be written On one side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold hithself responsible for manuscripts,
every effort be made to return them if a stamped and
addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended
for the Editor should be addressed to : The Editor, " Practical
Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Towel, HMV, Southampton
Street, Strand, IV.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments, we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our 'columns is not the subject of leiters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published
in "Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout
the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
Reproductions. or imitations, of any of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.
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ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
B.W. 16 m. --00 m. LATEST MTJLLARD
MM. 200 m.-550 m. ECI142, 2541, EBC41,
L.W. 800 m.-2,000 m. EL4LEZ40.
12 months Guarantee, with 10in. P.M. Speaker,
A.C. 100/250 v. W/c Switch, Short -Medium -Long -
Gram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback. 4.2 watts.
Chassis 131 a 51 a 21in. Glass Dial-10in. x 41in.
horizontal or vertical available. 2 Pilot Lamps,
Four Knobs, Walnut or Ivory. Aligned and cali-
brated Chassis isolated from mains. PRICE /10115/0.
Without 101n. Speaker, 29/15/0. Carr. A Ins., 4/6.
CONDENSERS. -New stock. .001 mfd. 7 kV.
T.C.C., 5/8. Ditto, 12.5 kV., 916 ; 2 pf. to 500 pf.
Mims, 6d.';.Tubular 500 V. .001 to .01 mfd., 9d. ;
05, .1, 1/.. ; .25, 1/6 ; .5, 1/9 ; .1/350 v., 96. ;
.1/600 v., 1/3 ; 1.1/500 v., 3/8.
CERAMIC CONDENSERS. -500 v., .3 pf. to .01

1/-.
SEINER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%, 5 pf. to 500
pf., 1/-; 600 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1/3. DITTO 1%
1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9 ; 515 pf. to 1,000 pf., 2/-.

TUBULAR CAN TYPES CAN TYPES
2/450 v. 2/3 16/500 v. 4/- 8+16/450 v. 5/-
8/4511 v. 213 500/12 v. 3/- 32+32/350 v. 4/6
16/500 v. 4/- SCREW BASE 32+32/450 v. 6/8
25/25 v. 1/9 TYPE 512 80+100/350 v. 11/6
50100 v. 2/- 8/400 v. 3/- 1,000+1,000/6v.6/6
100/25 v. 2I- 16/500 v. 4/- I5.00/6 v. 4/6
C.R:T: LOW LEAKAGE ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio
1 1.25. 25% boost, 2 v., 10/8 4 v., 10/6 , 6.3 v.,
10/8 ; 10.8 v., 10/8; 13.3 v., 10/6. Ditto mains
primacy 12/6. MAINS TYPE Multi Output. -1, 25,
25, 21, 3 v. 2 amp., 17/6. MAINS TYPE Multi Out-
put, 2, 4, 6.3 v., 7.3 v., 10 v., 13 v., twp taps
boost output 25% or 50%, 21/-.

COMMERCIAL 'T.V. CONVERTER, BAND in.
Beady made with power pack, attractive case,
just plug in.  Band -1 to III switching no
alteration to your set. 19/10/-.

' '

£8-19-6 (Limited Period)

post Free.
Brand new Plessey. 3 -speed Autoehanger Mixer Unit
for 7.10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi Xtal Head
with Duopoint sapphire stylus. Plays 4,000 records.
Sprung mounting. Baseboard 'required, 151in. x
12}in. Height 51in. Depth Sin. Superb Quality.
FAMOUS MAKE.--3.:-speed Single Record Snit
with Acos 37 Turnover Head, each Sapphire Stylus
plays 2,000 records. Starting Switch Automatically
places Pick-up on records, .71n, 10in. or 12in. Auto
Stop, Baseplate 12in. a 81m. Height 2frin. Depth
Ilia. Price 57/15/6, post free.

T.V. PRE-AXP.-Channel 1. Midget chassis
6in. x 3in. x 15in. C,omplete with coax. lead,
plug .and EF42 or 6F13 valve. Brand new
(bOxed). Listed 23/151, Special clearance, 21/-.

SIMPLEX T.V. 12 gas. COMPLETE KIT
of parts with punched and drilled chassis
screens and tube'supports to build din.
ELECTROSTATIC MODEL detailed list S.A.E.

,Bin. VCR97 Tested full picture, £2. -

WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES
Pre -Set Min. T.V. Type. Standard Size Pots, 25in.
All values 25 ohms to 30 Spindle. 100 ohms to
K , 3/- ea. 50 K , 4/-. 50 K., 5/6 ; -100 K., 6/6.
RECORDING TAPE. Exclusive Bargain. 1,200 ft.
reels, High Coercitivity. Brand new, 17/8.

RADIO COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS

48 Hour Mail Order Service
307, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon,
Open all day. THO 1685. Wed. 1 p.m.
Post 6d. £1 orders post free. C.O.D. 1/6. Lista a.ss.e

7/6 VALVE SALE 7/6
Now boxed. All guaranteed..

1115, 185, 1T4, 164, 344, 35/4, SAT6, 6E12,
615E6, 611W6, 6K7M, 6K8, 68.A.7, 681,7, 8V6,
6)(4, 6X5, 7S7, 803, 12AX7, 807, EC01,
EF39; EF91, 2892, EL:32, HVR2A, PEN25,
1122, UF41. AT 8/6 : 5174,,5114, OAKS, OATS,
6C9, 61,6, 6Q7, 68N7 80, ECH42, Sylvania
Es'50, 111114. AT 19/6 ECL80, EF80, EL41.

Volume Controls
Long spindles. Guaran,
teed 1 year. All values
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg.
No Sw. S.P.Sw. D.P.Ow.

31- 4/- 4/9
EXT. SPIER. TYPE 31-

80 CABLE COAX
Semi -air spaced Poly-
thenehisulated. }in:
Stranded core. OA
Losses out 50% om yd.
STANDARD
}in. Coax. SM

COAX PLUGS 1/-: DOUBLE SOCKET 1/ -
SOCKETS 1/- OUTLET BOXES ... 3/8
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 64.80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 9d. SO oboes only.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 100/110 v. or
230/250 v., 14/11. Triple Three mod. x ith detach-
able bench Stand, 19/6. Solon Midget Iron, 22/-.
RESISTORS. -All values : 10- ohms to 10 meg.,

w., 4d. ; w., 6d. ; 1 8d. ; '2 w.,
HIGH STABILITY, 1 w. 1%, 2/-. Preferred valuer
100 ohms to 10 Meg.

B.S.R. MONARCH 2 -SPEED MIXER
CHANGERS. ACOS GP37 XTAL HEADS. -

.Baseboard, 14in. is 12in. Height 51in. Brand
New in Maker's Box., 19/19/6. Post pee.

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, }in., 8d. ; fin., 104
SENTERCEL RECTIVIERS.-F,HT Type. Fly-
back Voltage. -K3/25, 2 kV., 4/3;113/40, 3.2 kV., 8/-
10/45, 3.6 kV., 8/8; K3/50, 4 kV., 7/3; K3/100, 8 kV.
12/6; IC3/160, 14 kV.., 18/-. MAINS TYPE.-RM
125 v., 60 rna., 4/- ; R1112, 100 ma., 4/9 ;
120 ma., 5/9.; EMI, 2.50 v., 275 ma., 16',

BAND 3 T.V., CONVERTER KITS
Suitable all T.V. makes.

Ready -wound Coils, BVA Valves, all com-
ponents, Punched Chassis, Circuit diagram,
wiring plans. Complete Kit for mains operation,
200/250 v. A.C., 13/10/-.
As Above, le. Power Pack, requires 100 v.,
20 ma., H.T. 6.3 v.1 a. L.T., 12/5/,

and Wound Coils. Component
list, circuit diagram, wiring plans, only 19/6

RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS) Dept. N.,
LTD. 32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under El. Postage 11- extra under 101-; 1/6
extra under £1; 2/- under £3. Open to ea lers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m.

S.A.E. with enquiries, please. Full list 5d. ; Trade List 60.
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS

Fully Guaranteed.
Interleaved and Impregnated.

Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/s screened
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH
760-0-260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a... 16/9
350-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5 v 2 a... 1819
2.10-0250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5v 3 a 2319
320-0 350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 23/9
350-0 -350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a, 2919
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-210 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a

Midget type, 21-3-3in. 17/6
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v.4 a, 5 v 3 26/9
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a,

for 111335 Conversion _. ... 31/-
300-0-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 26/9
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a 2319
350-0-350 V 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v 3 a 31/6
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v

4 a, C.T., 5 v 3 a ... ... 49/9
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 c/s Primaries ; 6.3 v
1.5 a. 5/9: 6.3 v 2 a, 7/6; 0-4-0.3 V 2 a, 7/9;
12 v 1 a, 7/11; 6.3 v 3 a, 9/6; 6.3 vi6 a, 17/9.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
200-250 v 0-9-15 v lila, 11/9; 0-9-15 v 3 a, 16/9;
0-9-15 V 5 a, 19/9; 0-9-15 v 6 a, 22/9.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms 4/9
Small Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms 3/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 v
2,500 v 5 ma, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 iv 1.1 a

for VCR97; VCR517 ... 37/6
SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mo, 5 h 100 ohms . 11/9
100 ma 10 h 200 ohms Potted ... 8/9

' 80 ina 10 h 350 ohms ... 5/6
60 ma 10 h 400 ohms _. 4/11
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
RM4 250 v 250 ma, 11/9 ; G.E.C. 300 v
250 ma, 12/9 : 120 V 40 ma, 3/9 ; 6/12 v
1 a F.W., 4/11 ; 240 v 50 ma, 5/9 ; 6/12 v
2 a F.W., 8/9 ; 250 v 80 ma, 7/9.

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
All parts for converting any normal type
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v
50 c/s. Supplied 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 v at 0.4 a to I a. Price including circuit
4819. Or ready for use 8/9 extra.
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
ELIMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal -case
50-41'-2in.) to supply Battery Portable
receivers requiring 90 v, and 1.5 v. Fully
smoothed. From 200-250 v 50 c/s mains.
Price, inc. point-to-point wiring dia-
grams, 38/9. Or assembled and tested
at 45/6.
TV. CONSOLE CABINETS
Handsome, well constructed with beautiful
toured walnut veneer finish. Size 40in.'
high, 24iin. wide, 20in. deep. For 15in. or
171n. Tube.Limited number at only 9rms.
Carr. 30/- (10/- returnable on case).

TV. 'PREAMPLIFIER. -For Fringe
' Areas. Brand N . Complete with 6F13
valve. Only 22/i.
CO -AXIAL CA LE !in.
75 ohms 14/36 ... ...7d. yd
Twin -Screened Feder yd
EX -GOVT. SMI OTHING CHOKES. -
100 ma 10 h 250 0 0 Tropicalised... 3/11
150 ma 6-10 h 150 hms ... 6/9
150 ma 10h 150 o s- ... 11/9
250 ma 10 h 50 oh s 14/9
EX -GOVT. MA S TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 230/250 V 50 'Ws, 48 v 1 a. 8/9 ;
400 v C.T. 150 ma v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 0.6 a,
4 V 6 a, 4 v 3 a, 5 V 3 a, 4 v 3 a, 5 v 2 a, 22/9
300-0-300 v 120 m 4 v 1 a, 1716.
EX -GOVT. E. T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mid 8.000 v 1111 ; 25. rind 4,000 v
(Block), 4/9 ; .5 fd 3,500 V Can, 3/6.
BATTERY CH. RGER KITS. -Consist-
ing of attracts'.- Green Crackle Case,
TranSformer, F. . Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse -
holder, Tag strip Grommets, and Circuit.
For mains input -230-250 v .50 c/s 6 v 2 a,
25/9; 6 v, 12 v or a, 31/6; 6 v or 12 v. 4a,
49/9. Any type ssembled and tested for
6/9 extra.
R.S.C. 6v or 12v AITERY CHARGER
For normal C.
mains input
230-250 V. 50 s.
Selector panel for
Variable cha,ge
6 v or 12 v

rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, aind
with meter. Wiell

crackle fini h.

ventilated
with attrac ve
Guaranteed for 2 months, 69/6. Carr. 2/6.
BATTERY (1 IARGERS.-For mains
200-250 v 50 c/s. utput for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. strong metal case. Only
19/9. Above ca also be used for electric
train powers ply.
R.F. UNIT T1 E 26. -Brand new. Car -
toned, 29/6, pl s carr. 2/6.
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HANNEY of BATH offers :--
VIEWMASTER.-Constructor's Envelope, 7/6 : W13.103. 42/-
WB.103A, 152/6 ; WB.104, 15/6 ; WB.105, 43/6 , WB.106, 25/6
W.B.107, 32/6 ; W1.108. 3313 , WB.10911, 2 or 3, 22/6 ; WB.110, 7/6
WB.111, 5/9. Westinghouse rectifiers : 14A86, 20/4: 14D36, 11/7
WX.3 and WX.6, 3/10 each : 36EHT100, 29/5 . 36EHT50. 26/1
36EHT45, 23/8. SenTerCel 11ectillerS : K31100, 14/8 ; 53150. 8/9
53/45. 8/2. Wearite Coilsets with L.9, 30/- ; Pre -amp coils, 4/
pr. State channel.
TELEKING.-Constructor's Envelope. 8/- ; Coilsets, 44/8 ; Chassis
kit, 50/- ; T.C.C. kit, 57/4/4 ; RM4 rectifier, 21/- ; Allen Compo-
nents, L0308. 40/- : F0305, 21/- DC300C. 39/6 ; FC302, $1/-
GL16 and GLIB, 7/8 each ; 13T314, 15/- ; SC312, 211- ; AT310. 30/- :
OP117,

P.T. SUPER VISOR. T.C.C. Condenser kit, 88/6/4; Erie resistor
kit, 54/4 ; 5 w/w pots. 26/- ; 7 Erie carbon pots, 35/- ; Allen ooil-
sets, 44/6 ; Allen DC/300C. 39/6 , GL.16 and GL.18. 7/6 each :
SC.312, 211- ; FC.302. 311- ; OP.117 output trans., 9/- Denco

'
WA/FMAL 21/-  WAILOT1, 42/- ; Denco chassis kit. 51/6 ; West-
inghouse WX.6, 3/10: WG4A. 7/6 : LW.7, 26/8 English Electric
Polystyrene mask, 45/8 : perspex filter. 32/8 ; anti-coronal ring
638: Tube sheath, 8/2 ; T.901 tube, inc. carriage and insurance,
122'14/10: Elac ITS ion trap, 5/-.
MAXI -II (Denco) F. 5I. FEEDER, UNIT. -Constructor's Techni-
cal Bulletin, 1/9, P. Free. Chassis set, 7/8 ; Collset, 1119 ; 10.7
Mc/s IF's, 6/- each ; Ratio discrim. trans.. 12/8 ; Phase discrim.
`sans., 9/,
SUNDRIES. -1st Quality 70/30 ohm co -axial cable, by famous
maker. stranded core, 9d. yard, 8/9 doz. yds. post paid. Pre-set
controls. 3 watt wire -wound, all values, 100 to 30 Ku. 3/- each ;
ditto.. 1 watt carbon, all values 50 Ka to 2 me, 3/- each. Denco
MT0.1 Test Oscillator, with valve, 75/- : Demo TPA.1 TV pre -amp.
with valve. 29/8 : Elac ion traps, all types, 5/- ; ALSO, over 100
values in close tolerance Silver Micas in stock from 1.5 Pf. to 5,000
Pf. 20,0311 Erie resistors ex -stock in all preferred values and
wattage.
Send S.A.E. for list. Please add 2'- postage to all orders under 23
(any excess refunded).

L. F. HANNEY
77 LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH

Tel.: 3811

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
SPECIAL BARGAINS -SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

T.V. CABINETS. Large purchase enables
us to offer new, top -grade table cabinets
at keenest prices, famous 1954 models
complete mask, glass, epkr., fret in front
14in. (size 171in. H. a 17in. W. x
D.), a* (earn 6/-). 17in. (size 19i in. H.
Min. W. a 181in. D.), 39/- (earn 6/-).
Large 1954 de luxe consoles with doors,
beautifully matched walnut finish, mask
glass, castors, 14in. or 171n. (size 381n.
H. a 24in. W. a 9.0in. D.), 88/18/ -
(earn 15/-).
ELLIPTICAL SPEAKERS. 7 x 4, 9,000
lines, as used in above table cabinets. 18/6.
(P. & P. 1/-1. ein. speakers with trans.
17/8 (P. & P. 1/3).
H AERIALS. 35/- complete all lashings,
famous make, original wrappings, listed

£4/11/, all channels. Ditto dipoles, wall, 11, chimney. 251- (all 5/-
AUTO CHANGE GRAMS. Latest 3 speed, 3 valve, 10in. speaker, compact
mania cases. 18 gin. (carr. 10/-).
10/20 WATT AMPLIFIERS. Mobile 12 volt operation, 5 stage, push -poll 616.
complete in compact case, cost approx. 830. Good condition, untested, 85/10/-.
DOUBLE ENDED RETENTRANT SPEAKERS, famous manufacture, compact,
bargain, 351- (carr.
SOUND POWER MC/HEADSETS. Complete 916 Standard telephone hand-
sets 7/8. Complete sound poorer telephones, Ad. Put., ak. (carr.
8 GANG CONDENSERS. Cer. iseal. 3/6. With trimmers 3/8. Small tuning rends..
15+15, 301-30, 15, 50, 100 each.
MAINS TRANS. 250-0-250 100 m.o. 6 v. 4 a. 5 v. 2 a. 17/8 (post 1/6). Ditto
less 5 volt winding, excellent quality, new, 9/8 (post 1/61.
CHROME -VANADIUM SCREWDRIVER HITS. 6 different heads, pocket case,
6/9. Ditto. 7 tool de truce, 9/6 (post 9d).
T.V. CHASSIS. With circuits of complete T.V, Consisting 3 -valve R.N. unit and
4 -valve I.F. strip, recent famous make, using EF9I, etc. 25/- less valves.
GUARANTEED VALVES. Ease, VR78 1/6; 8P41. 8V210, VR135, VR54 2/-:
61383/s; KTW61 /3, 057(1, 6350, 100074/-; En)), pv3i 4/8; 6AL5, 6857, 10857
5/-; MAIL 613E6, 6.4C7, 6C-6, 61)6, 69117, 1016 5/6; KT++, EMU, 6897, 1008
6/-; ECC91, 616, EY9I, 807 6/8; 12AT7, 68A7, 10837 7/-; 6V6GT, 6C4, W77.
68N7GT 7/6: 10.1X7, 1201117. 6F33, 6580 Bi-; 6Q7GT, 5Z4, 6L6 8/6; 6A.07.
105H7 9/8; 832, 05/, 808 17/8; 81913 25/-; 013 45/, etc., etc.
1/20th H.P. A.C./D.C. series no long donble spindle, 19/- (post 1/..). Mallory
12 v. vibrapaelm, complete, 12/6 (1/6 post).
SEMI MIDGET CABINETS. Renter back, dial, knobs, fret, new, 9/8.
85 UNITS, complete, 12/8. .002 18 kV Visconol condensers 4/9. 2011 150 rn.a.
chokes 9/8. Mu -metal VCR97 screens 5/-. Resistors }-1 w. 34.. 1 vr. 48., 2/3 w. 8d.
1,000 other snips to callers.
Technical Trading Co., 181 Lake Road, Portsmouth

PHONIC : 5785

LYONS RADIO Ltd.
3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.,

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

Telephone SHEpherds Bush 1729.

BAND III CONVERTER. -Complete coil
kit by Teletron Co. with circuit, point to
point wiring diagram, alignment instruc-
tions, etc. Provides the basis for an efficient,
easy to make, two valve converter for use
with TRF. or Superhet Band I T.V. re-
ceivers. PRICE 15/, post 6d. Metal chassis
ready drilled 3/9. post 6d. Data leaflet
only 6d.
VALVE BARGAINS. -All tested and
guaranteed. 6SN7. 7/8. 12A6, 81-. 6116

(Metal). 3/-. OD3NR150. 716. 11L1328. 5/-.
866A, 12/6. 6657, 71, Post any city. 9d.
AMPLIFIER UNITS TYPE A.1368. -
These are two -valve audio amplifiers and
can be used without any modifications as a
mike pre -amp. or as.a gramophone ampli-
fier, also for intercom purposes. Valves
fitted are one each VR21 and VR35. Operate
from 2v. L.T. and 90 or 120 v. H.T. and 9 v.
grid bias. Housed in metal cases 7 x 5 x 4 ins.
In good condition with wiring details pro-
vided. PRICE ONLY 12/8, post 236.
ELECTROMAGNETIC ;WIC ROPTIONES.
-21ins, dia. as fitted to flying helmets with
on/off switch. Can be used in conjunction
with above amplifier, etc. PRICE 3/6..
post 9d.
24 VOLT ACCUMULATORS. - American
made, as new and unused. U amp. -hour
capacity. Size 71 x 8 x Sins. with terminal
cover on one side projecting 211ns. PRICE
25'-. carriage 716.
MOVING COIL METERR.-Bakelite cased
21o. sq. 0140 v. D.C. PRICE 6/6. 0/100 mA.
,; Scaled 0/300) PRICE 5/-. Post either type V-.

FIRST-CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES .

GET A CERTIFICATE !
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your pro-
fessional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how

----FREE GUIDE--
The New free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Geri. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now' for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

' career.
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES.....
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

VALVES
SAME DAY SERVICE

All Guaranteed New and Boxed
1.4v. midget, 1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4, DAF91
DF91, D591, DL92, 7/3 ; any 4 for 26/6
1A7GT 6L6G 9/6 50L6GT8/6 EL41 11/6

11/6 20146LD 9/6 80 8/6 EL91 5/-
1C5GT 6P25 /6 AZ31 10/6 EY51 12/-

11/6 6P28 19/6 CL33 12/6 EZ40 8/6
1D5 11/- 6Q7GT 9/- D1 3/6 GZ32 15/-
1H5GT 6SN7GT DAC32 KT63 7/6

11/6 6 1116 DIU14 8/6
1N5GT 6U4GT17/- DCC9010/6 N78 14/8

11/6 6V6G DF33 1116 P61 3/6
1R5 7/3 6V6GT 7/8 DH77 8/6 PCC84 10/-
185 7/3 6X4 7/6 DK32 11/6 PCF80 10/-
1T4 7/3 6X5GT 6/9 D592 7/6 PEN46 8/6
3A5 1043 7B7 8/8 DL33 11/6 PL33 11/6
3Q5GT 7C5 8/6 DL35 11/6 PL81 11/8

11/6 7C6 8/6 EB91 6/3 PL82 9/9
384 7/3 7H7 7/6 EBC33 7/6 PL83 12/8
3V4 7/8 7S7 816 EBC41 101- PY80 9/6
5040 8/6 7Y4 8/6 EBF80 PY81 10/-
5Y3GT 7/9 10C1 12/6 10/6 PY82 7/9
5Z4G 9/- 10F1 10/- ECC40 15/6 PZ30 17/-
6A.K5 6/6 10P13 10/- ECC81 9/- T41 13/-
6AL5 6/3 10P14 12/6 ECC33 " U24 17/6
RAMS 5/- 12AT7 9/- U25 12/-
SAMS 6/3 MAID 9/- ECC91 7/- 050 713
6AT6 8/612J7GT ECH35 U78 8/6

.6BA6 7/6 10/8 , 11/9 U261 10/-
OBES 6/6 12K7GT ECH42 10/- 0404 9/-
6BW6 7/6 9/6 ECH81 10/- UBC41 91-
6BX6 7/6 12K8GT ECL80 9/6 UBF80
601 7/8 10/8 EF37A 10/8
6C9 8/6 12Q7GT 11/6 1JC1142 9/9
6F1 13/6 9/6 EF39 8/6 UF41 8/8
6F6G 7/6 19Y3 719 EF40 17/6 UF42 13/8
6F14 12/- 2092 11/6 EF41 8/6 UL41 9/9
6.16 7/- 20PI 15/- EF42 1716 MI6 10/9
6J7GT 7/6 25L6GT EF50 7/6 MI6 17/-
657G 61- 8/9 EF80 10/- UY41 9/-
6K7GT 8/- 25Z40 9/- EF86 17/6 W77 5/-
6580 8/6 35L6GT8/6 EF91 6/3 Y63 7/8
658GT 9/- 35Z4GT8/6 EF92 5/- Z66 19/6
6525 11/9 35250T8/6 EF95 10/8 Z77 6/3

Postage 4d. per valve extra.

READERS RADIO
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
HILL, LONDON, N.16. STA. 4587
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SERVICING TV RECEIVERS
SIR,-I feel I must write to thank you for an excel-

lent journal. The features contained in each
month's issue are both interesting and useful.

In particular, I much appreciated the article in the
series " Servicing TV Receivers " in the June issue.
This dealt with the G.E.C. BT7092 receiver, of which
I have a model, and through your article I have been
able to clear up a fault that had been troubling me
for some time. In addition, it is a handy reference
to have for one's set at any time.-D. K. MALLING
(Winchester).

BBC QUALITY
SIR,-Why is it that the standard of sound quality

is often comparatively low in BBC telerecordings ?
When the BBC have achieved the task of reproducing
tape-recorded vision, which is now almost indiscern-
ible from the original, there seems to be no excuse
for -the large degree of background noise and absence'
of high frequencies that is prevalent.-D. R. BOYD
(Enfield).

FIVE -CHANNEL TUNER
SIR,-Referring to the article, " A Five -channel

Tuner," by B. L. Morley, which appeared in
PRACTICAL TELEVISION for July, 1955, it is apparent
that there are different versions of this tuner unit,
and readers should perhaps be made aware of this
fact.

The actual unmodified version to hand differs from
the original article as follows :

1. The series heater wiring is connected to tags
Nos. B and F (using the same nomenclature as
in the article).

2. Tag A is a separate osc. H.T. supply.
3. Tags Nos. D and R are earth connections.
4. The 33 -ohm .cathode resistor to VI is non-

existent. In its place is a 180 -ohm resistor
shunted by 680 pF to chassis.

5. RI is 4.7 KO instead of 10 K.O.
6. R4 is 8.2 KQ instead of 15 KO.
7. R6 (10 K) is paralleled by another 10 K to

chassis (the reason for this is not apparent-
unless this was a mistake on the assembly line).
Other connections remain as indicated in the
original article.-V. M. FISKE (London, W.1).

TEST CARD C
SIR,-Your correspondent, Mr. I. Richards, of

Tooting, need not necessarily blame his set,
7.ivhich may be quite capable of good reproduction on
normal transmissions, though showing a poor test -
card ; it depends which one he was receiving. Many
a set will display distortion on that transmitted after
12 noon.

Isn't it about time some attention was drawn to the
antics of these so-called test cards which disappear
and return (e.g., at 11 a.m. on one Saturday) without
a word of explanation ?

Also, may we have some information regarding the
card which (notwithstanding an earlier announce-
ment to the effect that " this is the last time [a quarter
of an hour of] Test Card C will appear ") continues
to take the air after 12 noon with quite different
but unspecified parameters. What are _they? Or

The Editor does not necessarily agree .with
the opinions expressed by his correspon=
dents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
(not necessarily for publication).

should one say, " What are they supposed to be ? "
-L. D. STUART (Hornchurch).

HMV 2808
wish to apologise and point out that an

kJ error appears in the " Problems Solved "
columns (September issue).

In reply to E. C. Philbrow, New Malden (upon an
HMV- 2808 query), my advice to convert his receiver
to London is in order, but -the following paragraph
suggests that the output of a Band III converter be
aligned to give a " Midland " output in order to I el)
prevent London breakthrough.

This is, of course, a silly suggestion, as the receiver
when modified will only be tuned to Channel 1, and
thus the Band III unit will require to be tuned to give
this frequency output.-L. L. J. (Gravesend).

BAND III CONVERSION
SIR,-I note with interest that the August issue of

PRACTICAL TELEVISION contains a design for a
Band III converter designed around the Birmingham
channel.

May I offer the following comment on converters
for this channel for the benefit of any of your readers
who may be considering conversion in anticipation
of the I.T.A. Midlands transmitter ; viz.

It may not be necessary to have two aerials nor
modify their existing aerial. (I note that on page 104
of your August issue you show a switching circuit for
change of bands and display two aerials.)

A resonant half -wave aerial has also resonant
characteristics at its harmonically related frequencies..

In this respect the higher channels with frequencies'
which fall into or near the third harmonic can be
received with a high degreee of efficiency on an aerial
cut for the lower channel. The third harmonic
function operates well because the aerial is still current
fed at both frequencies.

It 'so happens that the Birmingham Channel 4
is harmonically related to Channel 8 in this manner.

I admit that it is not an exact third harmonic
relationship in theory, but allowing for practical
rod lengths it is more than likely that a Channel 4
aerial will operate on a channel where orientation and
signal strength are favourable.-H. W. Carroney
(Scarboro').

BETTER PROGRAMMES ALL ROUND
SIR,-I note that the BBC has announced its plans

for better programmes and longer viewing hours
this autumn as an effort to off -set the new challenge
of the ITA. Also more outside broadcasts and
bigger variety shows have been promised us.

What I want to know is, why have we not had this
vast improvement before? Why does it need a rival
to take the BBC out of its rut and sit up ? if these
improvements have been possible in the past, why
have they not been made ? It seems that as far as the
public is concerned, we are better off before the
ITA begins. They have already served their purpose
as a formidable rival to be reckoned with by the
BBC. Yes, it seems that, whichever way we look at it,
we are in for some better programmes all round
whether the BBC or the ITA give them to us.-
G.-D. WALLIS (Catford).
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers' with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 239must be attached to all Queries, and if a postalreply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

SWITCHED TUNING
I have purchased a London model and wish to

convert it to Wenvoe. Could you kindly let me know
the address of a firm that sells 5 channel switched
tuners or 13 channel switched tuner, the latter being
preferable 7-F. Brooks (Glamorgan).

The availability of a 13 channel switched tuner unit
depends upon the type of receiver and the model
number.

Any receiver can be converted to another channel
by the fitting of a unit for that purpose. Messrs.
Spencer -West, Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth, regularly
advertise such units in our pages. These are not
5 channel, however.

Anything more ambitious requires some modifica-
tion to the receiver which, of course, depends upon
that re', eiver and we cannot always give the necessary
modifiL ation instruction's.

ULTRA W7216
I have an " Ultra " W7216 television receiver which

has the following fault :
With the width control fully advanced, the picture

is l'vin.-2in. short on the right-hand side of the screen
(facing set), and is " pulled out " on the left-hand
side of screen. The height of the picture is normal.
The picture quality is perfect.

I have tried rotating C.R.T. and moving the
deflector coils, but neither of these operations has any
effect on width of picture.-W. Steadman (Nr.
Barnsley).

This seems to be an efficiency diode fault, and
V1 PZ30 (this is the one in the corner) should be
tested. One half of this valve acts as an efficiency
diode, contributing a large percentage of the total line
scan.

Do not change over the PZ30's. Thismay result in
at least one of them being damaged. If the PZ30 is
in order, check C25 16pF electrolytic condenser
(wired cathode of VI (B) to H.T. line). These notes
presume the line amplifier input control is properly
adjusted (located just inside chassis adjacent to
second PZ30 pre-set control).

October, 1955

PYE FV4CDL
The set was working perfectly on Children's Hour,

but on switching on for the evening programme the
sound was O.K. but the screen is blank from the bottom
of the picture to halfway up ; the upper half of the
screen is divided into three narrow pictures. I sus-
pected frame timebase trouble. I have no test apparatus
so I had V16 (B) ECL80 frame scan oscillator and V19
PL82 frame scan output valves tested, and was told the
ECL80 was U.S. (low on emission). I bought a new one,
which made no difference. Thinking it must be the
PL82, I bought one of these to find a slight improve-
ment. On rotating the vertical hold control in a clock-
wise direction viewed from the rear of the set, on
reaching the end of its travel the picture jumps to full
size, but will not lock, rolling slowly downwards about
one frame per second with fly -back lines prominent.
I tried adjusting the vertical linearity pot. R88,
and vertical amplitude R87, with no success.

I would be much obliged if you could pin -point the
fault. I did think of replacing R85 560K. resistor,
but having no method of checking the resistance in
location I decided to seek your aid.-Frank Ikin
(Bolton).

The resistor 560K. may be at fault and should be
replaced to make sure. However, we have found in
a great many instances that the T14 blocking
oscillator transformer has been responsible for this
fault. This is a small transformer,, mounted on the
top of the chassis, and this may have to be replaced.

KB. HV40
I would be very grateful if you can tell me the value

HV40 and whether this should be a single- or double -
pole switch. There appears to be a .5 megohm in
at the moment which is faulty, causing picture to go
on and off intermittently.-F. G. Goodland (Pontypool).

A double -pole switch should be fitted as a " live "
chassis is employed. The value of the control is as
suggested, .5 MQ.

DEFIANT TR949/T
At first there was a picture but after a short period it

began to jump sideways in bands of 3in. At the same
time there was a crackling noise from the scanning
coils. With no picture the frame scan would fill the
tube, then collapse from top to centre. When the noise
started in the coils the raster would fade leaving four
balls of sparks, 2in. to 3in. from the left of the tube,
with sparks trailing of to the right. Then the raster
came in to about 3in. wide, the line whistle stopped
and the E.H.T. dropped to 4,000 volts. (When a
picture was on the focus would alter.)-J. Connell
(Radcliffe).

There is little that can be done apart from replacing
the scanning coils. These may be ordered from any
C.W.S. radio/television dept.

EKCO TU142
I have a 12itn. Ekco TU142 A.C./D.C. TV running

on A.C. and was wondering if you could solve my
problem. I am getting a coarse harsh picture with
contrast and brilliance fully advanced. This condition
would improve after set was switched on about half an
hour to a good picture some nights. Other times it
would be bad all night. When the picture improved
the controls were retarded to normal. I have had a

(Continued 017 page 239)
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BRAND NEW R.F. UNITS. Types 26
or 27, 27/6; 24, 15/.. (Postage 2'6.)
RF25, Soiled, 12/6. RX161, 160.220
mc/s with 2/EF54, 1/EC52, 1/CV66,
new. 17/6; I.F. Amplifier 178 (for
this) 16.5 me/s, with valves, 22/6
(post 2/- each). I.F.T.s, new, can-
ned 10/13 me/s., 1/3. TR1196 with
all valves, less xtals, 45/- (carr.
8/6). R1355, new improved type, 37/6
(carr. 7/6). TR1143A-Tx. 50, 6 valves,
17/6; Rx. 71. 8 valves, 27/6; Mod/amp.
165, 5 valves, 15/. (post 2/6 each).
Vibrapacks PCR.DC  12v. to 250v.
80mA.. smoothed. 17/6 (carr. 4/-).
P.101 Receiver 451 me/s. with valves
10/VR9, 3/VR92, new, 45/- (carr.
paid). Fil. Trans. 230v. to 4v. and 6v.
1.5a. potted, 8/6. List and enquiries.
S.A.E. please! Terms: Cash with
order. Postage extra. Immediate
despatch. W. A. BENSON, 308,
Rathbone Rd.. Liverpool, 13.
WHY WAIT ? Watch  C/TV now
Cleveland AC mains Converter.
complete, £7/10/-; Defesco Converter
Kit parts. 35/-, coils, extra 15/-; Self-
contained P/Pack Converter Kit,
including valves, coils, chassis, recti-
fier,  transformer, etc., £3/7/6, post
1/6; Airspaced Co -ax. 8/6 dozen
yds.; Teletron Band III Coilset. 15/ -
per set. RADIO UNLIMITED,
Elm Road. E.17 (KEY 4813), and at
50, Hoe Street, E.17. (LAR 6377).
Walthamstow's Bright Spots! ! I

DIPOLE INSULATORS for fin.
elements and lin. boom. Drilled,
ready for fitting. 6/- P.O. with order.
C. & H. RADIO, 2a, Mona Street,
Liverpool. 7.

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS, 29/9, includ-
ing 8in. speaker, 5 valve s/het, 3
w/band, A.0 mains. Complete, less
valves. Tested, guaranteed; carr. 4/6.
Set of Knobs to suit, 1/6 extra.
RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS, 14/9. A.C.
or Universal, 3 w/band, 465
I.F.s, less dial, electrolytics and
valves; otherwise believed to be work-
ing; carr. 3/6
SPEAKERS, 10/9. $in. P.M. stan-
dard 3-5 ohms; guaranteed; post 1/9.
DUKE & CO.. 621, Romford Road,
Manor Park. E.12. (GRA 66'77.)
SEE COMMERCIAL T/V NOW
Teletron Band III Coilsets, 15/- set;
Progress Converter with power pack,
£8/2/6; Cleveland self-contained con-
verter unit, £7/10/-; Kit of parts,
Band III self-contained converter,
£3/8/9. Mail order only. WINWOOD,
12. Carnarvon Rd., Leyton, E.10.
ALL DISTRICTS. An opportunity
exists for Television Technicians to
establish a business of their own.
The business can be commenced in
first instance in spare -time, showing
an all the year round increasing
income. Write, giving particulars of
age, training, test equipment,
experience, to TELEPATROL LTD.,
Federation House. Epsom.
AUTUMN CLEARANCE SALE. Bar-
gains for everyone! Stock Parcels
value 8/10 times at 25/- and 50/-,
post free. List xamles: Z77, 5/6;
N'17, 6/-; 0.1/350vE. Metal pack, etc.,
7/6'doz. Stamp for List, MELSON
RADIO, 315, Ewell Rd., Tolworth,
Surrey.
SIMPLEX T.V. 18 swg Chassis, with
screens and valve punched, 17/6, post
1/6; fully wound Coil Sets, 15/-, post
1/-; Simplex Mains Transformer,
27/6, post 2/-; Magnetic Chassis and
Screens, 22/6; 0.1 of 2.5 kV wkg.,
7/6; Rectifiers, RM3, 519; 3K/40, 6/-;
14 -way Tag Boards, 2/-. List for
other items. Lynx -wound Coil Sets,
35/-, post 1/-. C.O.P.Y. WINDINGS,
Healey Lane. Batley, Yorks.
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Bullington Rd.. Oxford.
SIMPLEX T.V., £8, o.n.o. JONES,
9, Hillson Drive, Fareham, Hants.

RATES: 4/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

T/Vs IN PERFECT ORDER.. Many
sets from £15, sets requiring atten-
tion from £T. Send S.A.E. for lists.
TUNERS : Thirteen Channel; suit-
able for wiring into receivers with full
instructions, £6. When ordering state
Sound and Vision I.F. and Osc. Freq.,
or make and Model No. of set. Band
Three external type, just plug in
for commercial programmes, £9/ 10 /-.
Delivery is from six to eight weeks
on some types. Orders are dealt
with in strict rotation. HIGH ST.
RADIO, 284-6, High St., Croydon,
Surrey. (CRO 8030.)
TV WITHOUT MAINS.-Absolutely
first-class picture, plus DC circuit for
lighting; as- supplied to the B.B.C.
Special AC/DC Chorehorse " Gener-
ators. self-starting, compact, and
complete, AC 220/250 volts, 50/60
cycles, 250/350 watts AVC. Will run
radios, vacuum cleaners, small tools,
etc., £47/10/-, plus 10/- delivery.
Below:-
STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v, 75/U1
heavy duty, 1.9 plates, separate, cells
in hardwood cases; finest poSsible
specification, £5/17/6, 9/6 delivery;
12v, 22AH, almost similar specifica-
tion, surprisingly powerful, £21141-,
delivery 5/6. TEDDINGTON ENGIN-
EERING CO., LTD., Dept. " C," High
St., Teddington, Middx. (KINgston
1193-4.)
DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS offer
the most complete Handbook of T/V
Components and Rewinds, price 1 /-.
T/V Components for all kit sets in
Stock. " Nuray " heater booster
isolator for, 2 -volt C.R.T.s, just plugs
in, 27/6, plus 2/- packing and
postage. 134-136, Lewisham Way,
S.E.14. (TIDeway 3696-2330.)

SERVICE SHEETS, T.V. and Radio,
over 2,000 models, sale or hire,
Valves and Components. S.A.E. with
enquiries. W. J. GILBERT, 24,
Frithville Gardens. London, W.12.

NEW -MAX
ELECTRONICS LTD.

307, EDGWARE ROAD
(JUST PAST THE MET.

Tel. : PAD 5607
London's Best T.V. and Radio

Bargain Store
Special Offer of T.V. Tubes from re-

claimed and salvaged T.V. sets.
Every tube guaranteed.

Callers can see picture before purchase.
Diri. at £4

CRM M92 ; MW22-7.
MW22-14. 22-18
D.E. C. 65D1-6505 incl.;
T13, T!9.

12in. at £5
CRM121, 121A. 12113,
123 ; CRM122 A.C./
D.C. ; MW31-14C,
31-18 ; MW31-74, 31-
16 ; G.E.C. 6703A,
6704A, 6705A ; Mar-
coni .3/31. 3118 ;
Ferranti T12-44. T12-

14in. at 26.15.0
CRM141 C14BM ;
MW36-44. 36-24, 36-22.

15in. at 27.10.0
CRM151, 152, 152B ;
CRM153 ; Marconi
3/6A and 3/32: G.E.C.
6801 ; Cossor 65E,
85K.

17in. at £9.10.0
MW63-64, 43-1, 43-64,
MW43-43 ; CI768M
G.E.C. 6901A; Cossor

Packing, postage & insurance, 101- per tube.
Also a large quantity of H.P. repossessed

T.V. sets of all makes and sizes.
Trade enquiries invited.

MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
Enlargers, Binoculars, Microscopes,
Projectors, or, in fact, anything
that needs lenses. Then get our
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov.
Lenses ',5z Prisms," Nos. 1 Az, 2, price
2/6 ea. Also our stereo book, "3-D
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Com-
prehensive lists of lenses, optical,
radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Road. Hutton. Brentwood, Essex.
TV SIMPLEX and other Coil Sets
from 21/-; BEL, Marlborough Yard,
Archway, N.19. (ARC 5078.1
PROMPT CASH offered for your
surplus brand new Valves, Loud-
speakers, Components, etc. Send
list and prices to R.H.S. LTD., 155,
Swan Arcade, Bradford, 1.

DISMANTLING all old T.V.s; all
parts. S.A.E. 16, St. Margaret's
Terrace, Acton, W.3.
VIEWMASTER, Expert constructed ;
New 12in Console Chassis, lined up
sound and vision, Holme Moss. All
specified parts, speaker and valves.
mains 3 pin plug, 2 pin aerial
socket. Guaranteed perfect. Demon-
strated. £26. 34. Garswood St.,
Liverpool, 8. (Tel.: LAR 3013.)
R.F. UNITS, Types 26 at 27/6, 25 at
12/6, 24 at 11/-; brand new with
valves; post 2/6. E.W.S. CO.. 69,
Church Road, Moseley, Birmingham.

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of Persons answering these
advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aged 18-64, inclusive, or a woman aged 18-59.
inclusim, unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-
tion of Vacancies Order, 1952.
TESTERS REQUIRED for Television
Production Line. Apply in writing,
giving details of experience and rate
required to PERSONNEL MANAGER,
McMichael Radio Ltd., Wexham Rd.,
Slough, Bucks.

HEARING AID Service Mechanics
reqd. at once; knowledge of L.F.
amplification and miniature circuits
essential; good wages and conditions.
Apply Box No. 183, C/O PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, or 'phone W. J. S.,
Welbeck 8247.

VALVES

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash State quantity and con-
dition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose
9090.)
WANTED, Valves 6F13, 6F15. 6U4,
EY51, 5Z4, ECL80, KT61. 25A6, etc.;
prompt cash. WM. CARVIS LTD.,
103, North Street, Leeds, 7.

EDUCATIONAL
BUILD YOUR OWN T/V and learn
about its operation, maintenance
and servicing. Qualified engineer -
tutor available while you are learn-
ing and building. Free Brochure
from E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
PT58, London, W.4. (Associated
with H.M.V.)
FREE I Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Tele-
vision, and all branches of Elec-
tronics. Courses for the hobby
enthusiast or for those aiming at
the- A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Telecommunications. R.T.E.B.. and
other professional examinations.
Train with the college operated by
Britain's largest electronic organisa-
tion ; moderate fees. Write to Dept.
PT28, E.M.I. INSTITUTES. London,
W.4.
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BAND III CONVERTERS
TYPE 30

For Band III reception with any type
of receiver. A sensitive beautifully -
designed unit completely enclosed
with its own power tit C COM-
supply. Price .... &V.V.° plete.

TYPE 32 SWITCH UNIT
A remote control for mounting in

or on the television receiver permitting
switching from B.B.C. to I.T.A. pro-
grammes with theType 30 converter unit
mounted in any conve- c corn-
nient position. Price eV ellYV plete.

TYPE 33 CONVERTER
A sensitive low noise converter unit

as the Type 30, but including remote
switch panel for One Band I and Two
Ban d III stations. ZIO 0.g corn -
Price ... & V piece.

Leaflets with pleasure on request.

SPENCER WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.

OPPORTUNITIES IN I

TELEVISION
144 pages

Free!
Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for

Cert., City and Guilds,
Television, Television
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection, Radio
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are givXn in our i44 -page
Handbook " ENGINEER-
ING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-
ments Dept.

We Guarantee
" NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than
£15 a week you must read
this enlightening book.

Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!
British Institute of Engineering Technology
237, College House,
29-31, Wright's Lane,

Kensington, W.8, IT

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

Bentley Acoustic Corp.
Ltd.38, CHALOOT ROAD, N.W.1.

PR1mrose 9090
1st grade goods only. No seconds Or rejects.

024 8/- 71)5 10/6 ACVP1(71 KF35 9/-115 6/- 708 8/- 10/6 KK32 1016
105 11/- 7107 7/6 AP4 7/6 KL35 9/-
1D5 10/6 7Q7 8/- ARP3(205/- KT2 5/:
11)6 8/6 7R7 8/8 ATP4 3/- KT44 7/-
106 8/6 717 8/6 AZ31 10/6 KTW61 7/-
114 8J- 818 11/- B309 9/- KTWOI 5/-
11.115 8/8 802 218 B319 1.1./- K1241 8/6
11.105 8/- 803 6/8 BL6) '7/6
1105 11/. 1002 10/6 CR505 6/8 gf,11 160118-
1E5 7/- 1001 4/6 01(523 6/6 1.02 4/6
1T4 7/- 1001 10/- 0E525 6/6 ELI 5/6
21)22 1 81 11.6130p1,03 1129/- 01 11/6 ML4 6/6

61012 8/6
314 7/8 1916 8/6 DADO 8/8 N77 7/6
3117 8/6 12A8GT 04.091 7/- 1178 11/6
31)6 218 15/- DCC90 10/. 4150 10/88a5 9/6 121E7 12/6 0991 7/- 003 9/-121E6 11/- DF92 6/- 01)3 8/8

12A11 8/- 13477 8/- OMB 7/8
121117 9/- 03012 7/- PCC84 11/-
121X7 91- 1)1(96 8/8 P0080 11/-
12BE6 6/6 01,2 15/- pol.83 12/8
121547 12/8 DL12 7/- Pen 6/6
;2E1 30/- DL93 7/6 Pen 46 7/-12E6 3/- D1.810 10/6 Pen383 15/-
1235 8/- E1148 2/- 01.02 10/-
12E8 6/6 EA50 2/- PL82 9/6
12817 8/6 EA76 916 PL83 11/6
12807 7/6 EA091 9/- PEN 4/-
12007 5/6 EVA 2/- 0111261 6/6
19837 8/- EB41 11/- PP225 7/6
120117 6/- 11E91 6/- PY80 9/6
126Q7 9/6 EBC3 12/6 PY81 10/-
120E7 7/6 1,113C33 7/8 P102 7/6
14E7 10/6 EBC41 10/- PY83 10/-
1015 9/6 E11080 10/- QP21 7/6
1723 10/- E111,31 17/8 QP22B 12/8
19E1 10/- ECM. 7/- QP25 6/6
1913 8/6 11052 5/6 Q895/10
2001 8/8 EC54 6/- 10/6
401.1 10/- ECC32 10/6 Q81.501155
2043 11/8 ECC33 8/6 10/6
11044 111- B00355 8/6 QVC14/7 9/6
2516 8/6 110081 91- 8130 8/-
251.6 8/8 B0082 10/8 81)6 7/6

60116 8/6'2'545ECC83 70/6 8P4(7) 8/8
6150 8/8 30 7/8 ECM 7/8 0041 3/6
6F6G 7/8 301.1 12/8 11041 17/6 TDD2A 8/8
6.1,661 8/- ana 8/- E01-115 11/6 1E233 10(-
608 7/- 15E4 6/6 ECH42 10/- TP22 8/6

3525 8/6 EC481. 10f-1116 12/-
42
43

ECL80 10/- 017 7/6
11036 4/6 019 9/8

4525 12/8 E0371 10/6 112.5 12;-
5005 10/- EF39 6/8 050 7/6
501,6 81- E041. 9/- C52 8/-

61460 2(6 8)16 8/8 11042 15/-1778 7/8
614051 3/6 01P 7/8 EF50(A) 31- 0150 91-
6350 5!.. 01E1 32/6 EF50(11) 5/- 11153 1010
836 7/6 618111 15/- B054 11251. 1318
6J7G 5/- 62001 10/- EF55 12/1,329 10/6
61(6 7/. 6414 10/- 0073 10/6 UBC41 9/-
6K7(2 5/- 62VP 9/- EP80 10/- 001142 9/6
6K8G 8/- 72 8/8 EF81 10/.11F41 8/6
6E801 8/8 75 8/8 E080 15/- 01.41 9/8
11.7 7/6 70 0 7/- 11F01 6/6 11119 9/-
01.03 10/- 77 8/- EL3 15/- 0141 9/-
61070 7/6 78 8/8 E1.02 8(6 VL84921
6151701 8/- 80 8/8 111.41. 10/8 26
6Q7 816 83 8/6 131,84 11/- 4986 8/-
6107 8/- 8512 10/6 111.01 883 V01240 10/8
68/7 8/- 121VP 0/. E5134 10/- VP2(7) 8/6
6007 10/- 2101.0 5/- E1180 10/- 144(7) 816
6807 6/6 301 10/- E186 12/- VPI3K 8/6
68107 8/- 311811 9/- 07191 7/6 1023 803
6837 9/- 807 7/8 11240 91- 4441. 7/8
681(7 53/ 808 25/- WAR 9/- VP133 10/6
681.7 8/- 813 70/- 11280 9/- 4E53 5/-6847 8/8 83" 25/- 5/. 11JU1 6/-
6177 8/8 15/- IRA 3/- W42 11/-
6VOG 71- 885 10/6 111.130 7/6 W150 9/-61/601 7/6 950 3/8 141.23 5/8 X66 7/6
6x5. 4 7//68 4102220gAn 6 1.1112131)0 4150 10/-

8/6 X01110 8/8
017 15/-.5703 9/8 41.41 7/6 7101'10 6/6
624/84 8/8 71113 ii8,111,411).1) XF Y12 8/6

/ 8/8 8; 12!8
X:5(51.5 4/-

71E7 11/, 12/6 X H11.5) 4/-900- n
7107 7/6 9001 5/81 12/6 163 7/8
7C3 8/- 9000 5/6.215,7119.A. '7/6 277 6/8
700 8/- ACP4 8/. KBC32 8/8 2719 10/8
CRYSTAL DIODES. -0171, GEX34, 006E, MI,
0010E, all 7/- each.

604 7/-
5114 8/-
514 10/-
5Y) 7/6
524 8/6
61.3 10/6
61138 10/-
6/C7 6/6
GAGS 6/6
6107 12/6
OAKS 7/6
6/1.5 6/-
61116 .6/6
6AQ5 8/6
6116 8/-
6B4 6/.
6187 7/6
13216 7/8
6B8G 4/.
613631 4/6
633E6 6/8
6336 8/6
6BW6 7/6
6B117 10/-
61SX0 10/8
604 7/6
606 8/8
808 8/-

6012 6/6
0013 12/6
6F17 9/8
6F32 6/-
6053 9/6
606 6/8

MI boxed and gaaranteed. Post 6d. each. Same day
service. Shop hours 8.10 to 5.10, Oats. 1 p.m. Why
not 'phone or wire that urgent order for immediate
despatch 0.0.11. ? Complete list free S A F

MIDGET VOLUME -CONTROLS. -New, boxed.
guaranteed 1 year. Long spindles, 10,000.2 meg.
ohms. Le. switch, 2/11 ; 0.4. switch, 3/11 ;
switch, 4/6.
" TELETRON" BAND 3 COELS.-CoMplete with
instructions for mating your own convertor. 15/ -
per set. Chassis for above convertor, 3/9 each.

"PHILIPS" INFRAPHIL INFRA -RED LAMP. -
5 gns.
Twm Maroon SilkFlex 14/38 ... 39/6 per 100yd. coil
Twin Plastic Flat Flex 14/38... 21/8 per 100yd. eon
PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS.-Cluaranteed
Brand new. 31in., 15/-; 0/n., 16/6; 6in., 18/-;gin., 23/6 101n., 27/6 ; 12is., 35/-. -

Olin. WALNUT EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKER
CABINETS. -751- each.

WALNUT MIDGET CABINET, size 12in. x 51n. s.
7in., complete with chassis, dial, drive, backplate
and painter, 22/6.

GUARANTEED VALVE3
0E4 6/- 64.0.7 11/- 7117 71- 251.6. 8/6
115 5/- 01556 6/- 7Q7 6/- 351.6 8/-
1L115 4/- 6107 8/8 7E7 7/8 501.6 8/8
11.11/5 4/- 60060.14!- 706 7/6 3524 8/-125 7/- 6V60 7/- 705 7/8 5016 7/6
114 7/- 607 8/- 714 7/- 807 6/-
185 7/- 615 8/-803 19/81025 5/6
104 5/8 6F6 7/- 002 5/- 41139 8/8213 8/6 68(17 7/6 1046 71- PEN46 716
2112 5/8 64145 7/- 12/17 8/6 EF80 10(8
306 3/8 611.5 7/- 12117 9/- 401.80 14/6
41)1 6A16 8/- 1235 4/. PCC84 14/-
513 7/8 611246 8/- 124)17 9/- UBC41 7/8
51140 8/6 61U6 9/- 12817 6/- 171.41 9/-
61(70 6/6 6BW6 7/6 12837 5/6 110442 8/6
6K8G 8/6 7A7 6/- 1208 7/- X17 9/-
6B8G 6/6 713 8/8
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage and Packing
orders under £1 add 94,; 42 add ; £5 add 1/6.

MAIL ORDER ONLY.

ELECTRO-SERVICES & CO.,
221, BATTERSEA PARK ROAD,
LONDON. S.W.11. MAC 8155.

Television Receiver
Servicing Vol. 2.

RECEIVER AND POWER SUPPLY
CIRCUITS

by E. A. W. Spreadbury.
The Video Stage Vision A.G.C.
Vision Interference The Sound Channel

Suppression Power Supplies
TheVision Detector Aerials and Feeders
Tuning Circuits. Reflections and
Multi -Channel " Ghosting "

Tuners Circuit Alignment
. 21s. Od. net, postage 9d.

TV Preamplifiers for Band I and
by B. L. Morley, 5s. Od., postage 3d.

An Introduction to Colour Tele-
vision, by G. G. Gouriet, A.M.I.E.E.,
8s. ed., postage 4d.

Practie_al TV Aerial Manual forBands I and III, by R. Laidlaw,
4s. 6d., postage 3d.

Television Receiver Servicing.
Volume I -Time -Base Circuits, by
E. A. W. Spreadbury, ;Us. Od., postage
9d.

Radio and TV Test Instruments,
by GernsbaCk. 126. 021., postage 4d.

Public -Address Guide, by Guy S.
Cornish, Gs. Od., postage 3d.

THE

MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTOF BRITISH AND AMERICAN

TECILNICAL BOOKS.
19-23, PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2.
Phone : PADdington 41.83.
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.
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service engineer to it and first he re -activated the tube
which gave a brilliant picture ; this lasted for a week
then it went back as before. On servicing it a second
time he raised the volts by .2 and got a perfect picture.
He says if it goes again it is the tube.

Would it be possible to maintain this condition by a
separate heater transformer, as I think it is returning
back to the poor picture of my first trouble.

Could you please tell me if you think it is the tube,
and if you think it would be necessary to insert a
ballast resistor to take the place of tube heater. How
could I work out the size of this resistor and what
would be the volts required on the transformer as the
heater of CRM122 is 7.3 volts, please ? I have a
service chart for TU169 which I believe is the same
circuit.-F. Manning (Droylsden).

An isolating transformer with a 25 per cent, boost
tapping available should be fitted. The full 9 volts
should not be applied in the first instance if a good
picture can be obtained with less. The extra voltage
will come in useful later. Although there is a limit
to the boosting a heater will take the value of the
resistor is quite easily obtained by dividing the
heater voltage (7.3) by the heater current (.3) this
gives some 25 ohms 3 watt. The transformer is
available from most dealers or may be ordered from
one of the advertisers in PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

PHILCO 1551
I have a problem with a Philco 1551 TV receiver

in which I think you can help. This receiver has just
been fitted with a new C.R.T., Mullard 31-74, and I
am experiencing trouble with the interference limiter
which is only effective

The picture has the appearance of having maximum
interference suppression which cannot be altered
although the sound can. I have tried a new EB91.
I have checked C21, R24, R25, R26, C36, C37 ;
R83 -C70 in V5 cathode. V5 has been renewed. Ger-
manium diode, WI, was renewed before the tube was
condemned-the old tube did prove faulty (soft) and I
noticed that the interference limiter had no effect on
that, either. All the valves have been substituted, all
voltages appear within tolerance.

The contrast control cuts out immediately it is
touched yet the continuity is all right.

The sound is good but there is room for improvement
in the picture gain, even taking the noise limiter into
consideration I have every facility for service including
circuit diagrams.-Fredk. J. Hay (Stockton-on-Tees).

We have had this trouble several times with the
very similar Ferguson 983-988T, etc., and in every
case the cause has been traced to the H.T. negative to
chassis, 100,uF condenser. This shorts out the bias
which should be applied to the video amplifier
control grid. If this is not the cause in this receiver,
it would appear that the vision strip is oscillating and
thus overloading the video amplifier.

INVICTA T120
I have an Invicta Model T.120 television set and

wonder whether I can get a diagram of the circuit
and servicing sheet.

Can you help me, please ? The articles in your
journal do not appear to have included this model.-
A. W. Vigor (Exeter).

In many respects this receiver is similar to the
Pye V4, although there are many divergencies. The
line timebase is similar, but the frame timebase
different inasmuch that a blocking oscillator is
employed in the Invicta, whereas the Pye employs a
multivibrator circuit. Most of the notes -in the August
issue, " Servicing TV Receivers" will apply to this
receiver, but not the chassis layout diagrams.

Several firms advertise service sheets in PRACTICAL
TELEVISION and these may be tried.

FERRANTI T1325
I have a Ferranti 12in. TV set. Would you kindly

tell me what make of tube I could use besides a
Ferranti.-T. Warr (Birmingham).

The tube fitted is a Ferranti T12/72V which has an
8 volt .3 amp. heater, an international octal base,
,external conductive coating, and a final anode voltage
of 7-GRV:

As the receiver is of the A.C./D.C. type with series
heaters the most important factor is the current
rating of the tube heater. A large number ortubes
have a .3 amp. heater, but few combine this with an
International Octal base and external coating. The
G.E.C. 6706A would appear to be the nearest and
could be fitted with minor modifications.

HMV 1824
I have a HMV 14in. table model television

receiver. A fortnight ago it began to switch itself off.
A flash would go across the centre of the screen from
side to side, accompanied by a crackle and screen
would go blank except for receding centre spot. If
switch, which is also brightness contol was worked
about a bit, then spot disappeared and set would be
apparently normal again, and perhaps would not
repeat the switching off for a night or two. Eventually
it carried out the performance of switching itself off,
and would not come on again. Being only a very
inexperienced amateur I thought it was the switch
which was at fault, so I obtained a new one. I wired it
up and for a while it worked all right, but now every
time I switch on it blows the fuses in the set and a
flash emerges from the small transformer No. 41410N
which is nearest front of the set, and is connected
through a valve LN152 and a condenser to the vertical
hold and picture height controls at front of set. Inci-
dentally before the switching itself off fault deyel4ed
a fin. gap at top and bottom of picture had developed,
which remained at this whilst picture was on.=
G. Moss (Nr. Stowe).

From a simple (and hopeful) point of view it may
well be that the wiring at the double pole switch is
at fault, and of course this should be checked first
if this has not already. been done.

If the flash comes definitely from the frame oscil-
lator transformer the LN152 valve should be checked
for internal shorts and, if this is clear, the transformer

. itself may have a short between the two windings.
These alternatives may account for the loss of height
when the set was working.

QUERIES COUPON
I This coupon is available until OCTOBER 21st, 1955, and I
i must accompany all Queries.
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Published on the 22nd Of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2,and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. Exmoor Street, London. W.10. Sole Agents for AUstralia and New ZealandGORDON & GOTCH (Aisle), LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. Subscription rate including Postage, forone year : Inland and Abroad 13s. ed. (Canada 13s.) Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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Horns Constructor
Electric Drill

Fitted with G.P.O.
Approved T.V. Suppressor.

A beautifully.efficient power unit
for all home constructors, model
makers and handyinen. Takes -all
drudgery out of household repairs
and construction lobs. With this

65.19.6 as a basis you can soon build up a
COMPLETE or Vc7tIlsegoep. The Wolf Cub Drill

WOLF CUB. Home
drives all Wolf Cub Kits for

- Bufling. Vertical Bench Drilling,
Fretsawing, Woodturning,
Polishing, Drilling.- Sawing,

deposit plus 2/- p & p Wire -brushing, Sanding, Bench
and 8 monthly Planing, Grinding :and Bench

instalments of I5/- Sanding.
brochure oflillcTil-

LAFC0 COMPOUNDS LTD. avre ctoartguytgr;allbtasi.n-
( Dept. PV1), 3 Corbetts Passage, Rotherhithe New Rd., London, S.E.16

AERIAL FITTINGS
FOR

Band III Band I and Radio F/M.'
Our increased. range of. Diecast Alloy Fittings include Band 9I
to Band I Mast Couplers, Reflector and Director Rod Holders.
Insulafors (both " Inline " and " H " types), Masthead Fittings,
Masts and Elements, Chimney Brackets, etc., together wick'"
useful ;Formulm and Hints jor constructing your own aerial
quickly and cheaply.
Send 9d. in stamps to cover the cost of catalogue and postage to :-

FRINGEVISION LTD.
MARLBOROUGH, WILTS. Phone: 657/8

GRAM-PAK AMPLIFIERS

Fits neatly inside your record player or
portable gramophone leaving room for
speaker. Dimensions 10in. x 3lin. x tin.
4 watts quality output. Suitable for all
speakers and with standard or L.P. pickups,
Built-in power pack, 200-250 v. A.C.
Valves 617 and 6V6 available at 20/- for the
pair if required.

6d. stamp brings illustrated details.
ELECTRO - ACOUSTIC LABS
TAI N - ROSS -SHIRE - SCOTLAND

PULLIN
SERIES 100

TEST METER
AC/DC 10,000niv

21 RANGES
100pA to 1000V

com.Len w o¢ -CAST
count VDT. 'is-, LEAD.

CL1.1 AND .1.05
FULLY GUARANTEED

SENT POST FREE F07. f2.10s.
DEPOSIT AND ELEVEN FURTHER
MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF. £1.

CASH PRICE £12.7.6.
DN.. 50927

7R itLADIOCRAFTN1
69.71 CHURCH GATE LEICESTER

Are You Making Your Own
Radio or Television ?

We can make the cabinet for you
in any shape, design or finish
you require. -Work executed 'by

expert craftsmen..
Call or send drawings for

quotation.

B. KOSKIE (Delt)
72-76, Leather Lane,

HOLBORN, 'E.0.1.
Phone : CHAncery 679112.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
in stock for the

P.T. LYNX, P.T. SUPER -VISOR, TELE-ICING.
VIEWMASTER, E.E. TELEVISOR
and wide angle modifications

Price lists available on request to :
J. T. FILMER, Maypole Estate, Bexley. Kent.

Tel. : Bexleyheath 7267

R.F. OSC. E.H.T. COILS
TYPE "D" 2-9 kV 25: -

WITH RECTIFIER ASSEMBLED 54'-.
TYPE "F" 9-14 kV 301 -

WITH RECTIFIER ASSEMBLED 591-.
Current available. 1-2 mA. Ideal for oscillo-
scopes and television. Dimensions Min.
x liin. dia. Wave wound winding. Complete
with circuit. Terms : C.W.O. Post orders only.
THE WATSON WATCH CO.
29, LEIGH ROAD, LONDON, N.5

FREE CATALOGUE
New, guaranteed components ,by
the leading makers. 58 pages
illustrated on fine art paper.
Over 2,000 items listed with over
100 photographic illustrations.
Special features for service work.
Orders dealt with day received.

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH

SALISBURY
Telephone : Downton 207

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER, ,BRONZE,

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.1.

SLOane 3463

Works :
36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.I.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,

Birmingham, Leeds.
"No Quantity too Small"

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS, 6/10 kV, R.F., E.H.T. UNITS, E.H.T.
and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)
Coil Kit of two for Aug "P.T." Bond III Converters 5/ -

Kit of three 7/6 post free.

HAYNES 1114010 Dd., Queenswaddle
y,

sex.
Enfield,

Mi

BUILD YOUR OWN
HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL FOR F.M.

COMMERCIAL T.V., etc.
We supply an ex -Radar Antennae display consisting
of moulded bakelite Insulator, stand off mounting
bracket, dipole elements, and director easily
adjusted to suit whatever band required. These
aerials have cost several pounds to manufacture.
Our special price only 15/-, plus 1/6 packing and
postage.

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES
48, STAFFORD ST., WOLVERHAMPTON
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" You can rely on Us"
For All Radio and Electronic Components

One of Britain's Largest Stockists of all Leading Makes :
Hunts, T.C.C., Haynes, Allen, Denco, Osmor, Weymouth,
Morganite, Bulgin, Belling Lee, Teletron, R.E.P.,
Scotch Boy, Ellison, Elstone, Partridge, Wynall, Westing-
house, S.T.C., AVO, Taylor, Goodmans, J.B., Wharfe-
dale, Wearite, Acos, etc.
Suppliers to : Ministries, Development Laboratories,

Education Authorities, etc.
Some of the more difficult parts you may not be able to
acquire :
Tapped Vol. Controls, Linear C.T. 1 mg., mg., 1 mg.,
7/6. Linear mg., }mg., 1 mg., 6/6. Post 6d.
2% High Stab. w. Resistors. 2% Range, 100D to
2 meg., 1/6 each. 1% Silver Micas up to 100 pf., 1/-.
280 pf., 1/2. 500 pf., 1/4. 1,000-5,000, 2/6. Post. 6d.
Teletron Band III Converter -Punched Chassis, 4/-.
Post 6d. Set of Coils and Circuit, 15/- Band III
Loft Aerials, 30/- plus 2/- carriage.
Thousands of Valves, Condensers, Resistors -Can We Help

You
SPECIAL OFFER.-B.S.R. Monarch Record Changers
-New, Boxed, £8.17.6. Carriage 3/-.

Catalogue, Book Lists, S.A.E.

Radio Servicing Co.,
82, SOUTH EALING ROAD, LONDON, W.5.

Tel. : EAL 5737, Next Sth. Ealing Tube, 65 Bus.
I p.m. Wed.

Viewmaster Owners
Write now for our leaflet giving the latest
information on the conversion of your View -

master for Commercial Television.

BAND 3 CONVERTER KIT
We can supply a complete kit for the Teletron
Band 3 Converter. This kit includes fully
drilled chassis, full wiring and alignment in-
structions, two valves and every item required.
An external power supply of 200/220 volts at

about 20 mA. and 6.3 v..6 amp is required.

PRICE 55/..
Instruction Leaflet, 40., post free.

WATTS RADIO
8 Apple Market, Kingston -on -Thames,

SURREY.
Telephone : KiNgston 9099.

DUKE
F621 ROMFORD RD. LONDON. 2.12.

T.V. TUBES -6 Months' Guarantee

MONEY BACK

BUARANTEE COOCOO

141n. wide angle. 28.10.0. Picture shown to callers. 15/6 ins.,
carr. C.W.O. 171n. wide angle. 212.0.0 all makes. 15/6 ins.. carr.
C.W.O. 12in.. 25.0.0. Type 31/16 or 31174, 6 months' guarantee.
Type 121. A or B. 122. 123. 3 months' guarantee. 15,6 ins.. carr.
C. w .0

rir T.V. Chassis S het

97/6
Complete
less valves
and tube.
3 separ-
ate chassis(power,soundand vis-

.1.- (on,
base).R.F.

.e E.H.T.

'
" Drawing

' 2/6 or
FReE with order. Carr.
5/- London area; 10/ -
Provinces.

TIME BASFS, 10/15. Containing scanning coil. focus unit,
line trans. ; 10 controls. etc. Famous mfr. Drawing FREE.
Post 2/6.
POWER PACK, 29/6. 5KV. E.H.T. 325v.-250 ma. Smoothed
H.T. heaters 6 v., 5 amp, 4 v.. 5 amp, 4 v.. 5 amp. with extra wind-
ing for 2 or 4 v. tubes. Carr., 4/6.
T.V. SOUND & VISION STRIP. 27/8. Superhet, 10 valve
holders. Post 1/6.
V.H.E. 1125 RECEIVER, 7/9. Complete with valves. New
X.W.D. Post 2/3.
V.H.F. 24 RECEIVER. 10/8. New X.W.D. Complete with
valves. Post 2/3.
"DENCO " RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, £5.17.5. Sthet with
famous Turret coil tuning. Modern Int.. Octal valves included.
Front controls. 5 valve, 4 w/band. bin. speaker with O.P. trans.
to suit. 12/6 extra. Carr. 4/6.

ffiteArlde:461?Always specify
ERSIN MULTICORE to be precise
Wherever precision soldering is essential, manufac-
turers, engineers and handymen rely on MULTICORE.

There's a MULTICORE SOLDER just made for the job
you have in hand. Here are some of them.

SIZE 1 CARTON
4 specifications for utT....1:
radio enthusiasts. ,g4;11:

Maur

5, -
HANDYMAN'S

CARTON
Sufficient for
200 average

joints. 6d.

TAPE SOLDER
MELTS WITH
A MATCH!

Real tin/lead sol-
der containing
cores of Ersin
Flux. Needs no
soldering iron
or extraflux.

1f -
PER CARD

Bib RECORDIAG
TAPE SPLICER
These nickel-plated brass

Splicers enable
recording tape

to be Jointed easily and accurately so th it

no s  clicks' occur in the retording. Acomprehensive

leaflet i
breaks orsupplied with every splicer. 1816 each (subject).

INANUPACTUR-RS ARE INVITED TO

WRITE FOR DZTAILS OF BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, NERTS (BOXMOOR 5636)
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NAV VALVES GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED
ALPHA

....."--..

%1111
AC/P 8/9
AC6/PEN 5/8
ATP4 6/6
DD620 7/-
DDI.4 4/-
D1473M 10/-
1n16:1 9/8
1)1181 101-
EA50 2/-
EB34 2/-
11/1141 11/-
EF1C33 718
EBC41 11/-
E111,80 11/6
EC52 6/3
ECC35 8/6
ECH35 13/-
ECH42 10/6
ECL80 12/6
EF8 6/6
EF36 6
EF39 6/6

10/-Enosyi 8/-
EF50 6/-
E1,54 7/-

* * * * *
CAN CONDENSERS CLIP FIXING
0 mfd. 350 v. T.0 C 1/1 ea.
8 x 8 mfd. 275 v. B.E.0 2/9 ea.
24 mfd. 350 v. B.E.0 19 ea.
8 x 8 mfd. 330 v. T.C.0 3/- ea.
16 mid. 450 v. T.C.0 2/- ea.
16 x 16 mfd. 350 v. Hunts 3/3 ea.
32 mfd. 350 v. Duhiller 1/9 ea.
32 mfd. 275 v. B.E.0 1/8 ea.
8 mid. 450 v. ILI 1/3 ea.

TUBULAR CONDENSERS WIRE
ENDS

8 mfd. 450 v 1/11 ea.
16 mfd. 450 v 2/9 ea.
30 mfd. 450 v 3/- ea.
20 mfd. 500 v 3/3 ea.

BIAS CONDENSERS. ETC.
12 mfd. 50 v. Tag Ends 1/- ea.
50 mfd. 12 v. 1/- ea.
25 mfd. 25 v. 1/8 ea.
25 mfd. 25 v. Wire ends 1/3 ea.
50 mfd. 12 v. 1/9 ea.
50 mfd. 50 v. ,,, 2/3 ea.
100 mfd. 25 v. ,, 1/9 ea.
600 mfd. 12 v 1/9 ea.
100 mid. 50 v. Tag Ends 2/- ea.
250 mfd. 12 v. 1/9 ea.

AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE BC929A

Brand new incorporating 3in.
tube 3BPI, with mu -metal

2-6:1N70T, 2-61160T.
6X5'1, 2X2, 6060. So potentio-
meter., 24 v. aerial switch motor,
transformer. and a host of small
components. The whole unit
which memoures only 811n. x
811n. x 13iln. is brand new.
enclosed in black crackle box,
and can be supplied at 85/-.
plus 5/- p. A p.

111,80 11/6 MS/PEN 5/- VR116 4/- 3V4 8/- 6F60 7/6 691.7 8/- 101.D11 11/- 12141.17, 8/SEK:11. PCCS4 12/6 V R160/30 9/- 41)1 3/- 6F651 8/6 6SN7GT 91- 10P13 11/6 120167 7/6
t::111

PCF80 12/6 VT/32 (EL32) 42 8/- 6F60 7/- 60(17 9/- 10P14 11/6 201)1 9/-111/11! PCF82 12/6 8/- 5U4 (U52) 8/6 6F13 13/6 6U50 8/6 12A6 6/9 20F'2 12/1E1.42 13/6 PEN.25 8/-VT501 aTIll 5Y3GT 8/6 6FI4 12/6 6V6G 7/6 12AT7 9/- 20L1 10/-ELM/ 12/3 PEN46 8/6 6/- 5Z3 86 6FI5 11/6 61,6GT 7/6 12AU7 9/- 30L1 11/-ELIII 8/- PL81 12/6 V1139 (111.712/ 5Z40 8/6 606(1 6/6 8W2 15/- I2AX7 10/- 20P3 11/6EM31 9/- PL82 10/- 14) 8/6 6A7 10/6 6116 3/8 6X4 8/- 1.208 8/- 201'4 11/-EY51 15/6 PL83 12/- VU111 3/6 6A80 10/8 8350 5/- 6X5GT 7/9 12116 5/- 25A61). 10/6EY91
EZ40
EZ41
E1148
FW4/500

7/6
10/-
11/-
2/-

11/6

P5112M
PM2.213
PV30
PY80
I/ Y81

10/-
5/6
7/6
9/6

10/6

VU120A 3/-
W61 9/-
W76 9/8
W77 8/6
024 6/-

6AC7
6A05
6AJ5
6AK5
6AL5

6/6
7/6
91-
7/-
7/-

6J6GT
6J5M
6J6
6J7G
6K6GT

5/6
6/8
8/-
6/8
6/6

7116
7117
7C6
7H7
7Q7

9/6
8/6
8/6
8/-
8/-

12J5 6/-
12K7 9/-
12K8GT 10/6
12Q7C1T 91-
12007 7/6

251.6GT 8/6
25U4GT 12/-
25Z40 9/-
25Z5 7/9

GZ32 121. 8130 8/11 1A3 9/- 6AMS 7/6 6K70 6/- 7R7 8/6 125H7 5/6 351.601 8/9
0234 12/- 91'220 6/9 I A5GT 6/6 6AM6 7/6 6K7OT 6/6 797 8/6 120.17 8/8 35W4 10/-
1130 5/- 0P41 3'6 1A7 1116 6AQ5 8/6 6K7M 6/9 7Y4 8/8 128K7 6/6 357.40T 8/6
111,1339 3/9 SPfil 3/9 1C5GT 8/- 6AT6 8/- 6E80 81- 75 10/- 12SL7 9/- 501.601 8/6HL23DD 7/6 TP26 9/- 1L4 7/8 684 6/- 6K8bIT 9/8 77 8/-
HP210 6/9 U10 91- 11., D5 6/9 6B80 9/- 6L1 11/6 80 8/6HP211C 7/6 U22 8/- 1165 7/8 6BA6 8/9 61.19 12/6 807 7/8
11E210 6 9 U25 14'8 195 7/8 611E6 81- 61.60 9/- 81)3 2/9

OBSOLETE VALVESKT2 5/- U281 101 1T4 7/8 fiBR7 9/8 6L751 7/6 01)01 5/6KT33C 11/8 U404 10/- 1U5 8/- 6BW6 8/8 6N7 716 9003 5/9 All 3/8 ea. LIMITED
KT63 9/- 111341 9/- 215813 71- 611X6 14/6 6Q70 9/- 9004 5/8 STOCKS. ORDER NOW.
KT66 11/6 CRCS/ 11 /: 220VS0 8/9 6C4 8/- 6Q7OT 91- 9006 6/- 1626, 13D1, 1631, 37, 39/44,
KTW6I 7/9 UCH42 18/6 2X2 5/- 6C5GT 7/8 6 R70 8/- 954 2/- 57, HP2018, 2A6, 2A7,
KTW63 719 UF41 11/- 3A4 8/- 6(56 8/6 6SA7GT 8/- 955 4/9 2C34, 2120IPT, 6AB7, 34E.
KTZ4I
LI/210
LP220
MED

8/9
6/9
6/9
5/6

UL41
UY41
VP -23
VR105/30

11/8
10/6
8 -
5/6

31)6 7/-
3Q4 9/-
3Q5 10/-
3/14 8/8

6C9
6CD60
61)3
61)6

8/-
13/6
8/-
7/3

68107
68117
6:1J7GT
68E7

7/6
8/-
8/-
8/3

956
10C2

10 8'9

8/6
13/6
10/-
13/-

BARRETERS
Type 161, 301. 304, ATLAS
150A. All 5/8 ea.

* * * *. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS

This attractive walnut finished
cabinet is available for Olin. or Bin.
speaker units. Metal speaker fret.
complete with back and rubber feet.
64in. type: Measures 81in. x 81in.
41in. at base. Price 16/8 each. Post
1/6.
8in. type : Measures 105in. x 1111 in.
Sin. at base. Price 20'6 each. Pont 1/6.

CHASSIS
Aluminium Undrilled with Reinforced
Corners. Available in the following
sizes.
fiin. x 41n. x 21in. 4/8 ea.
ofin. x bin. x 21in. 6/3 ea.

Ifion. /: 7in. x 211n. 7/3 ea.
12in. x 81n. x 21in. 8/8 ea.
14in. x Bin. x 21in. 9/6 ea.
16in. /s ffin. x 211n. 12/- ea.
All are four sided - ideal for radio
receivers - amplifiers - powerpacks,
ec.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS
RMI, 3/9 ea.: R/42. 4/2 ea.: RM3,
5/- ea.: RM4, 16/- ea.

METAL RECTIFIERS
12 v. 1 amp., 1/6 ea.: 12 v. 1 amp..
418 ea. ; 2 v. I amp., 3/- ea.: 250 v.
45 mA.. 6/3 ea.: 250 v. 75 mA., 7/6
ea. ; 300 v. 60 mA., 7/6 ea.

PENCIL RECTIFIERS
K3/25, 5/8 K3/40, 7/8: K3/45,
8/2 : K3/50, 8/8 : K3/60, 9/8 ;

K3/100, 14/8.

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
R. & A. 101n. unit 25/8 ea.
Flue. Sin. unit 17/6 ea.
Rola 61In. standard type 17/6 ea.
Lectrona 611n. with trans-

former 18/- ea.
Truro% Olin. wafer type ... 20/- ea.
Plessey Sin. lightweight unit 17/6 ea.
Mains energised 8I0. unit,

1,0000 21/ -
Mains energised 81in. unit,

60110 17/8 ea.
Lectrona 6in 17/8 ea.
Goodonans 81n. with output

transformer 22/6 ea.
Goodman. 7in. 41,Elliptica 121/lore.
Goodman 5In. unit 18/8 ea.
Plessey 12in. lightweight

unit 37/6 ea.

AERIAL RODS
Copper Plated Tubular Rods 12in.
long. Will plug into one another to
make any length R011 aerials 4d. ea.

CHOKES
H.F. Pile Wound thole 1/- ea.
COLVERN WIRE -WOUND CON-
TROLS. ALL 2/6 ea.
Type Value Spindle
CL R5080/750 1,0000 11in.
CLR4039/13 50011 tin.
CL R4054/15 2,5000 tin.
CLR4074/371 5,00011 I1)n.
CL R5003/68 10,0(X10 tin.
CLR3007/115 2500 1M.

PUSH BACK WIRE
7/0076 size. Colours avail-

able White. Blue, Green 2d. yd.
FLEX MAINS TYPE

Twin 14/0076. P.V.C. covered. 3d.
per yd.

MAGNETIC PICK-UP HEAD
For conversion of Acoustic Gramo-
phone to Electric reproduction.
Fitted with Universal Adaptor for
any type of Tone Arm. For use with
Standanl Size Needles. Highly,
polished plastic, brown finish. Type
112, 2,000 ohm resistance. Output
0.3 v. Special Price ... 17/6 ea.

CONDENSERS HIGH VOLTAGE.
T.C.C. 1 mfd. 250 v. A.C.

Condenser with Flying
Leads. Metal case 1/3 ea.

5/6 VINCES CHAMBERS

VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS

B.S.R. MONARCH AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGER

These omits will autoehange on
all three speeds, 7in.. loon. and
12in. They play MIX ED 7in.,
loin. and 12in. records.
They have separate sapphires
for L.P. and 78 r.p.m., which
are moved into position by a
simple switch.
Minimum baseboard size re..
quires 141n. x 121Iu., with
height above 511n., and height
below baseboard 21in. A bulk
purchase enables us to offer
these BRAND NEW UNITS at
this exceptional price. These
units are beautifully finished in
cream enamel with cream bake -
1 ite arm. COMPLETE WITH
FULL INSTRUCTIONS, 29.19.6

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
230 v. Input 2 volt .5 amp... 9/
230 v. Input 2 volt 3.0 amp... 7/230 v. Input 4 volt 1.5 amp... 5/
231) v. Input 4 volt 3.0 amp... 10/
230 v. Input 5 volt 2.0 amp... 10/-
230 v. Input 6.3 volt .5 amp... 5/
230 v. Input 6.3 volt 1.5 amp... 8/
231) v. Input 6.3 volt 3.0 amp... 9/
230 v. Input 12 volt .75 atop 5/
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 3 -WAY

MOUNTING TYPE
MT1
Primary 200-220-240 v.
Secondaries : 250.0.250 v. 80 mA.
0-6.3 v. 4 amp. 0-5 v. 2 amp. Both
tapped at 4 v. 17/6 ea.
MT2
Primary : 200-220-240 v.
Secondaries : 320-0-350 v. 80 mA.
0-6.3 v. 4 amp. 0.5 v. 2 amp. Moth
tapped at 4 v 17 6

TERMS : Cash with order or
C.O.D. Postage and Packing
charges extra, as follows :
Orders value 10/- add 9d. ; 20/ -
add ; 40/- add 1 4 ; ES add
2 - unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 2;3.

MAIL ORDER ONLY




